
02/14/05 [REVISOR] XX/JK 05-2623

Senators Skoe, Pappas, Kierlin and Ruud introduced-

S.F. No. 1280: Referred to the Committee on Commerce.

1 A bill for an act

2 relating to liquor; increasing restrictions on the use
3 of alcohol by a person under the age of 21 years;
4 amending Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.S03, by
S adding a subdivision.

6 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

7 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.S03, is

8 amended by adding a subdivision to read:

9 Subd. Sa. [ATTAINMENT OF AGE.] With respect to purchasing,

10 possessing, consuming, selling", furnishing, and serving

11 alcoholic beverages, a person is not 21' years of age until 8:00

12 a.m. on the day of that person's 21st birthday •.
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Current Minnesota law allows for the imposition of civil penalties up to $2,000, as well as
license suspension or revocation for violations ofapplicable statute. This bill establishes mandatory
civil penalties, imposed by the authority issuing the retail license, for the sale ofalcoholic beverages
to persons under age 21. The penalties range from $500 for a first violation to revocation of the
violator's retailer licenses for a fourth violation within a two-year period. The Commissioner of
Public Safety may impose the penalties if the Commissioner determines that the licensing authority
has failed to do so after a reasonable period oftime. No suspension or penalty may take effect until
the licensee has been given the opportunity for a hearing as provided by the contested case
procedures under the Administrative Procedures Act.

The bill also requires at least two compliance checks per year on each retail license holder,
to be conducted by the licensing authority.
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Senators Anderson, Ranum, Pappas and Marty introduced-

S.F. No. 1444: Referred to the.Committee on Commerce.

1 A bill for an act

2 relating to alcoholic beverages; providing minimum
3 administrative penalties for sales to underage
4 persons; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota
5 Statutes, chapter 340A.

6 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MIN~ESOTA:

7 Section 1. [340A.5035] [MANDATORY PENALTIES AND COMPLIANCE

8 CHECKS; SALE TO PERSONS UNDER AGE 21.]
~

9 (al The authority issuing a retail license must impose the

10 following civil penalties:

11 (1) for a first violation of section 340A.503 within a

12 two-year period at the same location, $500;

13 (2) for a second violation of section 340A.503 within a

14 two-Year period at the same location, $750;

15 (3) for a third violation of section 340A.503 within a

16 two~year period at the same location, $750 plus a three-day

17 suspension of the violator's retail license; and

18 (4) for a fourth violation of section 340A.503 within a

1.9 two-year period at the same location, the authority must revoke

20 the violator1s retail license.

21 (b) The commissioner may impose the penalties under

22 paragraph Cal if the commissioner determines that the licensing

23 authority has, after a reasonable period of time, failed to'

24 impose the penalties when required to do so under that paragraph.

25 Ccl No suspension or penalty may take effect until the
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1 licensee has been given an opportunity for a hearing as provided

2 in section 340A.415.

3 Cd) After a violation of section 340A.503 is found, the

4 authority must perform a compliance 'check on the violating

5 retail license holder within 90 days of the violation.

6 ee) An authority issuing a retail license-under this

7 chapter must complete at least two compliance checks per year on

8 each retail license holder to ensure compliance with the

9 provisions of this chapter. The commissioner shall adopt rules

10 setting standards to be used during all compliance checks.
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02/23/05 [REVISOR] CMG/JC 05-2883

Senators Dibble and Pappas introduced--

S.F. No. 1535: Referred to the Committee on Commerce.

'1 A bill for an act

2 relating to liquor; authorizing the city of
3 Minneapolis to issue an on-sale license; amending
4 Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.404, subdivision
5 2.

6 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

7 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.404,

8 subdivision 2, is amended to read:

9 Subd. 2. [SPECIAL PROVISION; CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS.] (a) The

10 city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale intoxicating liquor

11 license to the Guthrie Theater, the Cricket Theatre, the Orpheum

12 Theatre, the State Theatre, and the Historic Pantages Theatre,

13 notwithstanding the limitat10ns of law, or local ordinance, or

14 charter provision relating to zoning or school or church

15 distances. The licenses authorize sales on all days of the week

-16 to holders of tickets for performances presented by the theaters

17 and to members of the nonprofit corporations holding the

18 licenses and to their guests.

19 (b) The city of Minneapolis may issue an intoxicating

20 liquor license to 510 Groveland Associates, a Minnesota

21 cooperative, for use by a restaurant on the premises owned by

22 510 Groveland Associates, notwithstanding limitations of law, or

23 local ordinance, or charter provision.

24 (c) The city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale

25 intoxicating liquor license to Zuhrah Shrine Temple for use on

Section 1 1
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1 the premises owned by Zuhrah Shrine Temple at 2540 Park Avenue

2 South in Minneapolis, and to the American Swedish Institute for

3 use on the premises owned by the American Swedish Institute at

4 2600 Park Avenue South, notwithstanding limitations of law, or

5 local ordinances, or charter provision relating to zoning or

6 school or church distances.

7 (d) The city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale

8 intoxicating liquor license to the American Association of

9 University Women, Minneapolis branch, for use on the premises

10 owned by the American Association of University Women,

11 Minneapolis branch, at 2115 Stevens Avenue South in Minneapolis,

12 notwithstanding limitations of law, or local ordinances, or

13 charter provisions relating to zoning or school or church

14 distances.

15 (e) The city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale wine

16 license and an on-sale 3.2 percent malt liquor license to a

17 restaurant located at 5000 Penn Avenue South, and an on-sale

18 wine license and an on-sale malt liquor license to a restaurant

19 located at 1931 Nicollet Avenue South, notwithstanding any law

20 or local ordinance or charter provision.

21 (f) The city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale wine

22 license and an on-sale malt liquor license to the Brave New

23 Workshop Theatre located at 3001 Hennepin Avenue South, the

24 Theatre de la Jeune Lune, the Illusion Theatre located at 528

25 Hennepin Avenue South, the Hollywood Theatre located at 2815

26 Johnson Street Northeast, the Loring Playhouse located at 1633

27 Hennepin Avenue South, the Jungle Theater located at 2951

28 Lyndale Avenue South, Brave New Institute located at 2605

29 Hennepin Avenue South, the Guthrie Lab located at 700 North

30 First Street, and the Southern Theatre located at 1420

31 Washington Avenue South, notwithstanding any law or local

32 ordinance or charter provision. The license authorizes sales on

33 all days of the week.

34 (g) The city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale

35 intoxicating liquor license to University Gateway Corporation, a

36 Minnesota nonprofit corporation, for use by a restaurant or
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1 catering operator at the building owned and operated by the

2 University Gateway Corporation on the University of Minnesota

3 campus, notwiths~andirig limitations of law, or local ordinance

4 or charter provision. The license authorizes sales on all days

5 of the week.

6 (h) The city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale

7 intoxicating liquor license to the Walker Art Center's

8 concessionaire or operator, for a restaurant and catering

9 operator on the premises of the Walker Art Center,

10 notwithstanding limitations of law, or local ordinance or

11 charter provisions. The license authorizes sales on all days of

12 the week.

13 Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.]

14 Section 1 is effective the day following final enactment.

15 Under Minnesota Statutes, section 645.023, subdivision 1, clause

16 (a), section 1 takes effect without local approval.
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02/14/05 [REVISOR] XX/JK 05-26-82

Senator Hann introduced--

S.F. No. 1072: Referred to the Committee on Commerce.

,
1 A bill for an act

2 relating to liquor; authorizing the city of Eden
3 Prairie to issue an on-sale intoxicating liquor
4 license to a caterer for use in connection with
5 city-owned premises.

6 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

7 Section 1. [CITY OF EDEN PRAIRIE; ON-SALE LICENSE.]

8 Notwithstanding any law, local ordinance, or charter

9 provision, the city of Eden Prairie may issue an on-sale

10 intoxicating liquor license to any entity holding an operating

11 food service contract with the city for the operation of the

12 cafeteria, for use by the entity at the premises owned by the

13 city of Eden Prairie, at 8080 Mitchell Road in Eden Prairie.

14 The license authorizes sales on all·days of the week to persons

15 attending special events in the cafeteria. The licensee may not

16 dispense intoxicating liquor to any person attending or

17 participating in an amateur athletic event held on the premises

18 unless such dispensing is authorized by resolution of the city

19 council. The license authorized by this subdivision may be

20 issued for space that is not compact and contiguous, provided

21 that all such space is within the City Center building and is

22 included in the description of the licensed premises on the

23 approved license application.

24 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective the day

25 following final enactment.
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1 A·bill for an act

2 relating to liquor; authorizing the city of
3 Minneapolis to issue an on-sale license; amending
4 Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.404, subdivision
5 2.

6. BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

7 Section 1 •. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.404,

8 subdivision 2', is amended t6 read:

9 . Subd. 2. [SPECIAL PROVISION; CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS.] (a) The

10 city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale intoxicating liquor

11· license to the Guthrie Theater, the Cricket Theatre, the Orpheum

12 Theatre, the State Theatre, and the Historic Pantages Theatre,

13 notwithstanding the limitations of law, or local ordinance, or

14 charter provision relating to zoning or school or church

15 distances. The licenses authorize sales on all days of the week

16 to holders of tickets for performances presented by the theaters

17 and to members of the nonprofit corporations holding the'

18 licenses and to their guests.

19 (b) The city of Minneapolis may issue an intoxicating

20 liquor license to 510 Groveland Associates, a Minnesota

21 cooperative, for use by a restaurant on the premises owned by

22 510 Groveland Associates, notwithstanding limitations of law, or

23 local ordinance, or charter provision.

24 (c) The city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale

25 intoxicating liquor license to Zuhrah Shrine Temple for use on

. Section 1 1
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1 the premises owned by Zuhrah Shrine Temple at 2540 Park Avenue

2 South in' Minneapo~is, and to the American Swedish Institute for

3 use on the'premises owned by the American Swedish Institute at

4 2600 Park Avenue South, notwithstanding limitations of law, or

5 local ordinances, or charter provision relating to zoning or

6 school or church distances.

7 Cd)' The ~ity of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale

8 intoxicating liquor license to the American Association of

9 'Unive~sit¥,Women, Minneapolis branch, for use on the premises

10 ' 'owned: by,' the American Association of University Women,

11 ,Mlnneapolis branch, at 2115' Stevens Avenue South in Minneapolis,

12 notwithstanding limitations of law, or local ordinances, or

13 charter provisions, relating to zoning or school or church

14 distances.

15 , (e) 'Tpe city of Minneapplis may issue an ~n-sale wine

16 lice~se an~ an 6n-sale 3.2 percent malt liquor license to a

17 restaurant' located at 5000 Penn Avenue South, and an on-sale

18 wine license and an on-sal~ malt liquor license to a re'staurant

19 located at 1931 Nicollet Avenue South, notwithstanding any law

20 or local ordinance or charter provision.

21 (f) The city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale wine

22 license and an on-sale malt liquor license to the Brave New

23 Workshop Theatre located at 3001 Hennepi~ Avenue South, the,

24 Theatre dela Jeune Lune, the Illusion Theatre located at 528

25 Hennepin Avenue South, the Hollywood Theatre located at 2815

26 Johnson Street Northeast, the Loring Playhouse located at 1633

27 Henn~pin Avenue South, the Jungle Theater located at 2951

28 Lyndale Avenue South, Brave New Institute located at 2605

29 Hennepin Ave~ue South" the Guthri~ Lab located at 700 North

30, First Street, and the Southern Theatre located at 1420

31 Washington Avenue South, notwithstanding any law or local

32 ordinance or charter provision. The license authorizes sales on

33 all days of the week.

34 (g) The city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale

35 into~icating liquor license to University Gateway Corporation, a

36 Minnesota nonprofit corporation, for use by a restaurant or

Section 1 2
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1 catering operator at the building ,owned and operated by the

'2 University Gateway Corporation on the University of Minnesota

3 campus, notwithstanding limitations of law, or local ordinance

4 or charter provision. The license authorizes sales on all days

5 of the week.

6 (h) The city of Minneapolis may issue an on-sale

7 intoxicating liquor license to the Guthrie Theater's

8 concessionaire or operator for a restaurant and catering

9 operator on the premises ot the Guthrie Theater, notwithstanding

10 limitations of law, local 6rdinance, 'or charter provisions. The

11 licen~e authorizes~sales on all days of the week.

12 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section. is effective the day

~~ following final enactment.
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Senator Dibbleintroduced--

S.F. No. 1322: Referred to the Committee on Commerce.

1 A bill for an act

2 relating to alcoholic beverages; eliminating
3 prohibition against dual distribution in the beer
'4 market; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2004, section
"5 325B.03.

6 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

7 Section 1. [REPEALER.]

8 Minnesota Statut~s 2004, section 325B.03, is repealed.

1
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APPENDIX
Repealed Minnesota Statutes for 05-1528

325B.03 NO DUAL DISTRIBUTION.
No brewer who designates a sales territory for which any

wholesaler shall be primarily responsible shall enter into any
agreement with any other beer wholesaler for the purpose of
establishing an additional agreement for its brand or brands of
beer in the same territory served by a beer wholesaler with that
particular brand.

325B.03 lR
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S.F. No. 1585 .. Liquor Wholesaler-Retailer Relationships

Author: Senator Mike McGinn

"~liPrepared by: Matthew S. Grosser, Senate Research (651/296-1890) Y-

Date: March 14, 2005

The bill eliminates the prohibition against financial relationships between malt liquor and
distilled spirit wholesalers and licensed retailers of alcoholic beverages. The bill also relieves
wholesalers of the requirement to report to the Commissioner of Public Safety the names and
addresses of each retail licensee who is more than 30 days delinquent on payments for credit
extended in the normal course ofbusiness.
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Senator McGinn introduced__

S.F. No. 1585: Referred to the Committee on Commerce.

, 1 A bill for an act

2 relating to liquor; modifying law 'relating to
3 wholesaler-retailer relationships; amending Minnesota
4 Statutes 2004, 'sections 340A.308; 340A.318.

5 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

6 section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.308, is

7 amended to read:

8 340A.308 [PROHIBITED TRANSACTIONS.]

9 (a) Except as otherwise provided in section 340A.301, no

10 brewer er-ma~e-~~~~er-wfte~eea~ermay directly or indirectly, or

11 through an affiliate or subsidiary company, or through an

12 officer,' director, stockholder, or partner:

13 (1) give, or lend money, credit, or other thing of value to

14 a retailer;

15 (2) give, lend, lease, or sell furnishing or equipment to a

16 retailer;

17 (3) have an interest in a retail license; or

18 (4) be bound for the repayment of a loan to a retailer.

19 (b) No retailer may solicit any equipment, fixture,

20 supplies, money, or other thing of value fr9m a brewer er-ma~~

21 ~~~~er-wfte~eea~er if furnishing of these items by the brewer er

22 wfte~eea~er is prohibited by law and the retailer knew ·or had

23 reason to know that the, furnishing is prohibited by law.

24 (c) This section does not prohibit a manufacturer er

25 wfte~eea~er from:

section 1 1
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1 (1) furnishing, lending, or renting to a retailer outside

2 signs, of a cost of up·to $400 excluding installation and repair

3 costs;

4 (2) furnishing, lending, or renting to a retailer inside

5 signs and other promotional material, of a cost of up to $300 in

6 a year;

7 (3) furnishing to or maintaining for a retailer equipment

8 for dispensing malt liquor, including tap trailers, cold plates

9 and other dispensing equipment, of a cost of up to $100 per tap

10 in a year;

1.1 (4) using or renting property owned continually since

12 November 1, 1933, for the purpose of selling intoxicating or 3.2

,13 percent malt liquor at retail; or

14 (5) extending customary commercial credit to a retailer in

15 connection with a sale of nonalcoholic beverages only, or

16 engaging in cooperative advertising agreements with a retailer

17 in connection with the sale of nonalcoholic beverages onlYt-er

18 t6t-~~-~fte-e88e-er-8-Wfte%e88%er,-W~~ft-~fte-pr~er-wr~~~e~

19 ee~8eft~-er-~fte-eemm~88~e~er,-8e%%~~~-~eer-e~-ee~8~~ftme~~-~e-8

20 fte%aer-er-8-~emper8ry-%~ee~8e-u~aer-8ee~~e~-3+eA~+e~,

21 8u~a~v~8~e~-~,-er-3+eA~+e+,-8u~a~v~8~e~-~e.

22 Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.318, is

23 amended to read:

24 340A.318 [CREDIT EXTENSIONS RESTRICTED.]

25 Subdivision 1. [RESTRICTION.] Except as provided in this

26 section, no retail licensee may accept or receive credit, other

27 than merchandising credit in the ordinary course of business for

28 a period not to exceed 30 days, from a distiller,

29 manufacturer, er-Wfte%e88%er-er-a~8~~%%ea-8p~r~~8-er-w~~e,or

30 agent or employee thereof. No distiller, ~ manufacturer er

31 Wfte%e88%er may extend the prohibited credit to a retail

32 licensee. No retail licensee delinquent beyond the 30-day

33 period shall solicit, accept or receive c~edit or purchase or

34 acquire distilled spirits or ,wine directly or indirectly, and no

35 distiller, or manufacturer er-Wfte%e88%er shall. knowingly grant

36 or extend credit nor sell, furnishL or supply distilled spirits

section 2 2
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1 or wine to a retail licensee who has been posted delinquent

2 under subdivision 3. No right of action shall exist for the

3 collection of any claim based upon credit extended contrary to

4 the provisions of this section.

5 Subd. 2. [REPORTING.] Every distiller, or manufacturer er

6 wfteiesaier selling to retailers shall submit to the commissioner

7 in triplicate not later than Thursday of each calendar week a

8 verified list of the names and addre$ses of each retail licensee

9 purchasing distilled spirits or wine from that distiller, or

10 manufacttirer,-er-wfteiesaier who, on the first day of that

11 calendar week, was delinquent beyond the 30-day period, or a

12 verified statement that no delinquencies exist which are

,13 required to be reported. The name and address of each retail

14 licensee who makes payment with a postdated check, or a check

15 that is dishonored on presentment, ° must also be submitted to the

16 commissioner at that time. If a retail licensee previously

17 reported as delinquent cures the delinquency by payment, the

18 name and address of that licensee shall be submitted in

19 triplicate to the commissioner not later than the close of the

20 second full business day following the day the delinquency was

21 cured.

22 Subd. 3. [POSTING; NOTICE.] Verified lists or statements

23 ° required by subdivision 2 shall be posted by the commissioner in

24 offices of the department in places available for public

25 inspection not later than the Monday following receipt.

26 Documents posted shall constitute notice to every distiller, or

27 manufacturer,-er-wfteiesaier of the information posted. Actual

28 notice, however received, also constitutes notice.

29 Subd. 4. [MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.] The 30-day

30 merchandising period allowed by this section shall commence with

31 the day immediately following the date of invoice and shall

32 include all successive days, including Sundays and holidays, to

33 and including the 30th successive day. In addition to other

34 legal methods, payment by check during the period for which

35 merchandising credit may be extended shall be considered

36 payment. All checks received in payment for distilled spirits

section 2 3
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1 or wine shall be deposited promptly for collection. A postdated

2 check or a check dishonored on presentation for payment does not

3 constitute payment. A retail licensee shall not be deemed

4 delinquent for any alleged sale in any instance where there

5 exists a bona fide dispute between the licensee and the

6 distiller, or manufacturer er-wfteie~aier as to the amount owing

7 as a result of the alleged sale. A delinquent retail licensee

8 ,who engages in the retail liquor business at two or more

9 locations shall be deemed to be delinquent with,respect to each

10 location. A retail licensee who engages in the retail liquor

11 business at two or more locations means "a person or group of

12 persons possessing ~o percent or more ownership in two or more

.13- locations."

'14 Subd. 5. [LICENSE SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION.] The license

15 of any retail licensee, distiller, or manufacturer er-wfteie~~ier

16 violating any provision of this section shall be SUbject to

17 suspension or revocation in the manner provided by this chapter •.
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S.F. No. 1130 .. Wine Regulations

Senate
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Author:

Prepared by:

Date:
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Christopher B. Stan~senate Counsel (651/296-0539)

March 10, 2005

Section 1 removes wine as a product exempt from the law requiring licensed importers ofalcoholic
beverages to offer for sale their products on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Section 2 prohibits a licensed wholesaler or manufacturer from being a party to an agreement with
an importer for the purchase of a brand of wine to the exclusion of the purchase of that brand by
other licensed wholesalers and manufacturers.
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Senator Kierlin introduced--

S.F. No. 1130: Referred to the Committee on Commerce.

1 A bill for an act

2 relating to liquor; modifying restrictions on
3 impo.rters of wine; prohibiting certain exclusive
4 agreements in the sale of wine; ame~ding Minnesota
5 Statutes 2004, section 340A.307, subdivision 4, by
6 adding a subdivision.

7 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

8 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.307,

9 subdivision 4, is amended to read:

10 Subd. 4. [EXCEPTIONS.] Nothing in this section applies to:

11 (1) w~fte-er malt liquor of any alcohol content;

12 (2) intoxicating liquor which is: .

13 (i) further distilled, refined, rectified, or blended

14 within the state; and

15 (ii) bottled within ·the state and labeled with the

16 importer's own labels after importation into the state; or

17 (3) any brand of intoxicating liquor which is offered for

18 sale only in this state. No such brand shall vary from an

19 existing or new'brand sold in another state in any manner as to

20 brand name, age, or proof of the product.

21 Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.307, is

22 amended by adding a subdivision to read:.

23 Subd. 5. [ELIMINATION OF WINE WHOLESALE EXCLUSIVE

24 AGREEMENTS.] Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, no

25 licensed wholesaler or manufacturer shall be a party to an

26 agreement with a licensed importer·for the purchase of a brand

Section 2 1
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1 of wine by the licensed wholesaler or manufacturer to the

2 exclusion of the purchase of that brand by other licensed

3 wholesalers or manufacturers in the state after the effective

4 date of this act.

2
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Senator Ourada introduced--

S.F. No. 1131: Referred to the Committee on Commerce.

1 A bill for an act

2 relating to liquor; prohibiting the establishment of
3 new municipal liquor stores; amending Minnesota
4 Statutes 2004, section 340A.601, by adding a
5 subdivision.

6 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

7 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.601, is

~ amended by adding a subdivision to read:

9 Subd. laD [NO NEW MUNICIPAL LIQUOR

10 STORES.] Notwithstanding subdivision 1, no new municipal liquor

11 store may be opened or established after June 30, 2005. This

12 subdivision applies to cities currently operating and cities not

13 currently operating a municipal liquor store.

14 Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.]

15 This act is effective the day following final enactment.

1
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Senator Kleis introduced--

S.F. No. 143S: Referred to the Committee on Commerce.

1 A bill for an act

2 . relating to liquor; requiring certain cities operating
3 municipal liquor stores to issue off-sale licenses to
4 qualified applicants; amending Minnesota Statutes
5· 2004, section 340A.60l, subdivision 5.

6 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

7 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 340A.60l,

8 subdivision 5, is amended to read:

9 Subd. 5. [ISSUANCE OF LICENSES TO PRIVATE PERSONS.] 1!l A

10. city owning and operating a municipal liquor store may issue

lIon-sale liquor licenses to hotels l clubs, and restaurants. A

12 clty issuing on-sale licenses under this subdivision may

13 continue to operate the municipal liquor store or may resume

14 operation of a municipal liquor store previously discontinued~

15 The number ·of on-sale licenses issued under this section by

16 a city is governed by section 340A.4l3 •.

17 A city may not issue licenses under this seee±on paragraph,

18 other than a license issued to a club under section 340A.404,

19 subdivision 1, clause (4), until authorized by the voters of the

20 city voting on the question at a special election called for

21 that purpose.

22 (b) Any city that owns and operates a municipal liquor

23 store must issue an off-sale license for an exclusive liquor

24 store to any applicant qualified under this chapter •. The

25 license must be approved by the commissioner.

1



TO: Legislative Audit Commission

FROM: Senate Commerce Subcommittee on Liquor

DATE: March 14, 2005

RE: Evaluation Topic

The members of the Senate Commerce Subcommittee on Liquor urge the
Legislative Audit Commission to recommend that the Office of the Legislative
Auditor evaluate state regulation of alcoholic beverage sales and distribution under
Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 325B and 340A. This evaluation should include
impact of the following on consumer choice, competitive prices and public safety:

Recycled Paper

35% Post-

• statutorily sanctioned exclusive wholesaling relationships
statutorily sanctioned limitations on retail licenses, particularly off-sale
other state- or locally-authorized economic regulation.
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Review of the Report
Impact of the Highly Regulated Wholesale and

Retail Alcoholic Beverage Markets in Minnesota

This review of the subject report was requested by Paul Kaspszak, Executive Director of the

Minnesota Municipal Beverage Association. It provides an overview of the report, a

historical brief on the alcohol in Minnesota, and an analysis of the pricing methodology

used, geographic scope and industry structure.

Overview

The report is heavy on rhetoric and light on facts that can be substantiated. For instance, the

report frequently uses the term monopoly or near monopoly when referring to Minnesota

alcoholic wholesalers and retailers. First and most importantly the report indicates higher

average costs are the result of a monopoly. There is no evidence in the report to substantiate

there are monopoly or near monopoly conditions in Minnesota than there is in Wisconsin.

The entire report is based on a pricing survey described in the Appendix on Methodology. It

provides very limited information on how, when and where the pricing data on alcoholic

beverages was obtained. Verification and replication is essential element of any survey.

This report and the research conducted cannot be verified or replicated.

Second, the report's focus on Minnesota, but in reality, it is on Wisconsin and Minnesota.

More specifically, Wisconsin is one of 33 states that allow grocers to sell wine and spirits in

contrast to Minnesota, which is one of 17 states that do not allow grocers to sell wine and

spirits. More specifically, it is on Wisconsin being more price competitive on alcoholic

beverages than Minnesota. A more accurate and complete assessment would have included



Minnesota's adjacent states of Iowa, North Dakota and South Dakota. Clearly the author(s)

of the report attempts to show that Minnesota is less competitive than Wisconsin. The do

not want to show that Minnesota may be more competitive than Iowa, North Dakota and

South Dakota.

Third, the size and structure of the alcoholic beverage industry reflects a state's unique

culture, politics, taxation, historical development and the spatial distribution ofpeople and

urban centers. The alcoholic beverage industry in Minnesota is different from neighboring

states and Wisconsin in particular because of the dominance of the Twin Cities; relative few

smaller sized metro areas with numerous rural counties.

Alcohol in Minnesota

Minnesota has a long history of wanting to control alcohol distribution. The Midwest was

the heartland of the Prohibition movement. The Woman's Christian Temperance union

(WCTU) began in Cleveland, Ohio in 1874 and is now headquartered in Evanston, Illinois.

Minnesota chapters began in 1878 and grew in number and size paving the way for

Prohibition. The Volstead Act which prohibited the manufacture and distribution of

alcoholic beverages of greater the 0.5% was authored by Andrew Volstead of Granite Falls,

Minnesota. The Act became law on January 16, 1920 and was repealed by the 21 st·

Amendment to the constitution effective December 5, 1933.

Minnesota enacted conservative laws to control the sale and distribution after the repeal of

Prohibition. Some measures included higher taxes on alcoholic beverages, restrictions on



days and hours of operation, no serving of wine or spirits on Sunday, only 3.2% beer at non

liquor stores, restricting liquor stores and grocers from selling each other's products,

legislation enabling smaller communities to operate municipal liquor stores and bars and

local option as to whether or not to sell liquor or not.

Pricing Survey

First, the report uses data from the Minnesota State Auditors report on Municipal Liquor

Store Operations for 2003. The report states that Minnesota imposes two types of special

taxes on alcoholic beverages:

"Special excise taxes are imposed on the manufacturers or wholesalers of these products.

Taxes are fixed by a dollar amount per unit (per barrel or liter). Tax rates vary by beverage

type.

A special higher sales tax rate of 9 percent (2.5 percentage points higher than the regular

rate) applies to their retail sales-whether made on-sale (to be consumed in bars or

restaurants) or off-sale (in liquor stores or by other sellers). The tax is a percentage of the

retail price. It is scheduled to expire on January 1, 2006.

Revenues from both the excise tax and the additional 2.5 per~entage point sales tax go into

the general fund. Fiscal revenues from the excise taxes were about $67 million and $54

million for the special sales tax."



Clearly, municipal liquor stores are only a small portion of the alcoholic beverage

establishments, and not very representative at that. They number 257 (Minnesota State

Auditor's Report for 2003) out of almost 960 stores statewide (Census of Retail Trade for

1997). They tend to be located in smaller, more isolate communities that provide greater

convenience to the local community and generate revenue for the municipality.

Second, the pricing survey outlined on page 12 of the report indicates:

"For this part of the study, data were collected on popular brands of wine and spirits for

various locations in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Locations in Minnesota were assigned a

code of 1, 2 or 3 depending on the degree of competitiveness reflected by profit margins.

Regressions were than calculated as a function of the location in Minnesota or Wisconsin,

competitiveness rating, beverage type, bottle size using dummy variables where

appropriate."

The report does not provide any detail on when, where or how the pricing data were

obtained. When is an important consideration? Most Minnesota liquor stores use a high

low pricing promotional strategy. They selectively discount certain beverages to drive

traffic and sales. They often have special broader price promotions with deeper and broader

discounts by category (beer, wine and spirits) for longer periods during certain tim'es of the

year. Wine for instance is heavily discounted and promoted in March, July and October.

Clearly, these sales account for a disproportionately large volume of sales. We cannot tell

when the survey was taken so the price differences are questionable.



Where the data was collected also affects the result. There is very limited information on

the sampling technique used. Normally a sampling frame is established to ensure that the

sample is representative. Random, stratified and clustered sampling techniques are used to

ensure that the sample is unbiased. The report provides very limited information on which

markets and stores were sampled and why. There is no assurance that the sample is is

representative and unbiased.

How the data was collected is not described. Was the data collected by observation, phone,

mail, etc? We do not know from the report. Were there safeguards used to ensure that the

products compared were identical? We don't know from the report. For instance, spirits in

liters vs. fifths are similar in size and some stores, especially small ones, only handle one

size. Similarly, the report lists 750-ml. bottles of wine. One brand used in the survey was
,I

Mondovi. Which Mondovi wine was it? Was it Fume Blanc, Chardonnay, Pinot Nor,

Merlot, Cabemet? Prices vary by variety as well as where the wine was produced. The

report provides no specific information on what wine was tracked, and leaves in doubt how

systematic and accurate the data collected was.

The market basket of items for which the price comparisons are limited and do not reflect a

cross section of alcoholic beverages. The report only lists five 1.5 It. of spirits and four 750-

- ml. brands of wine. This is far too small to be considered a representative sample. A

minimum of20 items for each category (beer, wine and spirits) would be needed to ensure

representativeness. In addition, the sample should be broadly representative of the entire

market: lower, middle and higher priced products within each category not just the popular



brands. The sample is medium to better. It does not include the full range of products and

pnces.

The Research Department of the Minnesota House of Representatives report of January

2005 sates that:

"Minnesota's wine and beer excise taxes are average or below average compared to most

other states. Minnesota's tax on distilled spirits (liquor) is among the highest for states with

excise taxes. A number of states (including Iowa) have liquor monopolies and a portion of

the price is markup is a de facto tax; it is difficult to compare the tax burden with these

states. The table compares Minnesota rates with its bordering states. However, only North

Dakota imposes an additional sales tax (an additional 2 percentage points). Thus Minnesota

alcohol tax burden is higher suggested by simply comparing excise tax burdens."

Excise Tax Rates (per gallon)
Bordering States

Strong Beer Table Wine Liquor

Iowa $.19 $1.75 N.A.

Minnesota .15 .30 $5.03

North Dakota .16 .50 2.50

South Dakota .27 .93 3.93

Wisconsin .06 .25 3.25

Source: Federation of Tax Administrators
I



Clearly, Minnesota uses taxes to increase revenue, especially in light of recent deficits. This

is a matter of tax policy and revenue needs rather than price competitiveness at the market

and store levels. It also reflects the state's history and culture in taxing vices like alcohol

and tobacco more highly than other states.

Geographic Scope

This report focuses on Minnesota, but is actuality it is about Minnesota and Wisconsin. This

raises the question about why Wisconsin and not the other adjacent states of Iowa, North

Dakota and South Dakota too. Could be it because Wisconsin allows liquor to be sold in

grocery stores and the other states do not?

The spatial demographics of Minnesota and its neighboring states are strikingly different.

The table below shows that Wisconsin is the most densely populated sate. It also has more

residents residing in Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA), but a slightly lower percentage

than Minnesota. The latter is the result of the high concentration of the state's population

residents in the Twin Cities compared to Milwaukee: 58.4% vs. 28%. Iowa, North Dakota

and South Dakota are much more rural with less than half of their populations in MSAs.



Population Density and MSA Population Concentration

Population/Sq. Mile MSA Population Percent of State

Wisconsin 98.8 3,611,574 67.3

Minnesota 61.8 3,500,525 71.2

Iowa 52.4 1,457,567 49.8

South Dakota 9.9 299,911 39.7

North Dakota 9.3 278,420 34.9

Source: Office of Management and Budget and the Census of Population for 2000

Another way to look at the urban structure is by counties. The table below shows that

Wisconsin has more MSAs counties in MSAs. They are also more evenly dispersed

throughout the state. This structure suggests the urban structure might yield greater

competition where more stores drive prices lower because of increased competition. By

extension, more rural residents would have access to these MSAs with more competitive

prICIng.

MSA Connti~s Tmnortan4'~in Stat~

MSAs MSA Counties Counties % of Total

Wisconsin 12 21 30.0%

Minnesota 7 18 20.7

Iowa 9 11 11.1

South Dakota 2 3 4.5

North Dakota 3 4 7.5

Source: Office of Management and Budget and the Census of Population for 2000 r



Bottom line: urban structure favors higher levels of competition.

Industry Structure

Distribution of alcoholic beverages reflects the historical development of states, liquor laws

and regulations, urban structure, etc. Wholesale trade in Wisconsin developed earlier and

more widespread than Minnesota. The importance of rivers and Lake Superior resulted in

earlier advantages to cities like Winona, Red Wing, Stillwater, Mankato, Duluth and above

all Minneapolis and St. Paul in Minnesota. Early advantages as gateways resulted in fewer,

but larger wholesalers being more concentrated Minnesota than Wisconsin. Cultural

differences resulted in Iowa running liquor as a state owned and operated monopoly. The

Dakotas have high concentrations of wholesaling in only four markets: Sioux Falls, Rapid

City, Fargo and Grand Forks.

Retail industry structure shows Minnesota with the greatest number of establishments, sales

and employees. Wisconsin is a distant second because it permits grocers to sell wine and

liquor to selected grocery stores. On the other end of the spectrum is Iowa with the lowest

concentration of establishments, sales and employees. This is what happens in a real

monopoly; not Minnesota as the author(s) of the report indicates.



Retail Industry Structure

Establishments Sales ($000) Employees

Wisconsin 490 $359,298 2.395

Minnesota 960 810,400 6,642

Iowa 111 57,692 531

South Dakota 139 71,874 651

North Dakota 125 75,444 751

Source: Census of Retail Trade, 1997 (2002 information is only partially released) I



MINNESOTA MUNICIPAL BEVERAGE
SUM ET

• Municipal liquor stores started after Prohibition as a means for cities to control
the distribution of alcohol in their communities. Later, cities found their
municipal liquor store could be a method of generating needed non-tax
revenue. Today, the purpose of municipal liquor stores is to "control the
distribution of alcohol - while simultaneously generating income for the
community."

• Off-sale municipal liquor operations have geographic exclusivity but not
. competitive exclusivity. This competition has caused municipal liquor

operations to become more business savvy - with the goal of encouraging
customers to purchase at the municipal liquor operation, instead of
somewhere else.

• There are over 230 cities with off-sale or on-sale I off-sale combination
municipal liquor operations, operating approximately 260 facilities. Sales
range from approximately $100,000 to over $9 million per year. Total annual
sales are approximately $250 million with total annual profits of approximately
$20 million. Profits are used by cities for general fund activities or special
projects including recreation programs, elderly transportation and public
safety equipment.

• Sales have increased over the past decade and the trend is continuing.

• The strong trend in large cities and small towns is to remodel and I or expand
existing facilities and build new facilities.

• Municipal liquor operations can advertise, promote, price etc. like
independently owned operators. However, because of the "alcohol control"
element, municipal liquor operators may choose not to engage in certain,
otherwise legal, activities.



Alcohol Related Fatalities

Year Minnesota Wisconsin

1982 322 479
1983 314 453
1984 332 482
1985 287 404
1986 284 428
1987 248 450
1988 294 462
1989 289 397
1990 258 370
1991 233 362
1992 240 302
1993 216 330
1994 250 311
1995 269 323
1996 222 325
1997 197 335
1998 285 304
1999 206 310
2000 258 350
2001 225 366
2002 256 360
2003 267 387

TOTAL 5752 8290

Since 1982, Wisconsin has averaged
over 44% MORE Alcohol Related Fatalities
than Minnesota

Source: 1982-2002 (Final) FARS Files and 2003 FARS Annual Report File,
FHWA's Highway Statistics Annual



J"ERICH AND ASSOCIATES
LEJGISLATIVEJ CONSULTANTS

166 STONEJBRIDGEJ ROAD

LILYDALEJ, MN 55118

651-454-9090
FAX 651-681-0606

March 14, 2005

To: Members of Commerce Liquor subcommittee

From: Jerich and Associates, Consultant to the Wine
Institute

Re: Opposition to SFl130 - Kierlin: Wine sales exclusive
agreements prohibition

The Wine Institute wishes to express their opposition to SF
1130.

Many wineries produce unique specialty wines in small lots
and the ability to establish contractual relationships with
wholesalers is vital to their ability to provide a venue to
market their products.

Marketing wines takes time to educate wholesalers and
retailers on the unique qualities of wines and the smaller
wineries do not have the resources or the quantities of
product to work with multiple wholesalers. The exclusive
agreements provide an incentive to all parties to partner to
build and promote brands, providing better service to
retailers and thus providing a broader choice of wine
products to Minnesota consumers.

Minnesota contract laws are adequate to govern these
agreements.



03/10/05 [COUNSEL] CBS SCS1535A-1

1 Senator •.... moves to amend S.F. No. 1535 as follows:

2 Page 3, delete lines 13 to 16, and insert:

3 "[EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective upon approval

4 by the Minneapolis city council in the manner provided by

5 Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, notwithstanding Minnesota

6 Statutes, section 645.023, subdivision 1, clause (a) .n

1
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TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE

MEMORANDUM

Interested Parties
Michael D. Madigan, Minnesota Beer Wholesaler Association
Summary of Beer Industry's Contribution to Minnesota's Economy
February 23, 2005

INTRODUCTION

For over sixty (60) years, the Minnesota Beer Wholesaler Association
("MBWA") has served as the membership organization of the beer wholesaling industry
in the state of Minnesota. All beer wholesaling businesses in Minnesota are family
owned and operated, in some instances by the third and even fourth generation. There
are currently about ninety (90) beer wholesalers operating throughout the state.

ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION OF THE BEER INDUSTRY TO MINNESOTA

A 2004 study commissioned by the National Beer Wholesaler Association and the
Beer Institute summarized the economic contributions of the beer industry to Minnesota's
economy. At that time, the industry paid $518 Million in federal, state, and local taxes.
The industry employed 37,170 Minnesotans, paid $970,800,000 in wages, and made a
total economic contribution to the state of $2,680,000,000. Each ten (10) jobs in the beer
industry help create an additional twenty (20) joBs in other industries. The Study further
found that Minnesota's Beer Industry, through direct and indirect contributions, helped
add 2,960 jobs and over $131.4 Million in wages to the state economy over the last two
yeats alone. A Press Release describing the 2004 study is attached.

CONCLUSION

Beer wholesalers are a vital part of our state economy, particularly in outstate
Minnesota. In addition to fueling Minnesota's economic engine through capital
purchases, such as warehouses, trucks, vehicles, computers and other items, beer
wholesalers also support other community businesses such as insurance, banking, health
providers, accounting, legal, transportation, advertising, and the like. Beer wholesalers
are· good corporate citizens in the communities where they live and work. They are a
source of substantial philanthropic support in those communities. Since the 1970's, they
have been deeply committed to responsible use of their products through such means as
the award winning program called MBWA CARE, the purpose of which is to raise
alcohol awareness in communities and take affirmative steps to prevent intemperate
consumption of alcohol.

MDM:brc
Enclosure

L:\(MBWA)\DayOnTheHi1l\2005\Memorandum to Board2.doc
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For Immediate Release
February 15,2005

,
BEER INSTITUTE

Contact: Beau Phillips (Beer Institute): 202-777-3513
Michelle Semones (NEWA): 703-683-4300

Beer Industry Has $2 ..68 Billion Impact on Minnesota Economy
New Economic Study Details Jobs, Wages and Overall Economic Impact

Washington, D.C. Beer-related businesses, including brewers, wholesalers, and retailers, contribute $2.68
billion to the Mim1esota economy, according to a new study released today by the National Beer Wholesalers
Association (NBWA) and the Beer Institute. The industry's economic impact in the state includes 37,170 jobs
paying $970.8 million in wages as well as more than $518 million in federal, state and local taxes generated and
paid, including consumption taxes. These results show significant growth in all categories over a similar study
released in 2003, which was based on data collected for 2001. The report released today calculates data from
2004.

"We are extremely proud to be a significant contributor to the Minnesota economy," said NEWA President
David Rehr. "More than simply providing a refreshing beverage enjoyed by 90 million adults, we are businesses
that have a national economic impact, and at the same time positively touch nearly every cOlnmunity in
Minnesota, providingjobs for our fellow citizens and tax revenues for our towns and cities."

According to the report, the direct and indirect economic output ofbrewers, wholesalers, retailers, and suppliers
to Minnesota's economy increased more than $347 million from a 2003 study, from about $2.3 billion to the
current $2.6 billion. Through direct and indirect economic contributions, Minnesota's beer industry helped add
2,960 jobs and over $131.4 million in wages to the state economy over this time period.

"TIns study demonstrates that the beer industry is made up of more than just those who n1ake and distribute our
products," said Jeff Becker, President of the Beer Institute. "Weare an industry of farmers, can manufacturers,
truck drivers, retailers, among many others. While the economic impact of the industry is significant, brewers
and wholesalers are also committed to'promoting the responsible consumption of their products and to
improving local communities."

Nationally, the total economic impact of beer-related businesses is nearly $162 billion annually to the U.S.
economy. This includes nearly 1.8 millionjobs paying more than $54 billion in wages. Total taxes are more
than $30 billion in federal, state and local taxes paid, as well as in consumption taxes.

The study also breaks down the industry's economic impact by congressional district. A chart with the key data
points for congressional districts in Minnesota is attached.

To view other states Or to view the full Beer Industry Economic Impact Study, please visit
www.beerservesamerica.org.

###

The Beer Institute, established in 1986, is the national trade association for the brewing industly, representing both large
and small brewers, as well as importers and industlY suppliers. The Institute is committed to development ofsoundpublic
policy and to the values ofcivic duty and personal responsibility.

Founded in 1938, the National Beer Wholesalers Association advocates before government and the public on behalfof
nearly 2,200 licensed independent beer wholesalers with operations located in every congressional district and state across
the countly. Beer wholesalers are committed to ensuring that the products they provide are consumed legally, moderately
and responsibly.



INTOXICATING LIQUOR REGULATION

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORIES

By: Michael D. Madigan
President & Legal Counsel

Minnesota Beer Wholesalers Association

L:\(MBWA)\Docs\IntoxicatingLiquorExc1usiveTerritories.doc
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INTRODUCTION

As outlined in another white paper entitled "Intoxicating Liquor Regulation &

The Three-Tier System", Minnesota closely regulates the licensing, importation,

distribution and sale of intoxicating liquor within its borders in order to prevent illegal

sales to minors, inhibit overly aggressive marketing and consumption, collect taxes,

crea~e rrderly, transparent and accountable distribution systems, and prevent a recurrence

of the problems that led to the enactment of National Prohibition. Following a majority

of states, Minnesota adopted the three-tier system of regulation in order to accomplish

these goals. The three-tier system is designed to prevent vertical integration in the liquor

industry by "tied houses." Direct links between manufacturers and retailers, and

disproportionate influence between the two, has historically led to increased sales,

abusive sales practices, and excessive consumption. The three-tier system interjects

checks and balances by separating producers from consumers through a distinct,

mandatory, transparent, and accountable distribution system.

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORIES

A key component of the three-tier system, and Minnesota's Intoxicating Liquor

Regulatory Scheme, is exclusive territories for beer and wine. Today, every state in the

country has exclusive territories for beer either by statute or agreement.

Exclusive territories serve four (4) basic purposes. First, they are the backbone of

any transparent and accountable distribution system. The ability to audit for tax

payments is easier as is the enforcement of trade practice violations. Agents from the

Alcohol & Gambling Enforcement Division know exactly who is responsible for selling a

particular brand to retailers in a given area and can, therefore, determine how much of the

L:\(MBWA)\Docs\IntoxicatingLiquorExciusiveTenltories.doc
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brand is being sold, the prices being paid by the retailers and the terms of sale. In other

words, agents can determine if:

Y The proper amount of tax is being collected

Y Illegal inducements were being made at the time of sale

Y The brands are being illegally sold as a "loss leader" (being sold

below the purchase price)

Second, exclusive territories ensure that every retailer in a given area will have

access to every brand and package variety of products sold in that area on a timely basis.

This ensures that consumers have the widest choice of brands thereby enhancing

competition.

Third, exclusive territories protect product quality. Beer is a perishable product

with a code date. Under Distributor Agreements with brewers, wholesalers are required

to replace at their cost any beer on a retailer's shelves which becomes old. No wholesaler

will replace old beer at his cost that he did not originally sell to the retailer. Accordingly,

the elimination of exclusive territories would not only hamstring effective enforcement, it

would also quickly undermine product quality and ultimately public health. Exclusive

territories also protect consumers by enabling the enforcing agency to know exactly who

to contact to get a brand removed from retail shelves in the event of a product recall or

product tampering situation.

Fourth, exclusive territories ensure better service and prevent "free riding." The

introductiGn of a new product or brand involves a significant investment of time and

money by a wholesaler. In essence, a new "market" must be created. This investment,

ensures, as mentioned earlier, that consumers have a wide choice and that competition is

L:\(MBWA)\Docs\IntoxicatingLiquorExclusiveTenitories.doc
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preserved. If territories are not exclusive, wholesalers have no incentive to Inake this

investment because a competitor may unfairly "free ride" on the wholesaler's investment.

It also creates a disincentive for wholesalers from servicing retail accounts.

Contrary to some misconceptions, exclusive territories do not increase costs to

consumers. In a study entitled" Geographic Restraints in the Malt Beverage Industry",

the authors (Robert D. Tollision, Ph.D., George Mason University and Robert B.

Ekelund, Jr., Ph.D., Auburn) made the following statement: "In sum, our study is fairly

conclusive on the question of whether exclusive beer distribution territories will harm or

enhance consumer welfare. After a detailed analysis of the effects of state-mandated

exclusive territories on the prices ofbeer at retail, we find that if there is any effect at all,

state-mandated exclusive territories lead to lower retail beer prices. There is no evidence

that exclusive territories lead to higher retail prices ...". This is due in part because

exclusive territories facilitate interbrand competition by requiring wholesalers to promote

and merchandise all of the products assigned to their companies and by not allowing

licensees from outside the territory to "cherry pick" high volume accounts and "dump"

product (i.e. merely lowball the price without providing any merchandising, promoting

and sales support).

L:\(MBWA)\Docs\IntoxicatingLiquorExclusiveTenitories.doc 4



EFFICIENCY EFFECTS OF EXCLUSIVE TERRITORIES:
EVIDENCE FRONl THE JNDIANA BEER, fvV\RKET

TiM R. SASS and DAV!D S. SAURMAN*

The welfare eJfects of vertically imposed exclusive territories and the aptJropriate
antiin:st poli~y toward them have long been debated. This paper sheds ligi4t on the
exclUS1ve-terntory controversy by examing the effects af Indiana's 1979 ban on the
grant ofexclusive territories to beer wholesalers. Using time-series data for 1948-1990
we find the ban reduced beer consumption in Indiana by 6 tJercent.

J

Couvled with
previous evidence that Indiana's ban reduced price, our results'suggest tha/exclusive
t~rritorie~ .in the beer industry increase demand and enhance welfrlre by stimulating
the proV1swn of dealer services.

Economic Inquiry
(ISSN 0095-2583)

Vol. XXXIV, J"SuppliecCby~the British Library _"The workr~~kno~ed"g~7, ~.bl~urk·ternational

I. INTRODUCTION

Vertically-imposed exclusive territories,
whereby a manufacturer allows only a.
single dealer to market its products within
a given geographical area, have been the
subject of much debate among economists
and the antitrust bar. At the heart of the
controversy is the effect of exclusive terri
tories on economic efficiency; do these
vertical restraints enhance ec';nomic effi-

.ciency by prOlTLoting the optirnal level or
dealer effort or do they reduce social ~01el

fare by stifling intrabrand competition
and promoting dealer cartels?

The debate over the efficiency effects of
exclusive territories begs resolution by ex
amining the available data. \/Vbile exclu
sive territories have been used in a nurn
ber of industries, we examine. the beer

* Associate Professor or Economics, Florida State
University cutd Associate Professor of Economics, San
Jose State University. We than.\: CUt fu'l.Onymous referee,
Paul Beaumont, Kermeth Button, Coldwell Dcu~iel III,
Roger N. Folsom, Jolut D. Jackson, John Mayo, Stefan
Norrbin and Rodney Smith for valuable cOITh'TIents,
Mark Nichols for research assistance, and Frank
Chaloupka for providb.1.g some of the data. Salli'TIlan
is indebted to Robert D: Tollison for stimulating his
intere~<t .~!1 the subject. Any errors are solely our re
sponslblilty.
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industry in Indiana.1 -We choose the beer
industry because much of the requisite
information is publicly available, and suf
ficient variation in the regulatory struc
rl1re exists to test alternative hypotheses
concerning exclusive territories. Vve focus
on Indiana because it is the only state that
has legally proscribed the use of exclusive
territory conrracts by brewers. Thus, tilne
series data from Indiana offer a unique
opp,Ortunity to construct reliable tests of
the effects of these vertical restraints.

In addition to data availability, the beer
industry is a prime candidate for analysis
since the use of vertical restraints bv brew
ers continues to be of policy i~terest.
Brewers and beer wholesalers have sought
federal antitrust imn1unitv for brewers
that grant exclusive territories to their
distributors.2

1. Industries in which firms have imposed vertical
territorial restraints include audio components, hear
ing aids, sailboats, soft drinks and beer. See Overstreet
[1983, 84 101].

2. See Carstensen fu,d Dahlson [1986, 3} and The
Malt Beverage Interbrand Competition Act: Hearings Before
the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, lOath
Congress, 1st Sess. (1987) (Henceforth 1987 Senate Hear
ings).
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11. I THE OPPOSING THEORIES OF EXCLUSIVE
TERRITORIES

Posner [1981] and others have argued
that vertical restraints are selected by
ITlanufacturers to enhance the efficiency of
their distribution systems and therefore
should be legal per se. Exclusive territories
can enh.ance ecqnornic efficiency if they
serve to promote provision of the optL.lial
level of dealer services. Telser [1960] ar
gues that in the absence of exclusive te:rri
tories l dealers TIl.ay fail to provide the
manufacturer IS optimaJ leveLof dealer ser
vices when consumers can free ride on
dealer services that aTe associated with l

but separable from the product. Addition
allYl Klein and Murphy [1988] suggest that
if product quality ~ is not obse:Vable by
consu:rners prior to purchase, some dealers
can nrofitablv underproduce service levels

J. • •

that affect quality and free ride on per-
forming dealers. Dealers may also fail to
provide the level of service desired by the
manufacturer even when consumer or
producer free-riding problems do not
exist. Posner [1977] and Klein and Murphy
both reason that if the dealer profit ITlargin
in .the absence of exclusive territories is
insufficient to compensate for the dealer l s
cost of services like advertising displays
or point-ai-sale promotions l then dealers
will not produce these services even when
they aTe profitable to the manufacturer.

Klein ~nd Wlurphy argue that exclusive
territories serve to assure dealer provision
of the manufacturer IS optimal service
level by restricting intrabrand competition
and thus creating a stream of quasi-rents
accIuL.'1g to dealers. The quasi-rents serve
as a reward to dealers who provide the
desired level of service. Dealers who do
not live up to their contractual obligations
run the ;isk of termination and loss of
future quasi-rents. The grant of exclusive
territories will then have two opposing
effects on final rrtarket equilibrium. To the
extent that additional services are valued
by consumers, dernand will increase

which in turn will ·lead to higher equilib
rium price 2nd output. In contrastl absent
resale price maintenance or other vertical
controis l the reduction in intrabrand com
petition among dealers will tend to reduce
supplYI causing an increase in price and a
decrease in ou!put.

Under the dealer-services hypothesis,
the possible effects of exclusive territories
on price and output are depicted in Fig
ures 1 and 2. Following the actual struc
tLue of beer marketii'1.g1 we consider a
three-tIer distribution system composed of
manufacturers I wholesalers l and retailers.
For ease of illustration lye depict the ex
treme case where wholesalers have no
market power prior to the grant of exclu
sive territories and manufacturers cannot
impose·any constraints on ~~e pricing or
output decisions of wholesalers.

Figures lA and lB illustrate the irnpact
of exclusive whoiesaler territories vvhen
additional dealer services are equally val
,ued by all consumers. Initially, the ·whole
saler is. assum.ed to incur zero marginal
cost and operate in a perfectly competitive
market. ConsequentlYI the demand facing
wholesalers., 001 is identical to the dernand
faced by manufacturers. NIanufacturers
maximize profit by equating their mar
ginal revenue l !VIRol with their marginal
costl JvIeml producing Qo output and
charging a price of Po to wholesalers.
Given the assumed zero marginal cost of
wholesalersl the price charged to compet
itive retailers is also Po. The retail supply
curve I 511 is the sum of the retailer l s mar

ginal cost of other inputs l Merl plus the
wholesale price of the goodl Po. Retail

demand l Do' I differs fro~ wholesale de
mand by tJ1e retailer l s marginal cost,
lAC,. Retail market equilibrium price is

Po'-
If the additional services supplied by

wholesalers as a result of exclusive terri
. tories are equally valued by all final con-
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SUITters, retail delnand increases at an
quantities frorn Do' to D{3 Conespond-

ingly, the wholesale demand curve shifts
out in a parallel fashion from Do to Dl . If
wholesalers become price searchers as a
result of the grant of exclusive territories,
then the manufacturer's demand, de
picted as D2 in Figure lA, becomes the
wholesaler's marginal revenue less the
wholesaler's marginal cost of service pro
vision, iI/lew' The m.anufachirer equates
the new marginal revenue, 1VfR2, with mar
ginal cost, lvIew and produces quantity

Ql' The p.rice charged by wholesalers
under exclusive territories becomes Pl' Re

tail supply decreases fronl Sl to 52' or by
an amOThit equal. to the 'wholesale price
increase at all outputs. Retail market equi
libriuITi price and c,

l
luantli:y both increase,

.1. J

to Q l and. Pl '.

Under the assumption or a parallel shift
in dernand, a sufficient condition for social
welfare to increase is that equilibrium
quantity increases. This can readily be
seen in Figure lB. For equilibrium output
to increase, it must be true that the vertical
shift Lrl demand from Po' to Dl ' is greater
than the vertical shift in supply from 51 to
52' Thus the increase in value to final
consumers must exceed the increase in
cost to retail suppliers. Since some of the
cost increase to retailers are additional
rents to manufacturers and wholesalers
(and thus not resource costs) total welfare
could increase even if output remained
constant.

The welfare effects of vertical restraints
are less clear if the services that are pro
vided are not valued the SaITl€ by all
consumers. As first noted by Spence
[1975], the welfare effects of quality-en-

3. We assume that added services accompany all
output, not merely output above Qo, and that the maT
gL.'1al cost of providing these services is constZL.'it.

hancing services depend on the average
change in quality, not the marginal
change. Commanor [1985] and Blair and
Fesrnire [1994J each note that if marginal
consumers value dealer services more
than inframarginal consumers do, then an
increase in. service that causes a rise in
conslimptioTI will not necessarily increase
welfare.

Consider the extrel11e case -\J\There ser
vices yield no value to the first consumer
but increasing value to subsequent con
sumers, thus causing a rotation in final
market demand about the original inter~

cept. This situation is illustrated in Figures
2A and 2B. As ill the parallel-shift case,
initial equilibriurIl output is Qo' the
manufacturer's (and wholesaler's) price is
POf and retail price is Po'- As 'wholesale
demand rotates out'"Nard to D3 and whole
salers become price searchers, the
manufacturer's demand becomes D4 . The
manufacturer equates rnarginal cost
(lvlCm) with marginal revenue (lvfR4) and

produces an output of Ql' The price
charged by wholesalers to retailers rises to
P3• Adding wholesale price P3 to the
retailer's marginal COSt of other inputs
yields a retail supply curve of 53' H.etail
market equilibrium is at a price P3' and

quantity Ql'

In the demand rotation case where ser
vices are provided with all units of output,
an increase in output is no longer a suffi
cient condition for total welfare to i..11
crease. The net change in welfare if equi
librium output increases from Qo to Ql is
fhe additional. value to consumers (the
area between Do and D3 frmn 0 to Ql)

miIlllS the cost of producing the additional
output (lv'lCm x (Q'l - Qo»minust<1.e cost of
the who~esaler's service on all units
(lvICw x Ql)' Here the welfare effects of
exclusive territories will depend on sev
eral factors, including the relative mar
gin.al costs of manufacture and 'wholesal-
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surners/ .retail denland increases at all
quantities from Do' to D{3 Correspond-

ingly, the yvholesale demand curve shifts
ont i.i a parallel fashion from Do to 01' If
wholesalers become price searchers as a
result of the grant of exclusive territories/
then the rnanufacturer's denland/ de
picted as D2 in Figure lA, becorn€s the
wholesaler's marginal revenue less the
wholesaler's marginal cost of service pro
vision, .iVICw' The manufacturer equates
the new marginal revenue, lYIR2, with rnar-

. ginal cost/ IvJ.Cmt and produces quantity

Q1' The price charged by wholesalers

under exclusive t~rritoriesbecomes Pl' Re

tail supply decreases from S1 to 52' or by
an amOlli"1t equal to the wholesale price
increase at all outputs. Retail market equi
libriun1 price and quantity both increase,
to Q1 and PI'·

Under the assumption of a parallel shift
in demand, a sufficient condition for sodal
welfare to increase is that equilibrium
quantity increases. This can readily be
seeri· in Figure lB. For equilibrium output
to increase, it must be true that the vertical
shift iTl demand from Do' to D1' is greater

than the vertical shift in supply from 51 to
52' Thus the increase in value to fillal
consumers must exceed· the increase in
cost to retail suppliers. Since sorrle~of the ,
cost increase to retailers are additional
rents to manufacturers and wholesalers
(and thus not resource costs) total welfare
could increase even if output relnained
constant.

The ~vVelfare effects of vertical restraints
are less clear if the services that are pro
vided are not valued the same by all
conSUITters. As first noted by Spence
[1975], the w'elfare effec:ts of quality-en-

3. We assume that added services accompany all
output, not merely output above Qa, and that the mar
ginal cost of providing these services is constal1.t.

hancing services depend on the average
change in quality., not' the Tl1arginal

.change. Commano! [1985] and Blair and
Fesmire [1994] each note that if nlarginal
cOl1sumers value dealer services mOTe
than inframarginal consumers do, then an
increase in service that Causes a rise in
consumption will not necessarily increase
welfare.

Consider the extreme case where ser
vices. yield no value to the first consu:rner
but increasing value to subsequent con
sumers" thus causing a rotation in f:inal
market clem.and about the original inter
cept. This situation is illustrated in Figures
2A and 2B. As 1.'1. the parallel-shift case,
initial equilibrium output is Qa, the

manufacturer's (and wholesaler's) price is
Po, and retail price is Po'- As wholesale

demand rotates outward to D3 and whole
salers become price searchers, the
manufacturer's demand becomes D4" The

manufacturer equates rrunginal cost
(1VICm) with marginal revenue (lvIR4) fuid

produces an output of Ql' The price
charged by wholesalers to retailers rises to
P3' Adding wholesale price P3 to the
retailer's marginal cost of other inputs
yields a retail supply curve of 53" Retail
Inarket. equilibrjun1 is at a price P3' and

quantity Ql'
In the demand rotation case where ser

vices are provided with all units of output,
an increase D.'1 output is no longer a suffi..:
dent condition' for total welfare to il'l

crease. The net change in welfare if equi
libriurn output increases from Qo to Ql is
the additional value to consumers (the
area between Do and D3 from 0 to Ql)

minus the costaf producing the additional
output (Jv1Cm x (Ql - Qo)) n-tinus the cost of

the wholesaler's service on all units
(NICw x Qj). Here the welfare effects or
exclusive territories will denend on sev-

.J.

eral factors, including the relative mar-
ginal costs of rnanufacture and 'wholesal-
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As a result of ~tate laws prohibiting
vertical integradon, a three-tier distribu
tion system has developed itl the beer
industry. Brewers sell their product to
wholesalers who in turn sell to retail out
lets.

il. THE LEGAL. ENVIRONMENT AND
CONTRACTUAL RELATiONSHIPS iN THE BEER

INDUSTRY

The opponents of exclusive territories
emphasize the contracts' anti-cornpetitive
effects and argue for stringent· legal stan
dards. In this, view! vertically imposed
exclusive territories facilitate the mainte
nance of a dealer cartel by insulating col
luding distributors from intrabrand com
petition with distributors located outside
their own area, as well as protecting b."1ern
from new entrants. 6 The col1usi~veperspec
tive implies that exclusive, territories will
lead to higher wholesale prices! which in
fl..:nn reduce retail supply and increase
retail price. Retail demand is unaffected
since there is no increase in dealer-pTo:
vided services. As a result! equilibrium
output fans and social welfare is unambig
uously Teduced.

Given no theoretical consensus over
quantity responses or welfare effects, em
pil·ical analysis is necessary to assess the
irrlpact of exclusive territory contracts. Be
fore beginning the 2111pirical analysis, an
understanding of the nature of contractual
relationships itl the beer industry and the
legal environment which has shaped those
relationships will prove useful.

6, Another rationale, proposed by Carstensen and
Dahlson, is t~e prevention of dealer arbitrage by a
price-discriminating manufacturer taking advantage
of geographically varying .price elasticities. Bork [1978,
295] rejects tilis explanation on theoretical grounds.
MOTe :,.-ecently, Rey and Stiglitz (1995] have suggested
that in an oligopolistic environment exclusive territo
ries may serve to decrease the perceived elasticity of
demand facing each producer and therefore poten
tially increase producer profits at the expense of con
sumers.
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itlg services and the position of the origi
nal demand curve.4

Vlhile the demand-rotation case is a
theoretical possibility} its e:m.pirical rele
vance is questionable. Services that alter
the physical cOil1position of a con1D1odity
are likely to produce a shift in demand,
not a rotation. In the case of beer, refriger
a·tion of tmpasteurized beer and ,stock ro
tation by wholesalers '~vould seem to be
valued by all consumers, not just those at
the Inargin.. Althou.gh information-pro
ducing services such as in-store displays
and other promotional activities may be
more highly valued by m.arginal consurf'L
ers, it is not necessarily true that in
framarginal conSUl'TIers will lose much
from pl·ice iil.creases that may accompany
such services.s Boudreaux and Ekelund
[1988] conclude that if price increases
when prornotional services are provided
to marginal consumers! infrarnarginal
COnSU111erS who place little or rio value on
the services could switch to other brands
that offer fewer services and a lower price.
Further, one must consider the alternative
arrangernents for providing. services that
would be used in the absence of exchisive
territories. Arguing along this line, White
[1985] suggests that if the elimination or
exclusive territories leads manufacturers
to supply the same services in a more
costly manner, then welfare will be re
duced.

I

4. Given our assumptions or constant marginal
cost and linear demand, a sufficient (though not nec
essary) condition for total welfare to increase when
output expartds is that one-half of (P3 - Po) is greater
than iVICw• In terms or relative costs, this is equivalent
to saying that total welfare will necessarily increase
when output ex-oands if the vertical intercent of the
demand cmve, Ao! minus lvlCm is more th~.l"1 seven
times l\;JCm.

5. Price would not increase if the imposition of
intrabrand exclusive territories conferred no market
nower on dealers and the cost or dealer services did
~ot vary wit.'l. the quantity of the product sold. In this
case, exclusive territories unambiguously improve
welfare even in the demfu,d rotation case. See !v1arvel
[1985].
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Soon after the repeal of prohibition, the
major brevvers began to place geographic
restrictions on the territories of their
vvholesalers.7 By the early 1960s/ i\.nn
heuser-Busch, Miller Brewing (Millert
Adolph Coors Co. (Coors), and G. Hei1e
ITtan Brewing Co. (Heileman) had estab
lished exclusive territories for t.~eir dis
tributors. 8 Vvhile wholesaler exclusive ter
ritories have clearly been favored by brew
ers, the nature and enforceability of
wholesaler distribution contracts have
been shaped by both federal arId state
laws.

The Federal Legal Environment

Prior to the U.S. Suprerne Court's 1963
decision in VI/hiie 1'1lotor,9 the legal status
of exclusive territories had never been
directly established. In ~Vhite NIotor the
Court took a rule-oi-reason approach, de
claring that "we do not know enough of
the econon1ic and business sttlff out of
which these arrangernents e:rnerge" and
remanded the case for a trial on t.1-te merits.
In June of 1967 the Court reversed itself
and declared exclusive territories to be per
se illegal in Schwinn. 10

The Schwinn decision, however, did not
eliminate the use of territorial restrictions

7. As early as the 19405, both Annheusel'-Bu5ch
and Miller Brewing had strong corporate poli-cies
against distributors selling outside their territories. See
The Package Shop, Inc., et aI. v. Annheuser-Busch, et aI.
CCH 1987-2 Trade Cases -67,763 (henceforth Package
Shop) at 59,079.

8. See Package Shop at 59,079; MendeIovitz v. Adolph
Coors Co. 693 F. 2d 570 [1982] at 573; and "Cleary Re
views Current Beer Industry Climate," Modern Brewery
Age, October 18, 1982. Although Miller claims to have
imposed exclusive territories nationwide, the specifics
of Miller's contracts varied among wholesalers. Some
contracts specifically set out exclusive territories while
others only referred to assigned areas of primary re
sponsibility. See Package Shop at 59,077.

9. v\'7'1ite lvlotor Co. v. United Sta.tes, 372 U.S. 253
[1963]. ..

10. United States v. Arnold, Schwinn & Co., 388 U.S.
365 [1967].

in the beer industry. Although the brewers
could not contractually hnpose exclusive
territories on their wholesalers after
Schwinn, it is clear that at least Anni~euser
Busch and Coors rnaintained their policies
of opposing extra-territorial sales.11 It ap
pears lVIillerwas somewhat less forceful in
maintaining tel·ritorial exclusivitYt al
though the Miller distributors also contin
ued to concentrate their efforts in their
assigned territories.n

In 1974, Annheuser-Busch entered into
JlV\lholesaler Equity AgreelTIeTIts" \vith all
of their_ distributors.13 In order to avoid
being declared illegal per se under
Schwinn, the contracts did not grant exclu
sive territories except in states where ex
clusivity was mandated by state la~vV. In
stead, the 1974 agreements assigned each
wholesaler a primary marketillg area in
which the wholesaler was expected to
concentrate its effort. Miner contracts
written after the Schwinn decision con
tained a similar dause, making territories
non-exclusive, except where required by
law.14 At the same time, Coors \!Vas forced
to elirninate exclusivity provisions in
wholesaler contracts as a result of action
by the _Federal Trade Cornmission and
began to rely on contracts "\Thieh desig
nated areas of primary responsibility.15

Despite brewers' efforts, SOlne inter-ter
ritorial sales within states or "transship
ping" (sale of beer by vvholesalers in one
territory to retailers in another) did occur
in parts of the country. Transshipping was

11. Package Shop at 59,089 fuld Mendelovitz v. Adolph
Coors Co. 693 F. 2d 570 [1982].

12. See Package Shop at 59,106-59)07; 59,082; 59,084
and 59,097. See also Assam Drug Co., Inc. v. Miller Brew
ing Co. 798 F. 2d 311 (8th Cir. 1986).

'l3. 'The 1974 agreements are qt;loted in Package Shop
at 59,077.

14. 'The Miller contract is quoted in Package Shop
ar 59,f07.

15. See Adolph Coors Co. v. FTC 497 F. 2d 1178 [1974]
Cert. denied 419 U.S. 1105 [1975] and Klein and Mur
phy [1988,282].
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Busch and :tvIiHer.21 Coors apparently has
maintarrled de facto exclusive territories
throughout the post~Schwinnperiod.22 Ac
cording to one industry analyst, by the
end of 1983 allm.ajor bre'Ners had adop~ed

exclusive territory provisions in their
wholesaler contracts.23

The Legal Environment in Indiana

As in the rest of the United States,
brewers established exclusive territories
faT their Indiana q.istributors when per
mitted. The 'Yirholesaler territories in Indi
ana' typically consisted of a single
county.24

Territorial exclusivity began to erode
withLYl Indiana at about the same time that
brewers adopted contracts which speci
fied a areas or primary responsibility'l in
lieu of corrtract'ually explicit exclusive tE~r

ritories. In 1974 some wholesalfrsin
NortherTI Indiana begal1. to' sell beer to
retailers F.O.B from their loading docks.
The retailers would then haul the beer to
stores located outside the "YvholesalersJ as
sio'ned areas of resDonsibility.25 These sa-o r_
called /I dock sales ll increased over time so
that by 1978 approximately n1."'1.€ of the
roughlY~y\Tenty,;.one large-scale distribu
tors in Indiana -were rnaking sonte sales
from their docks to hauling retailers.26 In

21. See State of New York, et al. v. Annheuser-Busch,
et al., cited in 1987-2 CCH Trade Cases 67,777 at 59,200
and 59,202.

22. See Mendelovitz v. Adolph Coors Co. 693 F. 2d
570 [1982]. Also, the only state where Coors did not
market its beer was Inaiana, where exclusive territories
are prohibited (1990 Beer Tndustry Update (1990)).

23. See 1983-84 Senate Hearings at 74, note 9 (state
ment of Steve L. Barsby). See also 1987 Senate Hearings
at 263 (comments of Peter 1. Carstensen).

24. United Beverage Co. v. Indiana Alcoholic Beverage
Commission 566 F. Supp. 650 [1983].

25. Arth lviain Street Drugs, v. A-l Beverage £0. 404
N.E. 2d [1980] at 66. Jordan and Jaffee [1987, 155] claim
that docksales began in 1973.

26. The number of distributors offering dock sales
is given by Jordait and Jaffee [1987, 155]. According to
the .?vlodem Brewery Age Bluebook, there were 183 beer
distributors in Indiana ill 1979. Of these 183, 21 dis
tributors were reported as having ten or more vehicles.
The proportion of dock sales to intraterritorial sales is
'tlll.'<nown.
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significant in New York, Indiana, lvlassa
~chusetts, Pennsylvania, and 1vlinnesota.16

In June of .1977 the Court handed down
tr\eiT decision in Sylvania,17 ,;,yhich over
ruled Schwinn and once again established
a rule-or-reason approach to non-price
vertical restraints. In the aftermath of
Sylvania, Annheuser-Busch moved to
strengthen the territorial provisions or
their wholesaler agreernents. Effective De
celTtber 1, 1982, Annheuser-:Busch estab
lished new contracts that specified exclu
sive territories for each of its 'wholesalers
(except where prohibited by law). Whole.,
salers discovered selling outside their as
signed territory wer,e subject to immediate
ternrination.18 In May of 1983 J\1iller fol
Io-wed the lead of Annheuser-Busch and
adopted uniform distributorship agree
ments that established exclusive territo
ries natlonwide.19

The marketing practices of other brew
ers in the post-Sylvania period are sorne
what less clear. As of November 1982,
Heilernan planned to adopt wholesaler
agreerrlents similar to Annheuser
Busch's.2o It appears that Stroh and Heile
rnan did indeed adopt exclusive territories
at about the s~e time as Anrlheuser-

16. See The Malt Beverage Tnterbrand Competition
Act: Hearings Before the Committee on the Judiciary,
United States House of Representatives, 97th Congress,
2nd Sess. [1982} at 154 155 (statement of Fran..1< J. Sell
inger). See also, United States Brewers Association,
Inc., "Malt Beverage Marketing in the Regulatory
Framework, S. 1215, The Malt Beverage Interbrand
Com-oetit10n Act," June 21, 1982 at 12 13. A national
surv~y of wholesalers also indicated that transship
ping was or greatest concem in the Northeast. See Katz
[1983].

17. Continental T.V, Inc., et aI. v. GTE Sylvania 433
U.S. 36 [1977].

18. See Orbison [1983, 145, 150, 164].

19. See Package Shop at 59,078 and Assam Dn~g Co.,
Inc. v. Miller Ere'wing Co. Inc., 798 F. 2d 311 (8th Cir.
1986) at 313.

20. See liThe 'New i\TBWA' or ... Hot Air Over Falls
Church," Modern Brewery Age, November 19, 1982, re
nri"1ted in The lVlalt Beverage lnterbrand Competition Act:
Hearings Before the Committee on the Iudiciary, United
States Senate, 98th Congress, 1st and 2nd Sess. [1983
and 1984J (Henceforth 1983-84 Senate Hearings).
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response to these dock sales, tvventy-seven
beer 'wholesalers filed suit in lv1ay 1977
seeking to force the Indiana Alcoholic Bev
erage Control COlTlrnission to prohibit
transportation of beer by retailers. After a
lengthy trial a state court ruled in June
1978 that beer retailers were not author
ized to transport beer. Although the ruling
was appealed and subsequently oveT
huned in May 1980?7 it put a temporary
end to retailer hauling. However} in mid
1978 ITlany of the dock sellers as well as
sonl.e 'wholesalers who had previously
sold only -within their assigned territories
began to transhipr selling on a delivered
basis to customers in large parts of the
state.28 This partial breakdown ill territo
rial exclusivity Was spurred along in
March 1979 ~y\Then the L'1diana Alcoholic
Beverage Control COilln1ission adopted a
rule banning exclusive territories and ef
forts to enforce exclusivity within /I areas
of prirnary respQnsibiliry.,r29 Subsequent
to the ban, additional wholesalers have
become transhippers, though some whole
salers still continue to sell only within
their home county.3D

In addition to the changing legal status
of territorial restrictions in Indiana} the
beer TIl.arKet was also affected by two other
major regulatory changes in the past rorty
yeaTS. In March 1946r the Indiana Alco
holic Beverage Control Commission

27. See Arth Main Street Drugs v.A-1 Beverage Co.
404 N.E. 2d [1980].

28. The cranss.hipphcg activity by distributors in
Indiana occurred, to our knowledge, exclusively
within Indiana's borders. Well-enforced state laws vro
hibit, for tax collection purposes, dealers rmm ship
ping across state lines. Additionally, no formal or an
ecdotal evidence can be foui1.d suggesting any organ
ized smuggling activity from Indiana to neighboring
sta.tes or vice versa, either before or after th~ state
banned exclusivity contracts. 1nformal smuggling due
to differences in minimum drillking ages in Indiana
and neighboring states will be accounted for in our
empirical analysis.

29. The bcliana prohibition on exclusive territories
states: "efforts to restrict sales to only the designated
area of orimarv :responsibility are deemed to be DrO

hibited"'" (905 lAC 1-28-1, adopted March 16, 1979).

30. Jordan and Jaffee [19~7, 155 56].

adopted a rule which only allowed adver
tising by beer retailers if /Jits sole purpose
is to advertise alcoholic beverages and the
place where they nlay be obtailied/! thus
effectively banning all price advertising at
the retail level.31 The price advertis11g
restrictions remained in effect until Octo
berlS} '.1976 when the COTl1IIlission re
pealed its ban on price advertising.32 Be
ginnh'1.g in 1965} the Indiana Alcoholic
Beverage Control Cmnmission instituted
quotas on the number of wholesalers in
each county. The nl1mbe:r of beer-"Nhole
saler permits in each county was restricted.
to one per 35,000 population, though
under a grandfather clause, any existi.ttg
dealers ,v.eTe allowed to retain their per
mits.

III. EMPIRJC;~L ANALYSiS OF EXCLUSIVE
TERRITORIES

Though the theoretical effects of exclu
sive territories have received considerable
a ttention, few empirical tests of these com
peting hypotheses exist. Jordan and Jaffee
[1987], Culbertson [1989], and Culbertson
and Bradford [1991] each offer support for
the idea that exclusive contracts bring
about higher prices, Qut are silent ~vith

respect to quantity consequences.33 IVlore
importantly"", all three works irnply that
reduced consumer welfare accompanies
the higher price.

31. 10IR 1882.

32. See Indiana Alcoholic Beverage Commission Rules
and Regulations 1977, 10 IR 1882 al"ld 905 lAC 1-4-14.
JOTdan and Jaffee state that the price advertising ban
was lifted in the fall or 1975, but give no citations to
substa.Tltiate their c1aitl1. It is true that the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Commission resolved to staTt the
process of repealing its restrictions on price advertisit..g
on October 7, 1975. However, they were DTevented
from doing so by a restraining order and s{lbsequent
judicial decision.- Only when the Commission pre
vailed on appeal in 1976 did they actually lift the ban
on price advertising. See Indiana Alcoholic Beverage
Commission v. McSlw.ne 354 N.E. 2d 259 [1976].

33. 1->1 an unpublished manuscript, Ekelund. et al.
[1987] .find price effects that are at odds with these
studies, but also do not address the quantity issue.
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35. Sass and Saurman [1993] accolmt for Indiana's
singular ban of exclusive territories in their estimating
equations and obtain results qualitatively similar to
those of the state mandates. It must, however, be rec
ognized that the estimated coefficient or their Indiana
dummy variable may not disentangle the effect of the
ban from those of other ractors specific to Indiana.

36. The most serious error in the Culbeytson and
Bradford [1991] piece is a potential simultaneity bias
stemming from ordinary-least-squares estimation of a
beer price €quation that indudes per capita beer con
sumption as an explanatory variable. An additional
drawback of the Culbertson ['1989J and Culbertson and
Bradford ('1991J studies is the use of nominal beer
prices as the dependent variable, .thereby ignoring in
terstate cost-of-living differences.

37. Data limitations preclude the estimation of the
two structural €~uatiOIls and a reduced-form arice
equation. Nonproprietary price data specific to Indiana
is only available for the post-exciusive territory ban
oeriod. Our inferences are then drawn ,from observed
quantity effects under the assumption, based upon the
Drevious research mentioned abOVE, that the oresence
~f exclusive dealing causes price to be higher than oth
erwise. The possibility that these vertical restraints
have no structural effects at an is discarded.

(1) Beer == f(Ban, Transship, Schwinn,
Tax, Income, Retailers, Agedijf,

Priceads, Quota, USbeer).

A Reduced-Form Quantity Specification

Annual tirlle-series data for Indiana
over the period 1948 to 1990 are employed
to estimate a retail rnarket reduced-form
per-capita quantity equation with the fol
lowing specifieation;37

pothesis, they do not constitute a direct
test of the rnarket effects of exclusive-ter_
ritory contracts.35

While the Culbertson qnd Bradford es
timates possess various technical prob
lems,36 their primary shortcoming, as well
as that or Jordan and Jaffee, is the sole
focus on the price effects of exclusive
territories. Since the dealer-services and
anti-competitive theories both predict the
use of exclusive territories increases price,
analysis of price alone is insufficient to
distinguish c01npeting hypotheses. A
quantity test is necessary to accornpHsh
this task

606

Jordan and Jaffee examine Indiana's
1/ dual-Dyke" market of exclusive distrihu
tors ar:d transhippers that eXisted-prior to
the ~tate's ban on exclusivity contracts in
1. 979, finding that both wholesale and re
tail beer prices are higher in the prese1]ce
of exclusive ter:dtories. At the wholes'ale
level, their cornparison of transhipper
prices with those charged by designated
exclusive distributors reveal transhipper
Drkes 9 to 14 DeYCent lower than those of
.i 1

?vEller and Annheuser-Busch wholesalers.
Additional1y~ small saTnple data show re
tail prices to be roughly'l1 percent higher
in one area. of the state where little trans
shipping or dock sale activity existed.

Both Culbertson and Culbertson and
Bradford ,rely on econometric analyses to
gauge the ilnpact of exclusive territories
on retail beer price. Culbertson and Brad
ford estimate that over the 1985-1987 pe
riod Indiana's ban of exclusive territories
reduced price by thirty-seven cents per
six-pack, and that elsewhere sta.te man
dates of exclusive territories increased
price by eleven cents per six-pack.
Culbertson' also finds that in states -where
exclusive territories are legally '/man
dated" the retail price of a six-pack is
about twelve cents higher than in other
states.34

Sass and Saurrnan [1993] utilize panel
data from thirty-six states, including Indi
ana, to estimate both structural and re
duced-form equations of the retail malt
beverage market. These findings reveal
that state statutes that E1.andate exclusivity
raise Dyke but have no discernible quan-

.i ~

tity effect due to a concOlydtant increase in
consumer delTtand. Though these results
lend credence to the dealer-services hy-

34. Culbertson conceptually defines exclusive ter
ritory states as those states which mandate and enforce
exclusive territories. However. Culbertson's measure
ment of exclusive-territory states includes both states
that :cequire exclusive territories and those states
which mandate only that brevvers designate territories
for their wholesalers, with no explicit mention of ex
clusivity.
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Definitions and sarriple means of the vari
ables comprising this specification are
provided :in Table I. While data limitations
rorce a relatively spartan specification! the
above equation nonetheless captures what
are likely to be the major demCh'1d and re
tail supply deterrrdnants as well as the rel
evant regulatory structure.

Our concern centers on the variables
captl1rL.lg· federal and state regulatory Dol-

..l.. -' .1

ides as they apply to vertically imposed
exclusive territories. The variable Schwinn
accounts for the interval from June 1967
through June 1977 during which the U.s.
Suprerne Court's stance concerning exclu
sive territories was one of per se illegality.
Including this variable in the specification
rv\rith a variable for U.S. beer consumption
outside Indiana (USbeer) allows for the
impact of the Court's posture to differ in
Indiana from that in the rest of the coun
try. 1."'1 specifications without U.s. beer
consurrlption, the coefficient capturirLg the
effect of the Supreme Court's Schwinn de
cision measures the total ll1.ipact in Indi
ana of a per se rule toward explicit exclu
sive territorial contracts. The variable Ban
captures the period frorn March 1979 for
ward in which exclusive dealer contracts
are forbidden by the Indiana Alcoholic
Beverage Commission's rule. The on1itted
category covers the period during which
federal alid Indiana lmv were silent (pre
1967) as well as that in 'Nhich the Supreme
Court's Sylvania ruling was effective prior
to Indiana's ban (1977 to 1979).

Also accounted for by our model is the
apparently spontaneous breakdown in In
diana of private contracts assigning malt
beverag,e dealers primary marketing
areas. When exclusive territories were de
clared per se illegal in Schwinn, brewers
were forced to drop explicit grants of
exclusivity from their dealer contracts.
vVhen brewers adopted new contracts
specifying 1/ areas of primary responsibil
ity" in 1974, inter-territorial sales in the
form. of dock sales also began to occur. As
dock sales were ended by judicial order,

wholesalers began to deliver beer outside
their assigned tenitories. The variable
Tranship accounts for the post-1973 pres
ence of inter-territorial sales (either dock
sales or transshipping) by wholesalers.

If the beginnil1.g of transshipping sig
naled the effective. end of de facto exclu
sive· contracts~. then the expected sign of
the transshipping variable will be the
same as that of the ban on exclusive terri
tories for similar reasons. However, prior
to 1979 brewers still possessed private
mechanisrrls to enforce exclusivity con
tracts. Indeed, the lTIajority of wholesalers
continued to sell only within their as
signed territories. The 1979 ban, and its,
acco1Ytpanying state-enforcement mecha
nisms, are likely to have ITlade private
exclusivity enforcement more costly and
less efficient by leaving brewers only sub
rosa methods of exclusivity enforcement
In the presence of transshipping, the vari
able representing Indiana's ban on exclu
sivity contracts should capture the rnar
gina! effect of making private efforts to
enforce exclusive territories illegal. We ex
pect the coefficients on the transshipping
and the ban on exclusive contracts vari
ables to be of like sign, indicating that the
breakdown in exclusivity will have a
greater impact on quantity when private
mecnanismsto maintain exclusivity are
prohibited by law.

If the anti-competitive view of exclu
sive· contracts holds sway, then both the
Indiana ban on exclusivity and transship
ping by wholesalers can be expected to
unambiguously increase eqUilibrium
quantity. Under the anti-com.petitive hy
pothesis, the dismantling ofexclusive ter
ritories will affect only fh'''ml (retail) market
supDlv as the wholesale Drke of beer de
cre;s~s with a' heighte~ed level of m-'
trabrand competition anl0ngst wholesal
ers. Demand by beer consumers will be
unaffected, resulting in a lo-wet retail price
and higher quantity.

In contrast, the dealer-services hypoth
esis predicts that banning exclusive terri-
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Personal per-adult income in thousands of dollars, deflated by the national
consumer price index for all urban consumers (1982-1984 = 1.00). Sources:
CPI Detailed Report, Survey of Current Business, and Statistical Abstract of the
U.S.
Number of liquor stores, bars, and grocery stores per thousand adults
(estirr,ated by linear interpolation for inter-Census years). Sources: Census
of Business, Census of Retail Trade, County Business Patterns, and Statistical
Abstract of the U.S.
Average of the minimum drinking age in Indiana minus the minimum
drinking age in bordering states, weighted by the fraction of the
population living within twenty miles of the relevant border. Sources:
vVagenaar [1981J and unpublished data from Frank Chaloupka.

Fraction of each year that price advertising of malt beverages in print and
posted sign/billboard media was legal. (Equal 0.00 from 1949 to 1976/0.20
in 1976 and 1.00 thereafter.) Sources: Indiana Alcoholic Beverage Commission
Rules and Regulations 1977, 905 lAC 1-4-14, 10 IR 1882, and Indiana
Alcoholic Beverage Commission v. McShane 354 N.E. 20 259 [1976].

Fraction of each year that, subject to a grandfather clause, the number of
new beer wholesalers per county was constrained to one in counties with
populations of less than thirty-five thousand and no more than one per
thirty-five thousand population in larger counties. (Equals 0.00 from 1949
to 1965,0.81 in 1965, and 1.00 thereafter.) Sources: 1991 Burns ISA, chapter
22, section 7.1-3-22-2, p. 518, 1965 Indiana Acts, chapter 255, section 1, p.
639; 1935 Indiana Acts, chapter 226, sec. 9, p.l090, and United Beverage
Company v. Indiana Alcoholic Beverage Commission 566 F.Supp. 650 [1983].

Descdution and Source... ~

Per-adult (age 18 and~ over) apparent consumption (shipments) of malt
beverages in Indiana, in gallons. Sources: Brewers Almanac and Statistical
Abstract at the U.S.

Per-adult apparent consumption of malt beverages in the U.S. excluding
Indiana, in gallons. Sources: Brewers Almanac and Statistical Abstract of the
U.S.
Fraction of each year that a legal ban on exdusive territories was in effect.
(Equals 0.00 fraIn 1949 to 1979, 0.81 in 1979 and 1.00 thereafter.) SOUTce:
905 lAC 1-28-1.

Fraction of each year that wholesalers engaged in /I dock sales" or delivered
sales to retailers outside their territories. (Equals 0.00 from 1949 to 1974
and 1.00 thereafter.) Sources: Arth Main Street Drugs v. A-l Beverage Co.

. 404 N.B. 2d [1980] and Jordan and Jaffee [1987].

Fradion of each year that tt~e u.s. Supreme Court's decision in United
States v. Arnold, Schwinn & Co. declaring exclusive territories per se illegal
was in effect. (Equals 0.00 from 1949 to 1966, 0.56 in 1967, 1.00 from 1968
through 1977, 0.48 in 1977 and 0.00 thereafter.) Sources: United States v.
Arnold, Schwinn & Co. 388 U.s. 365 [1967] and Continental T.V, Inc., et al.
v. GTE Sylvania 433 U.S. 36 [1977].

Indiana plus federal beer excise tax in dollars per gallon, deflated by the
national consumer price index faT all urban consumers (1982-1984 = 1.00).
Sources: Brewers Almanac, CPI Detailed Re;vort, and Statistical Abstract of the
He:u.v.
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TABLE!
Variable Narnes, Sample l\!leans, Descriptions, c:utd Data Sources_

0,41

0.93

0.28

0.24

0.11

1.76

0.34

26.22

28.21

9·62

Sample
Mean

9566.70

Vadabl,e
Name

Beer
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Ban

USbeer

Schwinn

Transship

Retailers

Income

Aged iff

Priceads

Quota
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tories decreases retail demand and in
creases supply. Final lTtarket supply m
c:reases as a· result of increased intrabrand
competition among 'V\lholesalers and re
d TIeed wholesaler costs aristrtg frorn de
creased provision of costly services. But
these retail supply effects are accompa-

.nied by a decreased consum.er demand
stemrrring from the reduced level of con
sumer-valued services. Thus the net eHect
on qU2..ntity exchanged depends on the
magnitudes of both the final market sup
Dlv and den1and responses,38
.1 .i ..t

The ~xpected influence of beer excise
taxes (Tax) and personal income (Income)

on equilibrim.'Tl quantity are negative and
positive resp~ctively,39Repeal of the pro
scription on price advertising in 1976 can
be expected to lower conSUIuer search
costs, resulting in an increased demand in
the money price-quantity din1ension. An
increased final rnarket supply canoe ex
pected for two reasons. Some retailers will
substitute price advertising for less effi
cient rneans of inforrnation provision,
thereby increasing retail supply. Addition-

38. The potential exists for cross-border effects
smuggling to mask the effect of Indiana's ban on ex
clusive contracts. With t..1"e elimination of exclusive ter
ritories lowering price, some border-state consumers
who place a low value on the services provided under
exclusive territories will have the incentive to shift
purchases to Indiana, expanding output in the state.
Distributors have the incentive to smuggle to the
higher-priced border states, in the process expanding
revorted brewer shipments (aDDarent consum:otion,
se~ Table II) to Indiana. If such~activity is significant,
then disentangling this smuggl1.'1.g effect from the pure
effect or the exclusive contracts ban within the Indiana
market is difficult under the anti-competitive hypoth
esis. On the other hand, should the Indiana ban lead
to a reduction in output, the possibility of significant
smuggling implies that the actual cha,lge in output is
understated, lending even greater credence to the
dealer~servicesperspective. As we can uncover no ev
idence suggesting clL"ly larg~-scale smugglirig activity
after 1979, we proceed by setting aside the issue of
cross-border effects engendered by Indiana's ban on
exclusive contracts or transhipments by distributors.

39. The empirical studies of Lee and Tremblay
[19921 and Nelson [1990J each estimat€ beer to be a
normal good. Sass and Saurman [1993] and Culbertson
and Bradford [1991] both estimate significant positive
effects or aggregate retail expenditure, a "J'ariable
closely related to income, on malt beverage quantities.

ally, as noted by Sass and.5aurman (1995J,
the ability to advertise price at retail may
foster greater interbrand competition, re
sulting in lowe:r prices charged to retailers
by dealers. Given the simultaneous in
crease in both demand and supply caused
by lifting the ban on price advertising, an
increase in price advertising (Friceads) is
expected to increase equilibrium "'1uantity..
Follovling I"Jelson [1990], consumer search
costs also depend on the density of retail
outlets. As" the nurnber of retail outlets
relative to population increases, search
costs can be expected to decline. As such,
the num.bel" or retailers per thousand
adults (Retailers) is ex-o€cted to carry a
positive sign in the quC:-ntity equation.40

During the 1970s, S01rle states bordering
Indiana low~ered their rninirrmm drinking
age, though Indiana's Inmim.l1m age re
mained fixed at twenty-one. The variable
Agediff contTols for the possibility that
drinking age differences in border states
rrlay influence reported consumption in
Indiana. Greater differences in the legal
drinking age are associated with an in
creased iiicentive for youthful Hoosiers to
take advantage of lower :minin1lUI1 legal
ages in border states when purchasing
beer. A negative estirnated sign is then
anticipated for the drinking age variable
in the reduced-forrn equation.

If the Indifu"1a Alcoholic Beverage Con
trol Commission's 1965 restriction on
beer-wholesaler permits enhances the
market power of individual distributors,
higher-than-otherwise wholesale prices
and a corresponding reduction in retail
supply can be expected. The variable
Quota, capturing the presence of lirrtits on
the nurnber of wholesale perrnits issued!
will then carry a negative coefficient. U.S.

40. As the long-run number of sellers in an unreg
ulated competitive market is co-determined with price
and quantity, the inclusion of thenumbel' of retailers
~ eql~atio:l (~) ca~ 'poter:tiallY,~ia~our estimay;s. Spec~
IflcatlOri. rests aaaressing -crllS lssue are QlSCUsse,;J.
below.
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beer consumption (excluding Indiana) is
included in the specification to control for
factors-affecting quantity :in the U.S. as a
whole, including Indiana, but f6r 'which
Indiana-specific data are unavailable.
ConSUll1el' attitudes toward alcohol con- '
sumption, brewer production costs, prod
uct rrtixes (e.g., 10vv-calorie and II dryl!
beers), and so on are likely to have varied
over the post-World War II sample period.
As these 'win tend to i.'lfluence per-adult
quantity in Indiana and the rest of the.
country in a similar fashion, we anticipate
this variable to carry a positive estimated'
coefficient. 41

Empirical Findings

A potential problem ansmg froITt esti
mating equation (1) with time-series data
is that the underlying processes ITlay be
nonstationarYI producing one or L.'1ore
variables that are thne dependent. If the
variables :in equation (1) follow son1e sto
chastic three trend, then estimaring the
equation :in levels will produce spurious
results.42 Two cO.mmon time series are a
IItrer~d stationary process tf where Zt = ex

+ ~i + et and a Jlranaom 'Nalk with drift"

wheTe Zt = a + Zt-1 + et The former process
can be detrended and traiisformed into a
stationary process by expressing variables
as deviations from a Jinear time path (i.e.
Zt - (ex + ~t)) while the latter can be made

41. As quantity exchanged in ~diana and the re.st
of the u.s. are highly but not per.tectly - correlated In

the samole (0.93 con-elation coefficient), OUT specifica
tion TUnS the risk of explaining quantity exchanged
with quantity exchanged. We also present results ob
tained bv estimating equation (1) without U.S. b~er

consumption as a gauge of robustness of the remaining
estimated coefficients.

42. This bias is exolained in Granger and Newbold
[1974J. Engle and Granger [1987] £mther show that a
linear combination of stationary and nonstationary
variables is itself nonstationarf) unless the nonstation
aTy va:r:iables are cointegrated: As such) the estimated
error term is potentially nonstationary giv:L.lg rise to
potentially spurious estimates.

stationary by employing a first-difference
transfon::'1ation (Zi - Zt-j).

An augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)
test for unit roots of the continuous vari
ables is appropriate for identifying
whether a series is stationary. The relevant
test statistic for each variable (2) is the
t-rano on the coefficient (p - 1) obtaini:;d
front estirnatlng

where 6. is the first-difference operator, St

is a random error term, and one lag is as
sumed in the ADF test. Results obtained
from applying equation (2) to the vari
ables in auestion are presented in the left
hand-sid~ of Table II.43 In none of these
estimated equations can the null hypoth
esis of a unit root (p = 1) be rejected, indi
cating none of the processes are trend sta
tionary.

The right-hand-side of Table II contains
results obtained from estimating

where 6.2 is the second-difference operator
and Ilt an error term.44 In each instance,

the unit root null hypothesis (p =1) is re-

43. Since equation ('1) is estimated below using
both logs and levels of variables, unit root tests for
both the levels and logs of h-rldiana beer consumption,
U.s. beer consumption, beer excise taxes and income
are conducted. As the retailers variable is a ratio, we
employ only its level in equation (1) and test fo! a unit
root in its level only. Specifications in which the esti
mated coefficient of the lagged dependent variable
(I-.) or the time trend (f3) are not significant at the 10
percent level are not reported.

44. Again) estimates with trend terms (fl) are re
ported only when these terms are significant at the 10
percent level or better, When not sigrjficant, the esti
mated trends are constrained to zero. Second-differ
enced estimates (not reported) were also obtain:=d by
includ:L.lg the dependent variable lagged once m the
specification. No lagged dependent variables were sta
tistically significant at the 10 percent level and thus
their coefficients are constrained to zero in the esti
mates presented in Table II.
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TABLE II
Stationarity Tests: Variable Levels (2) and Logs (lnZ) and Fil'st~Differencesof Levels and Logsa

_.-.......---------...........'

(f) f1Zt :;::: ex + f3t + (p -1)Zt_1 + Af1Zt_1 + Ct /':..2Zt = ex -I- f3t + (p - 1)f1Zt_1 + Ilt
c

""0
Variable f3 p-l Ie f3 P --·1""2.- Ct a

(D'
0.. Beer 2.422* 0.031* -0.114 0.164 -0.998***
IT

(1.716) (1.852.) 0.718) (1.608) (p.057)'<
....... (f)

:J :P-
CD lnBeer 0.392* 0.001* -0.128 0.006 -··1.071***

(f)
(f)

(0
0.807) (1.904) (1.803) (1.653) (6.;550) Ff'-,

a: (f)

en >-
:J USbeer 0.404 -0.011 0.445>('** 0.12.0 -0.588***

~r (0.775) (0.570) (3.189) (1.593) (4.070)rr
~'-,

ill InUSbeer 0.038 -0.010 0.401 *>f-* 0.005 -0.640***-< [Ii

(0.595) (0.532) (2.817) 0.640) (4.344) ><n
~

t·"

Tax 0.133 -0.003* -0.088 -·0.021*** -0.756*** e
:J (f)

CD
(1.522) (1.918) (1.761) (3.518) (4.811) <

~
I.TJ

0 b1... lnTax 0.031 --0.003** -0.042 0.449** -0.002 -0.001* ···0.510**0:: ~
en (1.399) (2.202) 0.685) (3.214) (0.221) 0.818) (3.541) ::]
';A 0
:J

Income 1387.200** 35.487* -0.217 149.2.80** -0.916>('** AI
0 tTJ
~ (2.522) (1.983) (2.168) (2.369) (5.730) (f)

CD
0..
co InIncome 1.805>('>( 0.003* -·0.204 0.018** -1.000***

CD
:: (2.266) (1.806) (2.224) (2.647) (6.442)

l Retailers 0.007 ··0.019 0.381** -0.049~·~·~· 0.001 ** --0.581***

Q:: (0.559) (2.335) (2.637) (3.491) (2.541) (4.086)

c
';A

aAn >I- indicates signifi.cance at the 101/0 level, ~.~. at the 5% level, and >(~.* at the 1% level. Absolute values of t-ratios appear in parentheses.
Two-tailed tests are employed for a, \)1 and A. One-tail crHical values for the t-ratio on p-J at the 5<10 level are appl"Oximately~3.53when
an estimated trend is present and -2.95 when the trend is const~'ained to zero and are obtained from Fuller [1976]. .' 0'>
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ject~d at the 5 percent level indicating the
first differences of the variables are sta,
tionary and therefore the underlyirtg pro
cess is a random walk 'with drift.45 These
results require that equation, (1) be esti
Ynated in first-difference fonn to obtain re
liable ,estimates or the coefficients and
stai'l.datd errors.46

Table III presents ordinal7 least squares
(OLS) esnrnates of both additive (!J.Beer)
and ffil:tltiplicative (~lnBeer) first-differ
enced specifications of equation (1).47 The
significant trend terrns in two second-dif
ferenced regressions in Table II suggest a
quadratic trend in the levels of the data.
Thus, a tin-ie trend is included in the Table
III specifications. \fIe also estimate each
dependent variable without the U.S. beer
consumption variable (flUSBeer or
tlJnUSBeer) to address the issue of includ
ing a regressor highly correlated with, and
constructed similarly as, the dependent
variable. 48

45. As the estimated trend terms on the second
differenced InTax (beer excise taxes) and Retailers
(number of retailers per thousand adults) differ sig
nificantly from zero, these variables are more accu
ratelv characterized as trend-stationary in their first
diffe~enced forms. The presence or these significant
trends will be accounted for in the est'unation specifi
cation of equation (1).

46. If the relevant variables are co-integrated, then
nonstationa:rity or these series does not pose the threat
of obtaining spurious estimates with the levels of t.'1e
data. However, Dickey-Fuller test results (not re
ported) fail to reiect the' hV'1Jothesis that the series are
not co-integrated at any re~sonable confidence level.

47. These first-differenced specifications aSSU1l"'1e
that Indiana's ban on exclusive contracts had an im
mediate and permanent effect on the level of beer con
sumpti.on. The possibility e;.dsts, though, that the effect
of the ban on quai'luty may not be abrupt and perma
nent, but 1nsteau gradual and permanent due to lags
in enforcing the new regulatory regime. Alternatively,
the response or quantity to the ban may be inu''-nediate,
but decaying (partially or completely) over time as
brewers successfully seek out means of evading the
regulation. Both the abrupt-impact-with-gradual
decay and the gradual-impact-with-permanent-effect
hypotheses yvere tested (results not presented here) for
Indiana's ball as well as for trari!,shipping and the re
moval of restrictions on price advertising. Calculated
i-ratios obtained by estimating such h'1tervention mod
els lead to rejection of these alternative adjustment
hypotheses at ail reasonable confidence levels.

OlIT interest centers on the estimated
effects of the three exclusivity variables,
Indiana's ban on exclu$ivity contracts, the
presence of transshipping by wholesalers}
and the Supreme Court's ruling against
use of exclusive territories. Across all four
specification~, Indiana's ban is seen to
reduce per-adult quantit}i exchanged at
the 5 percent significance level. To gauge
the Il1agnitude of the effect of Indiana's
ban, consider that by 1978, per-adult con
SUITiption 1"1 the state stood at 29.4 gallons
per year, Frorn the third COhlITLTI of Ti:<ble
In we estirnate the instantaneous and per
m.anent effect of the 1979 ban to reduce
consumption by 5.9 percent per year, a
decrease of approxirnately 1.7 gallons
from the previous year's level. These esti
mates offer strong support for the Klein
Nlurphy dealer-services hypothesis. Given
an L'Lcreased retail supply arising from
reduced dealer costs of service provision
and increased intrabrand cornpetition
among wholesalers, the observed decrease
in equilibriurr.... quantity implies that de
mand for beer in Il'ldiana fen during the
period when exclusive territories were
bfu'Lned. This reduction in den1and is con
sistent with the idea that exclusive territo
ries promote dealer-supplied services that
are valued by conSUlners.

In contrast to the estimated impact of
the explicit ban on exclusive territories,
the Suprerne Court's ruling against exclu
sive territories and the presence of trans-

48. Standard errors are estimated with White's
[1980] consistent covariance matrix estimator. Gold
feld-Quandt tests reject the null hypotheses of
homoscedastic errors at either the 5 -oercent or 10 ner
cent significance levels and suggest the error vari~nce
to be related to the real income variables over time.
All four specii1cations in Table III vvere also estimated
with t-wo'stage least squares to test for sill1ultaneity
bias arising from including the number of retailers in
the estimating equations. Hausman [1978] X2 statistics
were less u"lan w-uty for each specification suggesting
consistency of the OLS estirnateswith the number of
retailers mduded in tl~e specification. Additionally, in
clusion of a regional consumption trend variable added
no explanatory power to any model and yielded esti
mates nearly identical to those presented in Table m.
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TABLEUI
OLS Reduced-Form First-Differenced Quan.tity EstimatesU

Explanatory
Variables

lJ.Ban

lJ.Tranship

lJ.Schwinn

I1Ta:x

111nTax

tJlncome

lJ.lnIncome

lJ.Retailers

Mlgediff

!lPriceads

tiQuota

iJ.USbeer

iJ.lnUSbeer

",'lIme

Constant

F

Durbin-Watson

aAn * indicates significance at the 10%, ** at the 5%, and *** at the 1% level in a two-tailed test.
Absolute values or i-ratios appear in parentheses.
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shipp:L.ig have no statistically significant,
effect on equilibrium output and con
sumption, even when u.s. beer consm,Tl.p
Han is omitted from the equation. The
insignificance of the coefficients on these
two variables suggests brewers are rela
tively adept at monitoring and enforcing
exclusivity, even in the absence of explicit
exclusive territorial contracts. Only when
efforts to enforce exclusivity are made
explicitly illegal do non-exclusive con
tracts naye an effect on equilibrium ont
Dut.-,

All estimated coefficients on the control
variables are consistent with their pre
dicted (;'Nhere applicable) signs. Increases
in htcame, the number of retail outlets
relative to population, and the ahsence of
restrictions on price advertising all tend to
increase consurnption while higher taxes,
higher relative legal drinkhtg ages, and
limitations on the number or wholesalers
tend to 101-ver beer consumption. The pos
itive coefficients for U.s. beer consump
tion/ excluding Indiana, (Lj,USBeer and
2.lnUSBeer) ·1idicate that unmeasured fac
tors that altered beer drinking nationwide
had similar effects in Indiana.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have addressed enlpirically the the
oretical debate surrounding the market
effects off and therefore the motivation for,
manufacturer-designated exclusive dealer
territories. VVe find that Indiana's statu
tory proscription of ,exclusiv_e territories
has significantly and permanently re
duced the equilibrium quantity of beer
sold ill Indiana by 6 percent per year.
These results aTe at odds with those who
argue that exclusive territories are primar
ily anti-cornpetitive. Output could not
have decreased if exclusive territories only
served to Ihnit intrabrand competition
and did not promote additional dealer
services.

The observed reduction in equilibrium
consum.ption assodated with Indiana's

ban on exclusive territories, while not
strictly dennitive, also suggests that exclu
sive territories promote social "-welfare in

-'- ~

the beer industry. If the services that are
provided as a result of exclusive territories
are equally valued by all consumers, then
our results indicate L1.at exclusive territo
ries unambiguously in1prove both con
-SUITler and social 'welfare.49

If, however, inframarginal consumer
valuation of exclusive-territory-induced
services is less than D1-at of the marginal
consumer, exclusive territories could re
duce both consnmer and total welfare de
spite the observed increase in output. For
this to happen, ho'yvever, it ''Nould have to
be true that a significant proportion of
consumers value the additional services at
less than the resource cost of providing
tlwse services and cannot switcn to alter
native brands that offer less service and
lower pric~s.
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lead to lessened competition, it is necessary to examine each

case on its own merits.

This stUdy analyzes the effects of exclusive territories in

the malt beverage industry. Most reliable accounts suggest that

the beer industry is characterized by intense competition among

manufacturers, manufacturers· brands, and their distributors.

Between 1962 and 1986, for example, the number of licensed

breweries in the u.s. rose by nearly 30 percent. More impor

tantly, retail beer prices have increased more slowly than those

of milk, wine, cola, and coffee from 1967 through 1982. Among the

vast array of beverages with which beer competes for the

consumerls dollar, only the price of distilled liquor rose more

slowly over this period. Indeed, ~omputed in constant 1967 dollar

Modern ·economi~. t~eory recogn~zesthat.;f~rtain'typ~s of.

vertical restraints, which limit competition between the

wholesalers or retailers of a product, can work to the benefit of

consumers by enhancing competition. with other brands or with

closely related products. One such vertical restraint is repre

sented by contractual arrangements between manufacturers and

wholesaler-distributors granting the wholesaler-distributor the

sole and exclusive right to sell and distribute a product within

a given geographic area. Exclusive territories promote competi

tion between brands by eliminating Mfree-rider" effects and by

providing incentives for wholesaler-distributors to assist

retailers with quality control and other point-of-sale services.

Because, however, vertical restraints can in some circumstances
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sented "an. enviable business achievement by beer manufacturers."

Similarly, a study conducted by economists at Auburn Univer

sity showed that beer prices fell by 11 cents per six-pack in

Alabama after enactm~nt of exclusive territories legislation in

1984. By comparison, during the same time period, average beer

prices nationally increased by 11 cents per six-pack. The authors

concluded that "although many factors enter into the pricing of

beer an~ wine, no evidence can be found in these data that the

territorial bill has been harmful to the Alabama consumer."

Thus, the evidence from two independent studies of the

effects of exclusive territories on beer prices suggests that

such legislation works to the benefit of beer consumers. To

investigate the effects that state-granted exclusive territories

legislation has in the beer industry nationwide, we developed and

estimated an econometric model to explain cross-state variations

in the retail price of beer. The model incorporates the fundamen~

tal economic factors which interact to determine the prices of

beer in each of the fifty states. These factors include consumer

income; the prices of related goods such as wine, soft drinks,

and distilled spirits; labor costs; congestion-service capacity;

state laws restricting beer advertising at retail; and the

presence or absence of state-mandated exclusive territories.

In contrast to the flawed study conducted by Dr. Hark Cooper

for the Consumer Federation of America, our findings indicate

that retail beer prices are no higher or lower in states that

mandate exclusive territories than in other states, once the

effects of other relevant factors affecting retail beer prices

are accounted for. (Indeed, the results suggest that retail beer
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prices tend to be lower" in states mandating exclusive ter

ritories, but this fi~ding' dQes not r~a~~ standar~~~~~!ls of

statistical significance.-,> Clearly,'- i; excl~sive 'dis~r~~~,tor,~?iPS

were.a method of monopolizing markets and charging retailers

higher prices, these effects would show up in the prices paid by

beer consumers. The data reject this interpretation.

,The finding~ concerning the effects. of the, other f~ctors

considered on' the retail prices of bee~ are consistent wi~h' the

predictions of economic theory. Specifically,retail 'beer' prices'

are higher in those states where consumer incomes, a'close

substitute's (wine) price, and labor costs are higher. Similarly,

retail beer prices tend to be lower in states where per capita

consumption is higher and where there are higher levels of serv

ice congestion (fewer retail food, eating and drinking estab-

lishments per capita).

The study does uncover one source of artificially high

retail beer prices not considered in the Cooper study. The

results show that retail beer prices are substantially higher,

given other factors, the greater the number of ways in which

state law restricts or prohibits retail beer advertising. In

particular, restrictions and prohibitions on exterior signs and

interior window signs 'which can be seen from the exterior each

raise retail beer prices by about 15 cents per gallon (1967

dollars). Newspaper and magazine advertising restrictions raise

retail beer prices by approximately 18 cents per gallon (1967

dollars). ThUS, it appears to be state-imposed advertising

restrictions, and not exclusive territories, that are the

culprits whicq artificially raise retail beer prices through
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t~eir competition-reducing effects.

In ,sum, 'our study is fairly conclusive on the question of

whether exclusive 'beer distribution territories will harm or

enhance consumer welfare. After a detailed analysis of the ef

fects of state-mandated exclusive territories on the prices of

beer at retail, we find that if there is any effect at all,

state-mandated exclusive territories lead to lower retail beer- ~

~ There is no evidence that exclusive territories lead to

higher retail prices. The only conclusion that can be drawn from

the evidence is that the clarification of the antitrust treatment

of the territorial distribution system proposed by the Halt

Beverage Interbrand Competition Act would be pro-competitive and

efficient from the perspective of beer consumers.
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1. VERTICAL RESTRAINTS IN THE MALT BEVERAGE INDUSTRY
characteristics vith respect to price. quality. and consumer

history, is yet another form of vertical restraint. The major

aspect of such restraints is, like vertical integration~ the

conscribed. Franchising, so common in recent fast-food economic

good or service. Exxon Oil Company or Holiday Inns are examples

of such restraints. In such integrations of manufacturing and

distribution, quality characteristics are kept under tight

control, and geographic competition (within brand) ia narrovly

industries. The tightest form of vertical restraint is, of

course, downstream ownership and control by manufacturers of s

terms may include minimum price or quality standards, conditions

Some form of vertical restraints is common in 'many

limits on geographical distribution of the product.

of sale to vholesalers or retailers, and, importantly, defined

vhich relate to the exact conditions under ~hich the product can

the manufacturer and the distributor-wholesalers of s product

be sold at vholesale and retail. Some of these conditions or

restraints comprise any terms, contracts, or agreements between

restraints present an interesting and perplexing issue. Vertical

service have begun to make a significant impact on legal and

legislative decision-making. The trend in antitrust lav and

enforcement has been c1ea~ly established in the direction' of

greater degrees of open competition.

The Issue £f Vertical Restraints.

Within the overall tone of competitiveness, one issue

remains unclear from both a theoretical a~d ap611cy perspective.

In the seemingly infinite number of variations on total market

structure vi thin narrOWly-defined "industries," vertical

competitiveness.

vool, cotton and fibers of all kinds in most relevant markets.

Domestic firms face increasing competition from foreign producers

in many industries. The courts. antitrust enforcement agencies,

and the regulatory arm of the Office of Management and ~he Budget

have all used wider standards of conduct and performance in

gauging the impact of market structures on consumer velfare.

While the number of firms in an industry, interrelationships with

other industries, entry conditions, and other aspects of market

structure still count from a regulatory perspective, performance

determining economic welfare.

fifty or sixty percent in some narrowly-defined industry, e.g.,

leather, is no longer prima facie evidence of reduced

Leather, after all, must compete ~ith plastics,

economic efficiency and general consumer ve1fare,

Behind many of these regulatory changes is a "nev" theory of

industrial organization. This nev theory ia based. among other

features, on a broadened concept of competition and ultimate

market performance rather than upon the simple number of firms in

the industry. For example, the nev industrial organization

identifies interindustry competition as a major ingredient in

A four-firm concentration ratio of

Regulation of industry structure haa undergone significant

changes over the past 10 years. Industries such as

airlines and trucking have been deregulated in many dimensions.

Many unnecessary regulations have been eliminated from the work

place. The impact of environmental and other regulations has

been scrutinized in order to determine their-effects upon
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insurance of quality and the limitation of geographic intrabrand_

competition. In the case .of franchising, however; provision of

services by the franchisor (such as advertising, the aV~11ab1litY

of quality-controlled inputs, etc.) are given in return for a

franchise fee and for contractual as.urances of quality.

Other market structures are characterized b~ somewhat less

formal kinds of vertical restrictions. These intrabrand

restraints, which ~volved slowly over time~ are similar in

motivati~n to those of downstream integration .and formal

franchising. The soft drink and malt beverage industries are

characterized by these kinds of quality and geographic restraints.

The essential question respecting all kinds of vertical

restraints is whether, for purposes of economic policy, (a) such

restraints contribute to inefficiency and ve1fare loss in markets,

or (b) whether efficiency and consumer welfare are unharmed or

even enhanced by such 8 policy. These questions regarding the

effects of vertical restraints (both price and non-price) have

been scrut~nized carefully over the past fev decades by

economista and policymakers. The issues have undergone

considerable analytical refinement as ve11.

~ Logic £f Vertical Restraints.

On the negative side, restraints such as resale price

maintenence and geographical restrictions could create or

facilitate collusion, permitting or creating restrictions on

horizontal firm competition. Modern economic theory suggests

opposite effects. Since market structure usually ,evolves in an

efficient manner, it seems reasonable that a manufacturer's
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choice of a distribution system reflects a clear judgment

conceinlng the effici~ncy and~effeciivenes~ of s~lling its

p·roduct-. The choi-ce of:aparticular· marke·ting system, in other

"'ords, vill be premised. upon the most efficient (in the eyes of

the particular manufacturer) means of competing "'ith other

brands or with closely related products. Consumers as well as

manufacturers and all firms in the chain of distribution benefit'

irom· enhanced co~p~tition.

The logic of vertic~l restraints is further enforced by the

following considerationa:

(1) The Elimination of Free Rider Effects. In many cases

products (automobiles, for example) require maintenance or after

purchase service. Without vertical restraints such as exclusive

territories, transshippers and other sellers would "free ride" on

distributors vho did provide these services. The marketing arm

of the competitive system breaks dovn in such cases since

competitors ~ prOViding services are able to charge loyer

prices by attempting to shift burdens to distributors providing

services. The latter, ho",ever, meet this competition (lover prices)

by reducing service, and the process continues until quality is

eroded at the retail and consumer levels. These free rider

effects are avoided with exclusive territories.

(2) Quality Control and Point-oi-Sale Assistance. Exclusive

distributors are, for ~easons similar to the case of the "free

rider," necessary to control the quality of aome final products.

For example, full-serVice dealers vho provide technical data

about product performance, varranty terms, and so on vould be
injured if customers were able to make their purchase deCision at
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one location and then buy from 8 nearby deal~r vho, bec8u~~ be

did not supply such ancillary ~erYices, could sell the aam~

. pr~duct at a disc~unt. Similarly, a ~istribut~r deal~ng vith

retail stores buying from multiple suppliers of the sa~e ite~

viII lose incentive to rotate stocks,. to carry suffici~nt

inventory in order to meet normal customer demands, to

participate in promoting and developing brands, and to prov1de

informational services to retailers. The 1982·FTC decision in

the Beltone csse, for e~ample, held that exclusive territories

rt may increase local merchandising, promotion snd service
1

activities of wholesalers, and might increase output." These

arrangements also permit Bales and service to small retailers and

increase brand selection to the consumer.

For these general reasons, evidence in most markets

points to the fact that exclusive territorial arrangements

increase competition and enhance consumer welfare, and provide n~

entry barriers for ne~ and potential entrants. Indeed, when

vertical restraints improve and encourage overall

competitiveness, ne~ entry may actually be facilitated.

The Lesality £f Vertical Restraints.

Over the past decade the courts have found this kind of

econo=ic logic persuasive. A 1967 decision (~~~

Schvinn ~ ~., 388 U.S. 365 (1967») had found exclusive

territories to be illegal ~~. This rule held that the use

of non-price restraints, such as exclusive territories, in any

market vas unla~ful. Under present law, developed in the

Sylvania decision (Continental T.V. ~ GTE Sylvania, 433 U.S. 36
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(1977», the legality or illegality of exclusive territories viII

be judged by the "rule of reason." The Sylvania court argued

that exclusive distributorships could be pro-competitive i~ some

industries, citing the "free rider" problem discussed abo~e and

some of the quality benefits that can be induced by the·
2

assignmen~ of exclusive territorial agreements. The Reagan

administration has Vigorously supported such agreements. The

Department of Justice's Antitrust Division maintains that auch

agreements are lawful except under exceptional circumstances.

Specifically, if competition is vigorous -- in particular as

measured by low concentration at the manufacturing or wholesale

level or by ease of entry -- exclusive territories are not likely
3

to be anticompetitive.

The Halt Beverage Industry: Characteristics

Within this economic and legal framework the malt beverage

industry is seeking legislative clarification of the

"circumstances under ~hich territorial provisions in licenses to

distribute and sell trademarked malt beverage products are lawful
4

under the antitrust laws." Specifically, the Malt Beverage

Interbrand Competition Act ~ould permit, state 1avs also

permitting, the inclusion and enforcement of contractual

arrangements bet~een malt beverage manufacturers and wholesaler-

distributors granting the vholesale distributor the sole and

exclusive right to sell and distribute a product vithin a given

geographic area. The Act also contains provisions vhich require

that the product be in "substantial and effective competition

vith other malt beverage products ~ithin that defined geographic

area" and that no (Sherman-Clayton) ~ntitrust provisions
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respecting illegal price-fixing, horizontal restraints, or

boycotts ere Violated.

We believe that the structure and performance

characteristics of the malt beverage industry (hereafter the beer

industry) clearly· make the proposed legalization of the

territorial distribution system pro-competitive and efficient

from the perspective of consumer welfare. Before considering

formal evidence of the efficiency of that system in Sections II and

III of this report, first ionsider an informal description of the

beer industry and of its characteristics and, secondly, an

enalogy to the efficiency of the soft drink market end
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This system has stood the test of time'in the beer industry ~ith

well over half of the states mandating exclusive territories for

distributors end all the rest (except,Indiana) either silent or

neutral regarding distrib~tion through exclusive territories.

(Figure 1 presents a summary map of state positions on exclusive

territories for beer distribution in 1985,)

Competitiveness ~ fu Manufacturing sn'd Distribution

Stages. Most reliable, accounts of 'general competitiveness in the

beer industry at both the manufacturing and diatributional levels

point to intense competition between manufacturers,

manufacturers' brands, and the distributors of beer. Figure 2,

from the Brewers' Almanac, gives an a indication of the number

distribution system.

~ Three-Tier System ~ Exclusive Territories.

with many other distribution systems, beer marketing is

system are:

a. beer manufacturers sell to vholesalers which,

according to laws and regulations in many states,

distribute beer within exclusive territories

designated by the manufacturers:

b. distributors, in active competition ~ithin the beer

market and in the market for beverages in general,

sell to retail stores. small and large, restaurants,

bars, and all other retail outlets for beer: and

c. retailers, ~hich stock a large number of beer

brands es ~ell as a variety of alcoholic and non

alcoholic beverages for final sale to consumers.

charscterized by a three-tier system.

In common

The cornerstones of this

of breweries from 1968 to 1986. In 1986 the total

number of licensed U.S. breweries stood at 113, an increase of 26

breweries between 1982 and 1986. At the manufacturing level,

concentration ratios~ the beer industry~ (i.e.,

without the consideration of other beverage competition) give

little indication of competitiveness ~ithin the beverage market,.

In ~ study of the industry for the period 1952-1971, for example,

economists X.J. Hatten and D. E. Schendel conclude that

the brewing industry underwent a major transition.

In this period the number of breweries declined from 357

to 148 and the market share of the four largest brewers

increased from 24.2% to 48.5%. During this same period,

ho~ever. the fortunes of many companies, both large and

small, shifted dramatically, Schlitz lost its position

as market leader to Anheuser-Busch ~hose market share

increased from 7.1% to 19.2%. Once prominent large

8
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firms like Ballentine and Blatz disappeared ~hile firms

like·Carling. Hamm, Falsta£fcand issociated Bre~eries

enjoyed a short period of vigorous prosperity ari~ then

began to ~8ne. Companies like Coors, and more recently
5

Miller, began to grov.

Evidence of intenie competitive rivalry bet~eenmanuf8cturers and

-the entry and exit of firms into the industry continues over

more recent time periods.

Significant and intense rivalry at the level of beer

distribution also exists. In 1984, according to testimony

presented before the Senate Committee on the JUdiciary, "beer

distributors are by and large independently ovned small

businesses; 93 percent ••• employ less than 50 people and make

a profit before Federal and State income taxes of 4.6 percent on
6

sales." The distribution industry employs ~ore than 80,000

vorkers and each firm typically invests $1 million in capital

varehouses, trucks, and other equip~ent. The number of beer

distributors per state for 1986 is Bho~n in Table 1.

Large numbers of distributors in the beer industry are an

important indication of the increasing number of brands available

in the market. The proliferation of brands of beer has developed

not only from domestic production but also dramatically rising

imports of beer as veIl (see Figure 5 of this paper). In any

given geographic area, an increasing number of brands signals a

larger number of distributors vhich mirrors intense rivalry

vi thin the entire industry. Prices in such competitive markets,

8S in the vell-knovn conclusion of economic theory. viII
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TABLE 1: Beer Distributors Per -State: 1986

STATE NUMBER ·STATE NUMBER
ALABAMA 56 MONTANA /i5ALASKA 9 NEBRASKA 50ARIZONA 54 .NEVADA 23ARKANSAS 51 NEW HAMPSHIRE 17. CALIFORNIA 254 NEW-JERSEY 47COLORADO 60 . NEW MEXICO 30CONNEC.TICUT 22 NEW YORK 162DELEWARE 5 NORTH CAROLINA 94FLORIDA 97 NORTH DAKOTA 29GEORGIA 74 OHIO 146HAWAII 18- OKLAHOMA 57IDAHO 36 OREGON 89ILLINOIS 196 PENNSYLVANIA 404INDIANA 122 RHODE ISLAND 10IOWA 80 SOUTH CAROLINA 59KANSAS 60 SOUTH DAKOTA 29KENTUCn 66 TENNESSEE 46LOUISlANNA 77 TEXAS 286MAINE 16 UTAH 19MARYLAND 55 VERMONT 12MASSACHUSETTS 42 VIRGINIA 78MICHIGAN 165 WASHINGTON 100MINNESOTA 117 WEST VIRGINIA 62MISSISSIPPI 57 WISCONSIN 173MISSOURI 92 WYOMING 33

Source: Brevers Almanac, 1986
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beer.

Bottle and canned beer has a longer normal shelf

distributors:

In my State of Georgia draft beer is about 12 percent

of all the beer sold. It has a much shorter, natural,

shelf life because it is not pasteuri%ed. We have to,

therefore, make a substantial investment in large

coolers and varehouses to keep a vatchful eye on the

cleanliness of everything that ve do relative to draft

standards vary by the breveries. If ve do not maintain

the quality of the product, ~e are subject to being

terminated by our brevers. We are required by suppliers

to vatch the shelf life of these products in these

varehouses and in the retail custo.ers establishments.

We make sure that the product is rotated according to

age at our varehouse, ••• on our trucks, and

-7
approximate the tosts of production end distribution.

Service Characteristics ~ ~-Ridingt1-i!!.~

Distribution. -in ~pite of ~he ailegatio~~ oi- so~e c~~tics;- bee~

distibution has numerous service dimensions. Product qual~ty

must be assured, retail sellers, both large and small, must be

serviced, and beer promotions and point-of-sale activities are

all part of-the role of the franchised-distributor. -These

activities are all part and parcel of the competitive process by

whith beer is distributed and marketed. The statement of William

Young, president of Wholesale Beer Company of Atlanta, Georgia,

outlines the typical competitive activity of the vholesale

And I vould certainly not spend money to control the

quality of a product I did not sell. Yet, if my brand

of beer goes off taste, even if I did not sell it, the

brand Buffers and so do I. This is because the consumer
10

viII svitch, and he does,- brand preference.

Pabst some other distributor vould have sold to th~ same

retailer.

pick up the beer from the retailer's place of business.

We replace it vith fresh beer and destroy the old beer
8

at our cost.

If I Vas not the only Pabst distributor in

the Atlanta market, the entire quality control program

the retailers' coolers, floors, shelves, and storage

rooms. When the. normal shelf life date is exceeded, we

It is clea~, moreover, that the "free rider" problem __

of the Pabst Brewing Co. vould fall apart. I could not

identify vhich Pabst I sold to the retailer and which

overlapping competition from other distributors or "trans

shipping" exists and is significant in the beer industry as it is
9

in many others. As Mr. Young notes:

Not only does quality control of-the product itself Buffer from

intra brand competition at regional levels, but other dimensions

of competition such ss display advertising, special promotions,

retaile~ education and assistance, and steady supply availability

suffer as vell vith "trans-shipping." Indeed, our empirical

results strongly support the fact that beer advertising

restrictions across stateS (reported in Section III of our research)

TheThe standard is set by the brewery.life.
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~ Competitive Performance, The relevant market' for

beer is, of course, vastly understated when beer alone is

considered. Beer is in competition ~ith many oth~r kinds of

provides an indication of price increases of selected beverages

have a positive and significant impact upon beer prices.

beverages, including ~ine. distilled spirits, and the massive

array of non-alcoholic beverages. If concentration or monopoly

to the explosion in the diet and sugar-free cola demand p~oducing

a relatively large price increase for colas. Further, accorping

large measure due to shifts in tastes of the populstion. Since

1967, consumers have tended to shift consumption avay from

alcoholic beverages to~ard soft drinks. This, in large part, led

elements ~ere at all significant in the overall beverage market, ~e

~ou1d expect to observe retail prices or profit margins of

manufacturers or distributors to be rising over 'time. Figure 3

beer prices at retail have risen less than those of cola and

to data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, real beer prices

computed in constant 1967 dollars fell at a compound rate of 1.7

through 1986. Next to the price of whiskey and milk, nominal

coffee and apprOXimately the same as wine over the period. The

increase in the average price of colas over the period is in

compared to the rise in the Consumer Price Index from 1967

percent per year from 1964 to 1985. Between 1968 and 1985,

average hourly earnings for production workers in the malt

beverage industry rose four-fold (391%) in contrast to earnings

in all manufacturing (315%) and in all food (299%).

$OlPI:lE 111l1li1EA1J lll' LMOI\ In'A'TIII'OOII

FDtJU: 3

Such informal evidence relating to all three stages of the

malt beverage industry leads to a clear indication of the general
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competitiveness of the industry over the past 35 years. The

purpose of our study, hovever, is to demonstrate formally

the effi~iency of vertical restraints in a number of

dimensions, including prices, output and, more importantly: full

price (nominal price plus quality dimensions). Before turning to

our formal evidence relating to these matters, it is instructive

to consider an analogy of industry performance in an_area vith

almost identical market eharacteristics -- soft drinks. The

s~ft-drink industry is composed of a three-tier ma~keting ~ystem

but, more importantly, it received legislative approbation of

exclusive territories in 1980. It is important to investigate

the relative performance of that industry before and after

"trans-shipping" and intra brand competition vas disalloved for

distributors vithin defined geographic markets.

lh£~~ Industry: Performance vith Exclusive Territories

Soft drinks, since the rise of national markets, have been

characterized "by a similar distributional-evolutionary marketing

process as beer. While the analogy betveen beer and soft drinks

is not perfect (e.g., in the eoft drink case syrup, rather than

manufactured soda, is sold to bottler-distributors, and soft

drinks are not burdened by the plethora of taxes and regUlations

imposed on beer), the indu~tryts performance is clearly relevant

to the issue of legisl~tive approbation of exclusive territories.

The soft drink industry, prior to 1980 vhen Congress granted

assurance of exclusive territories to soft drinke, vas

characterized by the same distribution system as beer, including

the presence of efficiency-inhibiting "free-rider ft effects.
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Carbonated 80ft drinks," like beer, face intenae competition

from a broad rage of alternative beverage products. Bottled

vater, povdered soft drinks, tea, jui~es, coffee, and milk

compete through price and marketing techniques vith soft dTinks.

Some eVidence suggests that products such as wine coolers and

loy-alcohol beer compete similirly ~ith soft dri~ks. Hev entry

"into the beverage market_-- a sure sign o£ competitive ;ivalry

and efficient competitive market performance __ has been

phenomenal. Over the ~eriod 1984-85, according to_~ Product

~. almost 1200 nev beverage products vere introduced into the

American market. (A breakdown of these products by

characteristic is found in Table 2). More than one hundred nev

lov-alcohol (Vine and beer) products vere introduced that year,

vhich is not atypical of the kind of entry consistently Observed

in the beverage field for both alcoholic and non-alcoholic

products.

Host important is the relative performance of the industry

in terms of price and consumption since the institution of

exclusive territories in 1980. Figure 4 shovs the per capita

consumption trends betveen 1975 and 1985 in soft drink sales

(carbonated and non-carbonated) as compared to the trends in

other beverage consumption. While sales of coffee and milk have

declined in absolute terms, soft drink sales have sky-rocketed

compared to beer and all other types of beTerages. (Annual per

capita consumption of soft drinks is anticipated to grov to over

55 gallons per capita in 1995 compared to about 45 gallons per

capita in 1985).

In contrast to the comparison of- cola price changes to price
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TABLE 2: Product Introductions in the Beverage Market, 1984-85 PER CAPITA BEVERAGE CONSUMPTION CHANGE 1975 - 1985
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NUMBER - PERCENT

Carbonated 314 31.4.
Non-Carbonated 816 68'.6

Total 1190 100.0

Non-Alcohol 1085 91.2
Alcohol (low alcohol) 105 8.8

Total 1190 100.0
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As we have seen, the number of breweries in the U.S.
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changes of some other bever~ge8 Over the 1968-i986 period (see
. . .. - .

"Figure 3)," the prices of" carbonated soft drin~s have risen: "at" a

much lower rate "than "-many "other beverage products":in th~ post-"

1980 period. Betwen 1981 and 1985, the prices of soft drinks
11

rose 4.1 percent based on data published by Nielsen. The prices

of competing products grew at a much fsster rate, 1ncl"uding

powdered soft drinks (13.4 percent), fruit drinks" (15.2 percent),

fruit jUic~ (21.8 percent), coffee (13.3 percent), and tea (17~6

percent). Relstive to soft drink sales, b~er sales have been

declining during the 1980s, a -fact that has led some beer

manufacturers to move into other markets (such as soft drinks)
12

with similar distribution channels.

By any measure the relative performance of the soft drink

industry since the legislative institution of exclusive

territories in 1980 has been efficient and very positive in terms

of consumer welfare. The overall strength~ning of" competitiveness

through elimination of intra brand competition and "free-riding"

has created a brisk competitive environment characterized by easy

entry of new products and brands. Evidence of lower price and

higher consumption means that actual product entry and potential

rivalry have created an economically efficient and welfare
13

enhancing product market in the soft drink industry.

Relevance ~ the Malt Beverage Industry

Soft drink experiences teaches us that efficient performance

is expected in similar cases such BS malt bevera&es. In the esse

of soft drinks we have observed prices declining along with huge

increases in the volume of soft drinks sold. Exclusive
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territories did not rout competition. If anything, they have

created greater competition. Likewise, we expect to obser~e

falling real prices in an efficient·competi~ivebeer ~~rketing

environment. These markets, we have argued, are created by

conditions such ss exclusive geographic territories (without

"trans-shipping"). Such conditions are expected to promote

interbrand competition, ease of entry, and enhanced consumer

welfare in states where exclusive territor~es are mandated on

beer distributors.

Competitiveness ~ Contestability 1n~ Beverage ~.

While some critIcs argue that concentration levels in both the

beer and soft drink industries raise potential problems of

monopolistic collusion. modern economic theory shows that both

actual entry and potential entry viII discipline the pricing

behavior of industries with a few or even with one firm.

Recently, economists William Baumol, John Panzar and Robert

Willig have offered a contestability theory of market structure

which stresses ease of entry and exit rather than the number of

firms as the critical determinants of competitive outcomes in a
14

market.

~as been rising fairly rapidly in recent years, but there are a

number of other important features of the beer industry and the

beverage market that point to keen competitivenes and full

Contestability.

There are simply too many competitors in the beverage

market, actual and potential, to suggest a lack of competition.

If any beer manufacturer attempted to raise its prices to

Bupracompetitive levels, it would lose a significant amount of

~
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beer prices have declined relative to other products and

to the amount of money people have to spend. Over time,

barrels of beer on net were imported in the U.S. By 1985 net.

i~ports of beer to the U.S. market reached 7 million, 200

thousand 31-ga110n barrels. The last decade has witnessed the

most dramatic increase in net beer imports, a fact which'

reinforces the existence of entry contestability in the beer

industry and in the overall beverage ~arket.

~ Michigan ~ Alabama Studies. Before turning to a formal

econome~ric model of the price impact of exclusive territories in

the beer industry across the U.S. in Section II, consider the

experience of two states ~ith regard to the impact of exclusive

in Michigan increased nearly 300%. Disposable income

rose from $2,913 to $9,725, a 230% increase. However,

retail beer prices increased by only 220%, ~eaning that

From 1967 to 1983, the overall price of consumer goods

distribution on beer prices over the past tvo decades. (Excerpts

Office ~f Substance Abuse Services, beer price and excise tax

1967 through 1983 (see Table 3). The agency concluded that

of these studies may be found in Appendix III). In a

study prepared by the Michigan Department of Public Health's

revenues vere juxtaposed with inflation trends over the period

only 91 cents in 1983. While lamenting a loss of over 65

million dollars in state beer tax revenues, the agency cslled the

price decline "an enViable business ~chievement by beer

beer prices have become comparable to or lover than
15

prices for soft drinks and frUit juices.

In constant dollar terms, a six-pack that cost $1.23 in 1967 cost

In 1957, approximately 220 thousand 31-&al10nmanufacturers.

including beer.

Even more dramatic is the actual and potential

contestability represented by beer imports. Figure 5, ~hich

sho~s the net imports of beer into the U.S. bet~een 1957 and

1985, is evidence of the foreign entry faced by U.S. beer

products~ since "for a company in the beverage industry which is

seeking to expand, like Coor~, it is natural to consider

alternative beverage products." Beer and soft drink distribution

systems -- as evidenced by the growing number of distributors

that handle both products -- are able to handle a myriad of

competing products competitively and effectively. There seem to

be no technological barriers to entry into the beverage market,

consequence, Coors "is looking for ways to grow

conSidered entering the market with alternative beverage

stated that Yith per capita sales of beer declining, "beer and

liquor companies recognize their need to compete ~ith non

alcoholic beverages such as bottled water and soft drinks." As a

and has

aales to other beer and beverage companies. Higher than

competitive re~urns ~ou1d also signal strategi~ groups of beer

producers to enter the market. Other recent developments :in the

beverage market are also relevant. For example, in the face of

declining beer sales, distributors are searching for other

beverage products t~ -initiate within their distribution systems.

Carbonated an~ non-carbonated beverages are natural ~roducts for

entry in this regard. In 1986, Gary Truitt, Vice-President of

International Marketing and Development at Adolph Coors Company,
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NET IiApoRTS OF BEER : 1957-1985 .
m-totJSAK)S OF 31 GALLON ·BA.RRELS)

TABLE 3: Beer Six-Pack P.ric;s in HiCh~glln ,: 1967-1983

1967
DOLLAR
(REAL)
PRICE

$' 1. 23
1.21
1.18
1.14
1.14
1.11
1. 06·
1.05
1.08
1.0.4
1.00 (exclusive territories law 1/1/77)
1.01
1.08
1.02

.99

.92

.91

NOMINAL
PRICE·

1.i3
1.26
1. 30
1.3.4
1. 39

- 1 • .40
1..42
1.56
1.73
1. 76
1. 81
1.97
2.36
2.59
2.73
2.65
2.71

YEAR

1967 '
1968
1968
1970
1971
1972
1973
197.4
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
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manufacturers." This enviable achievement yould not. have been

possi ble in an economically ine'ffici~nt environmen·~.·char.acteri~ed

by socially inefficient intrabr~nd·rivalry. such~i~alrj y~uld

have yielded higher real prices of beer in terms of quality

diminution and service conjestion.

Another recent study confirms the fact that exclusiye

territories iranted in the in th~ state of Alabama in 1984 have
16

been associated with falling beer prices. Data on both beer

and wine were examined for the second quarter' of 1984 (when the
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·11. SOME AGGREGATE ASPECTS OF THE BEER INDUSTRY OVER TIME

Before ~ur~ing. to a~ empirical analys{~ of the effect of

state~ma~dated exclusive ~istributor ter~it6ries'~n retail beer

prices, a view of the nationwide beer industry and beer consumers

over the last three decades is in order. Both a descriptive view

and a.formal statistical analysis are presented.

Descriptive Analysis

As dis~ussed earli~r, and as yigure 3 indic~ted, retail b~er

prices rose by approximately 140 percent during the 1967-1986

period. However, this period vas one of variable. yet persistent,

bill was passed) and again in the third quarter of 1986. The general inflation in the U. S. economy. Beer prices, like any

study concluded that overall beer prices fell by 11 cents per six other prices, would be reasonably expected to increase during

pack over the period and that the results tend to support the inflationary periods. Of importan~e, though, is not the nominal

view that primary competition exists between distributors of

different brands of beer within territories, rather than between

same-brand distributors ~ompeting between different territories.

The evidence from Michigan and Alabama, though suggestive,

is fragmentary and could be the result of isolated experiences.

More conclusive evidence of the economic efficiency of exclusive

distributorships (those excl~ding trans-shipping) can only be

offered within the context of a nationwide study of beer marketing.

price of beer, but its price relative ~ the prices of all other

goods and services available in the economy.

Figure 6 depicts the movement, from 1957 to 1985, of the price

of beer in comparison to the average price of all goods and

services. Thi~ measure of the relative price of beer is

constructed by forming the ratio of the Consumer Price Index for

beer to the Consumer Price Index for all goods. It therefore shows

vhat has happened to the retail price of beer in comparison to the

retail prices (on average) of all go~ds and services. As Figure 6

clearly indicates, retail beer prices have steadily declined since

1957. In 1957, average beer prices were about 1.08 times the

average of all goods' and services' prices. By 1985 they were less

than 75 percent of the average of all prices. This implies that.

after adjusting for general price inflation, retail beer prices

have declined by more than 30 percent since 1957.
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analysis is needed in order to discern the extent to Yhich various

even though the tax burden on the industry rose dramatically over

the period. the price of beer at retail steadily declined.

Statistical Analysis

The previous descriptive analysis paints a picture of retail

beer prices steadily declining in inflation-adjusted terms over the

last 30 years. HOliever, a more formel and sophisticated method of

factors have influenced retail beer prices. The generally

accepted. standard statistical technique of regression analyEis is

employed in this study in order to gauge the direction and size of

these influences

these taxes had risen to nearly $3 billion. Additionally. the

state tax revenues are exclusive of any general sales or gross

receipts taxes collected from the sale of beer at retail. Again,

mid-1~60s. have~een groying more rapidlj. In spite of the high

and rapidly groYing "'age raie in this industry. relative retail

beer: prices nonethele~s exp~~ienced the decline mentioned earlier.

Figure 8 sketches hoY the tax burden on the beer industry has

changed over the last 29 years. In 1957 total state plus federal

direct taxes on beer amounted to just over $1 billion. By 1985

sector. ·Wag~ rates paid by firms in the beer industry have been

cpnsistently hi&her than in the other tyO sectors and. since the

!his real price decline is even ~ore startling in light of the

dat"a "presented in" Fig~t"e .7 and Figur~ 8. Figur.e 7 compares the

trend .~v"er time·· o·f ~our·lY li~ges i~ the beer industry yUh hourly

"'ages rates paid.in all food industries and in the manufacturing
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and dependent variable.

If it is assumed that prices have declined at a constant rate

over this period, a simple time trend regression model can provide

estimated time trend regression model, employing annual data from

1957 to 1985, is given by equation 1 in Table 4. This equation

clearly shows the statistically significant downward trend in ~ea1

beer prices. The estimated coefficient indicates that real beer

prices have fallen at a rate of about 1.6 percent per year, and

that this rate of decline cannot be attributed .to chance.

While equation 1 suggests a significant downward trend in the

relatio~ship.

:~o~ likely or unlikely we are that the estimate mirrors the

actual relationship revolves around the·"level of· 8igni~ic~nce."

The level of significance is the probability, or chance, of

estimat~ng a non-zero coefficient whe~~n fact the true coefficient

is ~ero. Because we Wane to minimize tbe probability of

incorrectly stating that a relatio~ship' exists v~en in fact it does

not, traditional levels of significance .are quite loy (10% or

lover). Thus, for example, the statement that the.estimated

coefficient is "statistically significant" or just "significant" at

the 5% level meens that we stand at most a 5% chance of being wrong

in stating that the estimated coefficient reflects the true

relationship betveen the two variables. To say that an estimate is

"insignificant
lt

means that, in all likelihood, the estimate is a

result of random occurrence and that the true coefficient is.zero,

that there is no cause-effect relationship between the explanatory

Table 4, ~ho\fs hO·\I cha~ges O.f diffef~nces in· £e~tors called

··.explanatory. ~ariables·affect· 8.ome ·othe.r"variable. called a

dependent variable. The regression equation assumes a Bpe~ific

cause-effect relationship between variables. That is, changes in

explariator"y variables cause .changes, or responses,· in thedepen·dent

variable. The directi~n and extent of this r~lationshipis

reflected.in the estimated coefficient of the explanatory variable.

Given the units in vh·ich the t",o variables are measured, the size

of the ~stimated c~efficient measUres the number of units by vhich

the dependent variable changes in response to a one unit change in

the explanatory variable. The sign of the coefficient indicates

the direction of the cause-effect relationship. Negative signs

indicate an inverse relationship exists betveen the dependent and

explanatory variable, positive signs a direct relationship.

~e are also interested in knoving vhether the estimated

coefficient reflects ~he true relationship that exists between

variables or if the estimate is merely the result of chance or

random occurrence. Statistical theory allows us to make

probabilistic statements about which of these two possibilities is

the case. The Itt-statistic" is used to make statements about how

confident we are that the estimated regression coefficient reflects

the true relationship between ~he variables, that the true

coefficient is not zero (a zero coefficient indicates that there is

no cause-effect relation bet\leen the explanatory and dependent

variable). Large t-statistics (2.0 or greater) suggest ·that it is

quite unlikely that the true coefficient is zero, that it is very

likely that the estimated coefficient actually reflects the true

insight into the statistical significance of the decline.
The
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TABLE 4

t 7 statistics in parentheses

Equation Equation Equation Equation

1 2 3 4

Dependent Relative Relative Relative .Pe~r. Capita

Variable 'Price Price ' Price Consump'tion

Estimation
~

OLS OLS TSLS OLS

Explsnatory
Variables

Constant 0.1368*-* 4.3100*** 4.4581*** -0.8476

(12.75) (5.52) (5.52) (1.38)

Time Trend -0.0159*** -0.0092*** -0.008S*** -0.0011***

(25.51) (3.85) (3.57) (3.15)

Aggregate
-0.5641*** -0.5794***Consumption

(7.88) (7.77)

Aggregate
0.3690*** 0.3716***Reel Income
(8.17) (S.20)

Per Capita 0.5020***
Real Income (6.47)

Relative
Price of Beer

-1. 2127***
(7.26 )

R2 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.98

F-Statistic 650.90*** 1052. 72~HHlf 1050.7S*** 514.57***

D-W Statistic 1. 70 1. 71 1.52

*.* Denotes significance at the 1% level.

Note : Relative price is the ratio of the beer component of the
Consumer Price Index to the All Items Consumer Price Index.
Aggregate real income is disposable income deflated by the All
Items Consumer Price Index. Per capita real income is aggregate
real income divided by the population age 16 end over. Consumption
figures reflect net imports. All variables (except the time trend)
have been converted to their natural logarithms.
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real price o"f beer in the United States, 'it ,",ould be ,informat:1"ve to

separate out the effects of factors. ",_hich do not i'nfluencethe'

trend per se. For example, filtering out the effects of rising

real incomes on beer demand, and therefore price, would provide a

better picture of the price trend.

Equation 2 presents the statistical 'results obtained ~y adding

aggregate consumption _and real disposable income to equation 1.

Clearly, higher aggregate real income,'throu~h its'effect ori beer

demand, tends to raise relative price. A one percent rise in real

disposable income causes a 0.37 percent increase in the relative

price of beer. The time trend shows that, after adjusting for

consumption and real income, real beer prices have exhibited a

statistically significance downward trend of about 0.9 percent per

year. In all likelihood, this downvard trend is due to improved

efficiency in the industry. The aggregate consumption coefficient

indicates that a 10 percent (supply induced) increase in output

decreases real beer prices by 5.6 percent. All estimated

coefficients are statistically significant at the 1 percent level

and all of the summary statistics support the validity and

relevance of the model estimates.

The possibility exists that the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)

estimation method employed to estimate equation 2 may be

inappropriate and yield systematically misleading and unreliable

estimates. To examine this possibility, the Reset Test F-Statistic

for equation 2 vas computed. 17 This test statistic (F3 •32 _ 2.19)

indicates OLS to be an appropriate estimation technique for

equation 2. As a further check, a TWQ Stage Least Squar~s (TSLS)
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method Yas used to re-estimate equation 2, vith results given ~1

equation 3 in Table 4. The close similarity ~f the ~Btimates in

the tvo equations buttresses the Reset test.results.

Before leaving the aggregate analysis of the national beer

industry, it vould be instructive to consider the th~ fact~rs that

determine beer c6nsumption, or the demand for beer. Equation 4 in

Table 4 estimates the relationship betveen per capita consumption

and the factors vhich determine per capita .consumption. This

regression equation can be viewed as an estimate of the national

demand for beer, but on a per capita basis.

Equation 4 indicates that per capita beer consumption

increases as per capita real disposable income rises, but by less

in percentage terms. The estimated coefficient indicates that a

one percent increase in real income in~reases beer consumption by

one-half of one percent. Increases in price, as theory predicts,

lead to diminished beer consumption. Hovever, the popular notion

that beer consumers are not very responsive to price changes Yith

respect to the amount they consume is not supported by the data.

Equation 4 indicates that a one per7ent rise in price induces a

greater than one percent decline in consumption (a 1.2 percent

decline). The result clearly shovs that beer consumers are not a

captive audience. This relatively large price sensitivity is due

to the large (and increasing) number of substitutes in the beverage

market, of which ~eer is only one. This notion is supported by the

negative time trend coefficient on per capita consumption.

Adjusting for relative price and real income, per capita beer

consumption is seen to be deClining at about a one percent per year
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rate. rhis i~ also.indicative of a growing number of competing

substitutes fQrb~er in the beverag~ market.

An aggregate historical examination of beer prices an~ related

features of the industry. inclUding consumer demand, reveals

important trends. These features,.vhile important, ~annot detail

t~e.empirical.impact of differences in industry characteristics

across states. We therefore turn'to cross~state analysis in

section III.
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III. EXCLUSIVE TERRITORIES iND EEER PRICES : ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS

exclusive franchises on the market price of beer, the effects of

major supply and demand determinants as "'ell as the consequences of

Demand Factors_, While a large number of factors could

possibly be cited as influencing th~ demand for beer by residents

of the fifty states, economic theory, as ve1l as data limitations.

dictste that on11 the major demand determinants be analyzed. These

factors generally differ across the states, and are sources of

price differences bet",een the states. Included among these

variables are consumers1total real disposable income in each state

and the real price of a closely related good, vine. In this study.

for.

the presence or absence of exclusive territories must be accounted

state is determined by the interaction of demanders and suppliers

given ~ economic environment under~ the market functions.

In order to properly test a hypothesis concerning the effect of

environment in vhich -the industry operates.

Economic theory suggests that the ~arket price of beer in each

characteristics, BS ve11 as differences in the economic and legal

applied to the beer industry to discover the fundamental economic

factors vhich interact to determine the price of ~eer in each of

the fifty states. IS ~ecause of tb~ baBi~ struct~re of the induitry

(geographically dispersed competitive bre~eries, competitive in~ut

markets, and so on), differences i~ beer prices across ~tates vil1

reflect Btate-~pecific differences in supplier a~d demander

Methodology

The national beer industry is qua1itativ~ly simil~r to any

other industry. That is, the basic tools of economics can' be

A presentation and

product and

prices in

quality and service arguments

higher and may actually be lo",er in exclusive

In order to resolve the issue of exactly how territorial

exclusivity in distribution affects market variables such as price,

it is necessary to specify the major economic factors which

interact to determine price. The first part of this section

presents the methodology employed in selecting relevant economic

variables and constructing an empirical model of the market price

of beer. Next, the data employed to measure these relevant

economic variables are described and di~cussed.

interpretation of statistical ~esults fol10v.

consumption of beer. The monopoly po",er arguments suggest that

prices vill be higher in states granting exclusive franchises than

states vhere exclusivity is not mandated. The improved

predict that prices viiI not be

franchise states.

exclusive franchises

product quality at a

provide consumers vith a higher quality of both

service. These tvo hypotheses are at odds, ,each predicting

different effects of exclusive franchises on the market price and

can monitor

argued that

discussed above, aome have argued

franchises of beer distributors are

This section presents the findings of a nation."'ide econometric

model developed to gauge the effects that state-granted exclusive

territory legislation have in the national beer industry. As

that exclusive territorial

a form of vertical restraint

designed to raise price by creating monopoly-pover. ",hile ",e-have
are a method by ",hich distributorS

relatively 10'" cost as ",ell as
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franchises is an empirical issue.

Much recent literature in economics indicates that state

imposed restrictions on retail advertising are likely to affect

supply, and therefore to influence market price and consumption.

Such restrictions influence supply in that they act to·curb one

means of competition among retailers. 19 Since these restrictions

vary across the states, they are candidates for explaining

the market price of beer is a ststistical issue.

~ Factors. In explaining price differences across the

states, factors lihich affect supply and which differ across the

states must be employed. This study focuses on the presence or

absence of state mandated exclusive distributor franchises and the

degree of state-imposed advertising restrictions on the marketing

of beer. Clearly. it is possible that the presence or absence of

state mandated exclusive distributor territories affects the supply

To tbeextent that.

The concept of full price, as
Market Characteristics.

differ~~ces in prices betveen states.

Other f~ctors (tiansp6rtatio~costs, land prices, and so on)

'~~ll;influence'sU~~ly and retail yrice •. Hovever,:one of.t~e

primary factors: which affects' ~'upply is -the liage rate paid to

labor. ~ As ,,:sge rat'es directl)' .affect production' costs, it is

expected that states characterized by high average real vage rates

will also. experience a higher real market price of beer.

::adHrtisit:g· ..r.estricUons dilllini~h competition among -.retailers, it

is expected that retail prices ~ill be higher in states vith more

severe restrictions.

explained earlier, is not only appealing to economists but to

anybody vho has ever driven to a store and stood in a checkout

line. Its implication for this study is that after having adjusted

for differences in consumption. consumer income. the prices of

closely related goods, exclusive distributor territories,

advertising restrictions, general cost-of-living differences, and

other supply factors, the money price of beer among the states

could still reasonably be expected to differ. In order to isolate

the effect of territorial exclusivity on price, factors vhich

influence consumers I transaction costs associated vith purchases

must be expressly accounted for.

One Such element involves the physical ability of retail

outlets to service customers. The smaller the capaCity of

retailers to service customers, the greater will be congestion in

stores at any given time, and the greater the ,rans8ction cost

component of full price. AdjuBting for other factors and given 8

The effect on the market price of beer of exclusiveof beer.

the ease.

real~~~i8~lei~re ~~ri8bles which have·bee~.adj~8ted for. gen~~al

cOllt-of-HYi~i:.dHie:x:e~ces"8~ros's. ~ta'tes ~ _.'

Economic theory does not specifically predict either xhe

direction or the deg.ree .of influenc.e on the demand for and the

m8rket~~~ce of ~~e~-th~t·t~e prices of related goods·ha~e.

Whether ~he' p·rice. :0"£ .,ii·ne·, soft 'drinks, or di~~il1~d spiri~s:

sign1ficantl~;influences the_ price of beer positively or negati.vely

is an empi~icsl':issue. Thou'g-h' one may reasonably expect .sreater

demand for beer and higher beer prices to be associated with higher

real consumer income, economic theory alloys for the opposite to be

Again, the relationship between consumer real income and
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that all states save Indiana vere, to some degree, exclusive in

by default, excluaive territories, it is reasonable to conclude

1984. The statistical results presented in Table 8 assume all

those atatesvhich forbid exclusive territories' and' thosestetea

vhose laws, ei,ther' allo'~ ,·or, ~re aile~t w'ith r~spect to territorial'

exclusivity are treated as non-exclusive. Those vhich mandate

exclusive territories are categorized as exclusive in these tables.

In reg~es.~~n results contained in Table 8. exclusivity is

account~d fo~ iri ~ slightl~ different. ~ut more realisti~ fashion;

Indiana ,vas the only state which expressly forbade exclusive

distributor territories in 1984. With all other states' lays

either expressly permitting or silent about, and thereby permitting

regional Consumer Price Index-All Items. Beer prices are thus

published in Beverage ~orld.

cost-of-living differences

in each state ~as deflated

Measurement £i Relevant Variables
Retail Market Price cl fluant! tI of -Beer • .The aver'age",~erk'e~

recall pric. per"" .e11.n e." the <inen t1101 roillione ~f ••i,.n.) of:

beer 60ld in each s~at~ in 1984 vere obtained f~6m:figures'
In order to,aY~oid 'bias .due 'to. ge~era~

across states. the retail price of beer

by the Bureau of Labor Statiatics'

full' price equilibdu~'across stetees.' great~r I!er'vice' :cong
e

'll
tion

w111 re.ult 1n ."lowei >••e1 price ~o>Pen.et1n''}.•r.r.'t't"": ".

transactions costs. 20

Special Information ~.

restrictions vere found in the United States Brevers Association's

restrictions vas constructed to capture the overall effect of the

extent of types of restrictions on price. The Schmandt-Stevena

index is constructed by su~ming relevant dummy variables. Data on

nevspapers and magazines, radio and television, exterior signs, and

interior vindov signs vievable from the exterior of the

establishment. The presence of these restrictions 1s accounted for

with dummy variables. States vere coded as not haVing a

restriction if state lav either permitted vithout restriction or

had no provisions concerning an advertising method.

Additionally, a Schmandt-Stevens 21 index of advertising

the retail level apply to four categories of advertising;

state were exclusive except Indiana.

Adv~rtising Restrictions. State advertising restrictions at
Consu~~ Income. Consumer income in each state (billions of

measured as the product of per capita disposable income

Survey ~ Current ~usine8S and

respectively. Real

dol1a~s) is

and population in 1984. found in

State .!.!rl Metropolitan Area Data ~ook: 1986,

state income waS calculated b) deflating by the regional Consumer

Price Index-All Items. The use of real state disposable income

controls for the effects of general cost-of-living differences

measured in real terms.

among states.
Price £i ~ Related~' The average retail price of wine in

each of the fifty states during 1984 vas obtained from ~evera~
~orld and converted to real prices by deflating by the regional

Consumer Price Index-All Items.

BxclusivitI' The presence or absence of state-mandated

exclusive distributor territories is eccounted for by a,dummy

~ariable. In regression results presented in Tables 5. 6.and 1
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Labor~. The average manufacturing vage rate, obtained

from~~ Met~opolitan~~~~. deflated by the

regional Consumer Price Index-All Items. is employed to me~sure the

average unit labor cost facing firms.

Congestion-Service Capacity ..!!.!!..!!· Time~. The study

measures the average level of ~ongestion in the·market through use

of the ratio of population to the total number of retail food,

eating, and drinking establishments in a state. Retail

establishment data by state vere obtained from State ~

Metropolitan Area~~~. Higher ratios of population to

the number of retail establishments (more potential customers per

retail outlet per unit of time) indicate lessened capacity to

service customers which yields greater congestion, and vice versa.

Thus, a negative relation between money price and the ratio of

potential customers per retail outlet is expected.

Empirical Results

Tables 5, and 6 present the results of estimating the effects

of the above variables on the real price of beer in 49 states under

the assumption that only states which explicitly mandate

exclusivity are considered exclusive. The state of Washington was

excluded from the sample due to the unavailability of data on the

average hourly manufacturing vage rate in 1984. In Table 7,

regressions that exclude the real wage and thus include data for

Washington are presented. As can be seen by COMparing equations

and 3 in Table 5 to their counterparts in Table 7. the \esti~ated

signs of 811 remaining variables do not change and'their

significance levels vary only marginally. As such. the
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Si.snif,icanc.~. and .explanatory pover of regression models deleting

..the, obse,~.va·tion for .the state. of W.ashington should be considered

quit~ valid.··

Table 5 presents empirical results obtained from estimating

~~e effects on the real retail price of beer of the variables

:discissed-earli~r. E~uations 1 and 3 vere estimated using a ~ingle
. -'", "

equ~tion, ~rdinary Least. Squares (O~S) re~ression technique.

..Equation I differs from equation 3 solely in the manner in vhich

the advertising restrictions index \l8S formed. Index

incorporates the effects of restrictions on ne\tspaper and magazine

advertising, exterior sign advertising, and interior sign

advertising. Index 2 accounts for these three types of

restrictions plus restrictions on radio and television advertising.

Equations 1 and 3 show all estimates of the theoretical model

variables to be of the predicted sign (\there relevant) and to be

statistically significant (one-tail tests wete employed where

appropriate) at the 5% level or better except 1£t~ measure £f

territorial exclusivity. In both equations. the measure of

exclusiVity is negative but not statistically different from zero.

A strict interpretation of the data indicates that retail beer

prices are no higher in states vhich mandate exclUsive territories

than in other states onCe the effects of other relevant factors on

price are accounted for. In a \lasker sense, the results suggest

~ prices in states which mandate exclusive territories.22

Clearly, if exclusive distributorships vere a method of

monopolizing industries and charging retailers higher prices,

competitive retailers yould pass along (to some degree) these
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TABLE 5

Dependent Variable: ·Real retail money price of beer (per gallon)
t - statistics in parentheses.
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TABLE 6

Dependent Variable: Real retail money price of beer (per gallon)
t - statistics in parentheses.

Estimation
~

Explanatory
Variable

Constant

Exclusivity

Advertising
Restriction
Index 1

Advertising
Restriction
Index 2

Consumption

Real Income

Reel Price
of Wine

Service
Congestion

Reel \lage

R2
F-Statistic
Reset Test

F-5tstistic

OL5

Equstion
1

2.5700***
(5.6404)

-0.0293
(0.4190)

0.0772***
(2.6036)

...0.0026***
(2.3675)

0.0068**
(2.1817)

0.0853**
(2.4534)

-1.1634**
(2.2/i64)

0.1003**
(2.1524)

0.39
3.77"'!'*'"

0.96

T5L5

Equation
2

2.5618***
(5.6083)

-0.0337
(0.4755)

0.0772***
(2.7991)

-0.0024*
(1.5556)

0.0074
(1.4330)

0.0857**
'(2.4582)

-1.1621*'"
(2.2403)

0.1010**
(2 •.1630)

3.74***

OL5

Equation
3

2.5367***
(5.4548)

-0.0404
(0.5546)

0.0561***
(2.4900)

-0.0029***
(2.3979)

0.0092**
(2.2266)

0.0900**
(2.5181)

-1.1443**
(2.1714)

0.1000·*
(2.1096)

0.37
3.44***

0.93

T5L5

Equation
4

2.5266" U ;

(5.4152)

.:.0.0456
(0.6194)

0.0558***
(2.4698)

-0.0024*
(1.5001)

0.0073
(1.3907)

0.0904**
(2.5205)

-1.1416**
(2.1608)

0.1010**
(2.1224)

3.39*Hf

Estimation.
Method OL5 OL5

Explanatory
Variable.

Constant 3.1701*** 3.1318***
(8.6342) (8.35"94)

ExclusiVity -0.0197 -0.0324
(0.2684) (0.4246)

Advertising
Restriction
Index 1 0.0801*·*

(2.7534)

Advertising
Restriction
Index 2 0.0591**

(2.4944)

Consumption -0.0028** -0.0029'"
(2.2585) (2.3001)

Real Income 0.0093** 0.0097**
(2.1938) (2.2469)

Real Price
of Wine 0.0808 H 0.0860'"

(2.2041) (2.2889)

Service
Congestion -1.2731 ** -1.2563**

(2.3414) (2.2791)

R2 0.:31 0.29
F-Statistic 3.21** 2.9:rH

*** Denotes significance Bt the 1% level.
** Denotes significance at the 5% level.
* Denotes significance at the 10% level.

*** Denotes significsnceJt the 1% level.
** Denotes significance at the 5% level.
I- Denotes significance at the 10% level.
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TABLE 7

""D6p~ndent Viriable: Real retail ~onej ~rice,~f~e~r (p~~ g~llon)
t - statistics in' parentheses. '

*** Denotes significance at the II-level.
** Denotes significance at the 5% level~
.. Denotes significance at the 10% level.

hi ~er inputpric~s't~ eon'Bulllers. '!'he ,d.~t8 re,j,ect this

:i~ ~x:preJ~tioIL ,

The possibility exists that OLS is an inappropriate estimation

method. Due t~ the' fact that price and consumption ,are

,simu'l taneously determined, in ma~~ets, in~clud~ng.Con6~l!'ption_,as an

explanatory varia~l.e'-i'n' th~' price -'equation may iead to bi~B~d_

esti-mates. The Reset Test F-Statistic tests for the ,pr,esence of

- this bias ~_, as well as other forms of specification error., In ~oth

equations 1 and 3 the Reset Test F-Statistics indicate the absence

of any specification error, and the appropriateness of the OLS

estimation technique. As a further check, equations 2 and 4 ",ere

estimated with a Two Stage Least Squares (T8LS) method. The TSLS

estimation method corrects for this type of specification error, if'
present. Comparing equation 1 (OLS) vith 2 (T8LS) and 3 (OL8) vith

4 (T8LS) reinforces the conclusion of the absence of specification

error in equations 1 and 3. In each pair of equations, the

Estimated coefficients are equal in sign and similar in magnitude.

In all subsequent tables, regression models are estimated vith an

OL5 technique.

The idea of a full price equilibrium across states is

reinforced by the signs of the estimated coefficient on service

congestion. The negative coefficient of the service congestion

variable suggests that higher levels of congestion, vhich raise

consumer transactions costs, are associated with lover real money

prices.

Equations 1 and .3 in-~~ble 5 uncover an important source of

ar~ificially high retail beer prices. In each equation, the
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Estimation
Method

Explanatory.
Variable

Constarit

Exclusivity

Consumption

Real Income

Real Price
of Wine

Service
Congestion

Real Wage

Print Media
Restrictions

Exterior Sign
Restrictions

Windo\( Sign
Restrictions

Radio &. TV
Restrictions

R2
F-Statistic

01.<;

2-.701'8***
(5.8324)

-0.0471
(0.6381)

-0.002.3*
(1.8176)

0.0068
(1.613.3)

0.0859**
(2.4191)

-1. 2.392**
(2.3103)

0.0863*
(2.4812)

0.1869*
(2.4812)

0.37
3.44***

OLS

2.5538***
(5.4484)

0.0063
(0.0905)

-0.0028**
(2.3248)

0,0090**
(2.1533)

0.0761**
(2.1461)

-0.9531*
(1.8123)

0.1028**
(2.1499)

0.1573**
(2.3188)

0.36
3.28***

OL5

2.5463***
(5.3723)

-0.0136
(0.1895)

-0.003.3**
(2.6132)

0.0105**
(2.474.3)

0.0842**
(2.3.322)

-1.1411**
(2.1208)

0".1119**
(2.3182)

0.1537**
(3.1308)

0.35
3.12***

OLS

2.5824***
(5.1788)

:"0.0144
(0.1772)

-0.0029**
(2.2634)

0.0094**
(3.1302)

0.0835**
(2.1.349)

-1.0013*
(1.7976)

0.1021**
(2.0240)

0.0714
(0.8739)

0.29
2.37***
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adver:Using restriction inde~ :'indicates :~!l8t, beer' ,p,ri!;'e~ 'are

high:e~:' give~ 'other factors',' the' g;~a'~~r "~h'e 'n~~~~r Of:'~~J'S ::1D
vhich state law prohibits and restricts retail competition through

advertising. Th~s is so regard~e~s~f:whfchin~~x i8'e~PloJed.

The ·~st1ll!ated coefUc_~~nts i~'d ica te '. tha t ,the;, ~lIlp~~it:i.'~ri ,0£ _one _'

~ddition~i ki~~ ofad~ertis1ng,!eBt~~ction iais~s be~~'~ricis: ~y

,between 5-~nd 8 cents'p~r,gallon in:terms of:19~4 prices ,(5.5 to

8.5 cen~s pe~ gallon in 1987 ~~llarst.

Table 7 reports regression results obtained by decoaposing

advertising restriction index 2 into its four components. As can

be seen, restrictions and prohibitions on exterior signs and

interior window signs which can be seen from the exterior each

significantly raise retail beer prices by about 15 cents per gallon

in 1984 dollars, 16.2 cents per gallon in 1987 dollars. Newspaper

and magaZine advertising restrictions raise price approxiaately 18

cents per gallon. Restrictions on radio and television advertising

appear to have no statistically significant influence on retail

price. This is not surprising in that states cannot prevent

national broadcasters from transmitting nationally-aired beer

commercials into the state. Thus, even in states with broadcast

restrictions, a significant amount of beer advertising still

penetrates the market.

Equations in Table 8 represent results obtained from

estimating equations 1 and 3 from Table 5 under the assuaption that

all ~tates except Indiana are states characterized by Boae degree

of exclusivity with respect to distributor territories. Recall

that in 1984 Indiana was the only state in the country that
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TABLE 8

Dependent Variable: R,esl retail lIlon'ey price> of 'beer (per gallon)
t - statistics in parentheses.

Explanatory
Variable

Constant 2.9696*** ,3.0079***
(5.5988) (5;6194)

Exclusivity, -0.31368 -0.3667 a
(1.3452) (1.5680)

Advertising
Restriction
Index 1 0.0695***

(2.6167)

Adyertising
Restriction
Index 2 0.0504**

(2.4025)

Consumption -0.0029** -0.0030**
(2.5378) (2.5991)

Real Income 0.0093** 0.0097**
(2.3778) (2.4564)

Real Price
of lHne 0.0849** 0.0889**

(2.5128) (2.5841)

Service
Congestion -1.2467** -1.2522**

(2.4572) (2.4335)

Real Wage 0.0901* 0.0881*
(1.9410) (1.8776)

R2 0.42 0.40 '
F-Statistic 4.15** 3.93**

***Denotes significance at the 1% level.
** Denotes significance at the 5% level.
* Denotes significance at the 10% level.
a Denotes significance at the 20% ~eYe1.
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prohibited the exclusive distributor ~~lationship. Note that under

this alt~rnBte empirical ,definition of exclusivity, the estimated

coefficients of all'remaining price determinants are atatistically

significant and of theoretically predicted sign (where

appropriate). They are also very similar in magnitude to the

estimated coefficients obtained in regression models which employed

the first, broader empirical measurement'of exclusivity. ·The fact

that the signs, magnitudes, and significance of the estimates do

not vary much as the measurement of state exclusivity changes

points to their importance as variables explaining the retail price

of beer. Clearly, the exclusion of such relevant variables from

any statistical model purporting to explain retail beer prices

would be a grave specification error.

More importantly, note the estimates of the effects of both

exclusivity and advertising restrictions on retail price contained
\

in Table 8. In these specifications advertising restrictions again

act to raise retail beer prices, as eVidenced by their positive

estimated coefficients. In these tvo equations the exclusivity

variable captures the effect on the retail price of beer of

allowing exclusive arrangements, either directly through explicit

legislation or indirectly through no prohibitions. It effectively

permits the comparison of retail price in Indiana with the

remaining st~tes in the sample. The estimated coefficient

indicates that retail beer prices vere, in terms of 1984 dollars,

from 31 to 37 cents per gallon~ (33.5 to 40 cents per gallon

in 1987 dollars) in states alloying exclusive territories than in

the one state which prohibited euch arrangements, Indiana. Note

also that the' estimate is s,tatist,i.cally signif~~ant at t'l1e '10

percent- level. Again. th~ evi'derll::e points .. to .aprice lo;,,~r'ing

effect ~f exclusivity'in distributor territories.
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.IV. C()ltCLtJSION,

',Tohe empirical reslll ts presented in t~h study lead to strong,

un~mb~guou~ ioncl~sions. After torrecting for various marke~

effects, the real price of beer has fallen significantly over the

poast t~re,~ dec.ad'es. Moreover, the effects concerning the impact of

excl~sive, distributorships inothe Alabama ~tudy are affirmed for

the nation",as, II vhol.e~ .

We conclude from our study that competition is vibrant'in the

beer, indust'ry:"'-both interbra~d 'competition and competition within

the broader b~verage market. Higher prices are the result

artificial constraintsa upon the competitive process,land are not

the result of exclusive arrangements betveen manufacturers and

their distributors. State-mandated exclusive distributor

territories lead to~ retail beer prices. There is certainly

no evidence suggesting that exclusive territories lead to higher

retail prices. Market forces such as higher real incomes and higer

prices of close substitutes (wine), result in higher beer prices

as they likely would in any other market. State-imposed

advertising restrictions, on the other hand, artificially raise

retail price through their effects in reducing competition.

39
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Steve L. Barsby & Associates. Inc., "The iegulatorY'and
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two competing explanations for interpreting rising concentration

in the beer induatry. (See "Interpreting Rising Concentration:

The Case of Beer," Journal ~ Business 57 (1984), pp. ~3-55).

Lynk demonstrates, in formal testa of the empirical evidence,

that competition, not anticompetitive exclusion of smaller

brewers, is the better hypothesis for explaining changes in

industry struct~re.

8
Statement of William Young, -The Halt Beverage Intetbrand

Competition Act," p. 85.
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. [Anothei exa~Ple ~f the fr~e rider: NewYor~.bottle l~w]

10,
Statem·ent of William Young, '''TbeMalt Beverage Interbnuid

Competition Act," p. 85.

13
Our conclusions relating to profit and other performance

in the soft drink industry and the beverage market overturn those

drawn from largely anecdotal evidence by Mark N. Cooper (The

~~ Consumers 2i Exclusive Franchising: !h! Case ~~

Beverages, Washington, D.C.: Consumer Federation of A~erica,

September, 1986). We contrast our results with Cooper's in

Appendix I of this paper.

14
See William Baumol, John C. Panzar and Robert D. Willig,

Contestable Markets and The Theory 2i Industry Structure

(Nev York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1982) and E. F. Fama and A.

B. Laffer. "The Number of Firms and Competition," American
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Substance Abuse Services, 1985), p. 5.
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16

Philip Gregorovicz.,'Ch~rl~s.IIeg&i~and Wayn~ Lac~, "The

Economic Im~aci of the B~~r.an~'Wine Ind~strie~·on ihe Ala~ama

Economy," (Montgomery, Alabama: Auburn University at Montgomery,

January, 1987).

17
,For a de:ailed description of the Reset. ~est 'see J.B.

Ramsey, "Tests"for Specification Error in Classical ~inear Least

Squares .Analysis~." Journal £f ili Royal Statistica·l SOciety,

~eriesB, no.' 3, (1969), pp. 35-72, and J.B. Ramsey and P.

Schmidt, "Some ~urther Results ~n the Dse of OLS and BLUS

Residuals in Specification Error Tests," Journal ~ ~ American

Statistical Association (June, 1976), pp. 389-390.

18

We do not intend to imply that a state is necessarily the

proper or relevant geographic measure of a market area for beer.

Ho~ever, because of such factors as state-~andated exclusive

distributional territories and state-imposed advertising

restrictions, average beer prices could be reasonable expected to

differ among states~ For this reason, as well as the manner in

which data are reported, our statistical analysis divides the

country into "8tate~ide" market areas.

19
The clas.ic research in this area is Lee Benhamts "The

Effect of AdYertising on the Price of Eyeglasses,rt~~~

~ Economics 15 (October. 1972),.pp. 337-352. Benham 'shoved

conclusively that optometrists' ret~il advertising restrictiops

raised the prices of eyeglasses and eyecare above vhat they would

have been in the absence of the restrictions. John F. Cady's
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inversely related.

lover transaction costs vould be associated vith higher aoney

prices. These considerations provid~ ihe ~asis for ~ur

expectation that monej prices and service congestibn~will be

It is' this

Hovever. if ve were Willing to take this higher

21

For a detailed explanation of the cons~ruction and use of

this type of ind~x. see H.J. Sch~andt,and G.R. Step~ens,

"Measuring'Municipal Output," National ~ Journal 13 (December,

1960), pp. 369-376.

being incorrect.

22

The strict interpretation of the results requires that ~e

use standard significance levels. Since the t-statistics on

exclusiVity are so smell, a conclusion that exclusiVity lowers

price vould stand a relatively large chance (above 30 percent) of

risk, ~e Could legitimately dray this conclusion.

20
The full price of any good is the sum of its money price,

p' and the value of time consumers spend in purchasing the

product, wt, where transaction time, t, is valued at the average

other factors, in areas vhich prohibit ~rice posfing vhich,isa

form of advertising:

increase in the quality of service of retail suppliers. Thom

lelly and Ai~~, Mau~izi dem.o~strate in Prices and 'Con~u~er.

Information; ,The ;Benefits from Poeting.,Reteil, Gasoline 'P;ices'

(WaShington, Ii .C. :Am~eri~an Enter,priB~ Institute',197S) that

gasoline prices' are si-gnificant~y high'er. after 8dju!lti~g 'fo,X:

Restricted Advertising ~.Competi~~~n: !h! Case of Retail Drugs

(Washi~gt~~; b.6~: ,Am~ri~a~~Enterp~i~e Ibstitut~;'l976)~~I~o,

find s ,retail: a dv ~~:tisi~'g:''rest~1Ic_d.'o~s,~inc;r,e'lul~;r~pr'i~e;;ot"o;~er~

the-counter and prescription drugs vithout any concomitant

consumer's unit ti~e cost, v. For example, suppose that the

money price of a six-pack of beer is $2 and that the average

consumer, yho earns, say, $6 per hour spends thirty minutes in

higher risk of being wrong that makes this conclusion "veaker" in

a statistical sense. Interestingly, a statement that exclusivity

raises price Yould stand at, minimum a 70 percent chance of, being

traveling to the nearest retailer, making his purchase, Bnd incorrect on the basis of our results.

returning home. The full price of the six-pack is thus $2 plus

$6 times one-half hour, or a total of $5. Equilibrium requires

that. given other factors. the full price of beer be the same

across states. But this equilibrium can be aaintained by any of

a number of combinations of money price and transection cost

23
Mark N. Cooper, The~~ Consumers £t Exclusive

FranchiSing: ~~ £t~ Beverages, (Washington, D.C.:

Consumer Federation of America, September, 1986).

24
Ibid., p. 36

value. If transaction costs in a state were higher than $3, for

instance, either because transaction time were longer or

alternative time costs yere higher, equilibrium would be

lIlaintained by~ money prices of beer. By the same token,

6
,5,
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APPENDIX I. COMPARATIVE EMPIRICAL RESULTS n~gat1vi coeff1cient~, vbich in ~ooper'$- specificat~on appear to

eugg~st lower' ptices in nori-exclu'si~e states. are mOst likely the

result of spurious statistical correlation or of n~t accounting for

other relevant factors Yhich affect price. Contrary to Cooper's

conclUsion. the absence of ~tatistical sign1ficanc~ of the

estimated, coeffiCients :demands the~ int~rpretation that exclUsivity

arrangements h~Ye ~ effect on P~ices.

The Cooper_ stUdy, as Tabl'es 5, 6, 7, and 8 in this stUdy

clearly sho~. also Buffers from severe model misspecification. A

prices vere eXcluded from Cooper's regression equations. Not the

least significant of ~hich ~ere state beer consumption. state-

imposed advertising restrictions, the price of vine, and the

'number of relevant variables that significantly explain retail beer

average vage rate in each state. Th~ omission of quantity consumed

from a regressi9n model purporting to explain price is such a

serious violation of basic principles of economics that it renders

his results devoid of content. Furthermore. Cooper srgues for the

exclusion of the advertising restriction variables from his

estimating equations on the grounds that their impact is neutral on

beer prices across states. Tables 3 and 4 of OUr study ehov this

to be clearly not the case. In fact, it is qUite pOssible that

Cooper's empirical result vhich purports to shov that exclusivity

arrangements raise retail beer prices (even though his estimates

are statistically insignificant) does not measure the effect of

exclusivity at all due to the substantial number of excluded
variables.

The Cooper stUdy also attempts to drsv a parallel betveen the

beer industry and the 80ft drink industry by examining some 80ft

appear to sho", price

none can be said to be

generally accepted degree

employing 1984 data

exclusiVity arrangements produces

though the estimated coefficients

raising effects of exclusivity arrangementsi

significantly .different from ~ero yith any

of statistical confidence. These

employing data from 1984 only. Hovever. none of the regressions

provide evidence that the absence of state

lover malt beverage prices. Even
\

of the exclusivity variables

All statements regarding

exclusive franchises are based on regression results derived by

to

implications stemming from

vithout substantive merit.

The statistical results upon ",hich most of Cooper's

conclusions are based are found in Table 10 (p. 37) of his stUdy.

the alleged overall costs to consumers of

associated vith higher

(emphasis ours).24

We take issue with his findings on the grounds that'Dr. Cooper's

statistical methodology, variable selection and measurement

technique, and interpretation of results are so seriously flawed as

render all empirical findings presented, and the economic

them, unreliable. meaningless, and

In,a position paper vritten for ,t'he Consumer' Federa'tion of

America ,23 Dr. Hark N. Coop,er produced a,<nat~onvide econometric/I"

study of the malt beverage industry for the years 1981 to 1984. On

the basis of this statistical study"Dr. COdperconcludes:

The data strongly supports the argument that

exclusive territory la\ls are not imposed in the

interest of efficiency. In ~very specification.

the ex~stence of exclusive territories is

prices and lover consumption

A-I A-2
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drink industry data since passag~ ofth~ Soft Drink Interbrand

Competition Act of 1980 (SDICA). SDICA p~ovided soft drink

manufacturers the ability to assign exclusive territories 'in much

the same fsshion through which brewers assign exclusive territories

in states which permit such assignments. Cooper notes that the

return to equity ratio for soft drink manufacturers vas greater

than the all-industry average in the U.S. 'over the 1980-1985 period

and infers that these higher than average rates 'of return were due,

in part, to exclusive territory assignment allowed under SDICA. He

then suggests that the legislation, and the exclusive territories,

have somehow hurt soft drink consumers.

Cooper's dats and analysis, however, do not provide any

evidence whatsoever that passage of SnICA caused increased rates of

return to equity in the soft drink industry. Nor does economic

analysis suggest that high rates of return are at all necessarily

indicative of market power (monopolistic practices), much less

artificially high prices which reduce consumer welfare. In short,

his data and analysis purporting to show SDICA as a source of

monopoly power do not ,indicate any such thing.

Cooper's soft drink and all industry return to equity data are

all post-1979. In order to argue that SDICA caused an increase in

the soft drink industry return to equity' a comparison of returns in

the pre- and post-1980 period is necessary at minimum. One would

also have to account for, in a formal statistical manner which

Cooper has not developed, a number of other economic factors which

contribute to profitability. Merely noting that the 60ft drink

industry return to equity is higher than average says nothing about

the impact, if any. of SDICA on rates of return in the industry.

1.-3
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Addi tionally, e',Yen if SDICA did, 1ncrea,s~ the return to equity in

this industry, on~ would be ~n ex~remelj ~eak footing in ,~uggesting

that the increased returns to the industry necessarily came,at the

expense of consumer welfare.

Qtilte ~he contrary, highe~ than ~verage rates of retu~n on

equity can in :fact' be' a si'gne.lof b~th vibrant i:nterindustry

, competi tion "and improved efficiency vithin an in'dustry. It is no

secret .that the early 1980s saw a shift in consumers' tastes away

from alcoholic b~vera~es in general toward soft 'drinks. With soft

drink manufacturers responding to this change with a greater number

of products as vell as increased output of existing products,

economic theory vould predict a higher than average return to

equity in the industry. In competitive markets, increases in

demand can be expected to lead to higher returns for a period of

time. Improved,efficiency of firms in the industry vould also lead

to returns to equity higher than average. Merely noting thst soft

drink equity returns vere higher than the U.S. industry average

over some period without comparing other periods and without a

theory or a formal statistical analysis isolating causes cannot be

considered evidence of any kind that the SDICA was the cause of the

above average returns.

Furthermore, even if SDICA did result in higher retu~ns to

equity in the industry (an hypothesis for which there iS,no

support). Cooper's suggestion that these increased returns come at

the expense of consumers and that consumer velfare is reduced is

unfounded in both data and the theory. For the Act to have reduced

c~nsumer velfare, it must have resulted in higher prices and/or

reduced output given other factors. 'Cooper offers no statistical

1.-4
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'evidence at.' all concerning ',the causes' 0,£' ~verail Boft'dr,ink price

tr~nds' i~ the ':1'9'808 but does '~'tat~--_tha;'~oft,drinlt,';rices ~rose by

approximately 21 percent. His suggestion that this constitutes a

significant price increase is vithout merit in light of the fact

~~~t piices in~eneral (i~flation) i4ae~J ~~~~~'31' per~erit ,d~rini

th'e same period.' 'rtii~ implies th8~ soft drink'--price,s, adjusted for-. '..' ..:. ..'. ". ~'" :. ... .

general 'price inflation actually ,d~clihed by 10 'pei,~ent o'~er th'e

APPENDIX II. DATA EMPLOYED IN CROSS-STATE ECONOMETRIC STUDY

SOURCES

Bevetage '\lorld, May; :1985.

Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce, Statistical
Abstract o'f the United States: 1986, (Washington; D.C.: U.s.
GovernmentPri'nting Office" 198~ ,. - "

Eu'reau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce, lli.ll ill
Metropolitan Area Data Book: 1986, (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government PrTntIng-urf~lVBOJ.

EX • Exclusivity dummy variable; 1 if state lav mandates
exclusivity of territories, 0 othervise.

VARIABLE CODES

RN • NevBpaper and magazine advertising restriction dummy variable;
1 if state lav restricts nevspaper and magazine advertising, 0 if
such advertising is permitted without restriction or if no
provisions exist.

RT • Radio and teleVision advertising restriction dummy variable; 1
if state lav restricts radio and television advertising, a if such
advertising is permitted vithout restriction or if no provisions
exist.

Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of
Current Business, August, 1986. --

Council of Economic Advisers, Economic RiPora of the President,
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Print n& fTIce;-19BJ).

United States Brevers Association, Special Information Book,
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Brevers AssociatIon, 1985). ----

the fact that since passage of SDICA in 1980, real soft drink price

declined by lO:percent through 1985. His suggestion that exclusive

distribution territories created monopoly pover in the soft drink

industry and are likely to do so in the beer industry is without

foundation from both statistical and theoretical perspectives.

part of firms in the industry.

do is empty. Additionally, his eroneouS logic flies in the face of

period.
1n summary, returns to equity 'in a~ industry relatfv~ to the

average return over all industries can offer no insight or evidence

vith respect to market pover or anti-competitive behavior on the

Cooper's argument that they can and

RIS - Exterior sign advertising restriction dummy variable; 1 if
state lav restricts exterior sign advertising, 0 if such
advertising is permitted vithout restriction or if no provisions
exist.

RWS • Windo~ sign advertising restriction dummy variable; 1 if
state law restricts vindov sign advertising, 0 if such advertising

A-S
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is permitted vithout rist~i~tion br i£~o proYision~·exist~

PCY... N6mi~a~.·per, cajli.t"s· l.ricom~>~~·"~-h~~S8nds.:.~~< ~j;larB .. \S84 .•..'

POP .. Population in thouss·nd"s. 1984 ~

CPI .. Re~ionalCon8umer Price Index-All Items. 1984, bssed in 1977.

BC .. T~tal beer consumptio~~~~ho~S8~~s_of_gallo~~in 1984:

TFS .. Total re:tall ·food·· (groce'ry :ani', othe~' foo.dstores).
establishments in 1982 (latest yeaL data 8Y~~ls~le)i- .

EDS .. Totsl eating'snd drinkini~esia~iish~j~~s"in1982.

PBR .. Nominal retail price" of 'beer per gallon :In "1984.

PWR .. Nominal retail price of vin~ per gallon in 1984.

PSR .. Nominal retail price of,distilled spirits per gallon in 1984.

PSDR .. Nominal retail price of soft drinks per gallon in 1984.

MVG .. Nominal hourly manufacturing vage in 1984

STATE

ALABAMA
ALASKA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONNECTICUT
DELEWARE
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
IENTUCKY
LOUISIANNA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONTANA
NEBRASKA
NEVADA.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YOU
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
RHODE ISLAND
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH
VERMONT
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING

EX

1
o
o
1
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
o
1
o
o
1
1
o
1
1
o
1
1
o
1

'1
1
o
1
o
o
o
1
1
1
o
1
1
o
1
o
1
1
1
1
1
o
1
o
1
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RH. RT RIs RWS ..

1 1 1 1
000 0
001 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
1 1" a 0
101 1
1 1 0 0
001 1
1. 1 1 1
001 1
001 1
1 000
101 1
001 0
1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0
o 0 0 0
001 1
1 100
o 0 0 0
111 1
1 1 0 0
III 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0
o 0 0 0
o O. 0 0
1 1 1 1
101 0
o 0 0 0
101 0
III 1
o 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
101 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 000
001 1
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0

PCY

B706
15320
10523

B622
13032
12204
14437
11188
11264

9932
11508

9323
12053
10279
10483
11164

9026
9642
9820

12456
1282B
11112
11297

7644
10741

937B
10839
11676
12319
13730

BB81
12542

9520
10426
10790
10058
10378
10966
11592

B766
9700
9321

11052
B669
9747

11587
117B4

B465
10804
10554

POP

3989
505

3072
2346

25795
3190
3155

614'
11050

5842
1037

999
11522

5492
2903
2440
3720
4461
1156
4349
579B
9058
4163
259B
5001

B23
1605

917
97B

7517
1426

17746
6166

6B7
10740

3310
2676

11887
962

3302
705

3720
160B3

1623
530

5636
4349
1951.
4762

513

CPI

1.6Bo" 71875
1. 674 14187
1.674 91109
1.680 42064
1. 674. 6395BO
1.674 81620
1.640 63962
1.680 16298.
1.6BO 318761
1.680 124214
1.674' 29803
1.674 23202
1.685 2B.3548
1.6B5 121164
1.685 69438
1.685 50587
1. 680 68895
1.680 106300
1.640 25602
1.680 104622
1.640 141351
1.685 210473
1.685 98007
1.680 52251
1.685 118935
1. 674 24222
1. 685 40777
1.674 3195B
1.640 34822
1.640 161942
1.674 40286
1.640 368111
1.680 121873
1. 685 16463
1. 685 267528
1. 680 58657
1.674 60361
1.640 296774
1.640 24155
1.680 72591
1.685 15343
1.680 92719
1.680 476023
1. 674 22149
1. 640 13943
1.680 126379
1.674 94794
1.680 38367
1.685 156991
1.674 13443
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STATE TFS EDS PBR ,.PWR PSR PSDR H\;/G

ALABAMA 2997 3439 5.7510 14.6983 49.9948 2.6082 7.97ALASKA 297 749 5.9848 15.0351 54.7963 2.35"79 12.25ARIZONA 1959 4191 5.3865 14.8975 52.0025 2.7815 9.09ARIANSAS 1960 2512 5.3200 15.1370 49.9928 2.60.40 7.31CALIFORNIA 16749 36734 5.0250 14 •.6478 52.9996 ~L 4:3 74 ' 9. 77 .COLORADO 1869 5057 5.3865 14.81:30 54.7970 2.9946 9.24CONNECTICUT 2259 '4612 '5.8725 14'.4920 52.997'3' 2.6875 9.22DELEWARE 508 788 5.3867 J4.3870~_52.9B71 '2.7408 9.30, FLORIDA 9420 13933 5.0008 14.7731~ 47.9996' i.850~, 7,62GEORGIA 4720 6118 5.3600 14.8724 53.0019 3.0176 7.58HAWAII 797 1741 6.0751 15.1013 54.8083 ·2.9203 8.35IDAHO 753 1536 5.3200 14.7379' 50.0150 2.7368 9.34ILLINOIS 6334 16215 6.1215 15.3328 54.8000 4.0245 10.08INDIANA 3116 7720 6.3495 14.0308 52.9973 2.9028 10.45IOWA 2164 5298 5.8108 14.9072 49.9958 2.3387 10.25IANSAS 1767 3613 5.3600 14.6B76 52. 9952 2.5830 9.40KENTUCKY 2987 3817 5.3200 14.5682 49.9980 2.6767 9.28LOUISlANNA 3755 4755 5.4270 15.3805 52.9994 2.6288 10.06MAINE 1327 1629 6.2401 14.6377 50.0087 2.2649 8.05MARYLAND 2970 5181 5.3460 14.3531 54.8010 2.8750 9.45MASSACHUSETTS 4308 8755 6.0750 14.5957 50.0007 3.2082 8.50MICHIGAN 6469 12260 6.2486 14.3193 44.9998 2.6192 12.18MINNESOTA 2911 5687 6.3080 15.2606 52.9971 1. 9509 9.75MISSISSIPPI 2489 2218 5.4000 14.7611 48.0013 2.7456 6.95MISSOURI 3334 6827 5.3200 13.9031 53.0008 :2..2664 9.32MONTAHA 709 1925 5.9401 14.6388 52.0102 2.6352 10.74NEBRASIA 1229 2870 5.4270 14.6231 50.0020 2.6855 8.93NEVADA 623 1495 5.4675 14.5262 '54.7989 3.0567 9.12NEW HAMPSHIRE 924 1378 6.5156 14.4989 51. 9943 2.5625 7.85HEW JERSEY 5821 10482 6.1690 '14.0410 50.0009 3.1461' 9.50NEW MEXICO 1001 1929 5.3200 14.3491 51.9845 2.7624 7.97NEW YORI 14850 26168 6.2000 14.6598 54.7997 3.3274 9.22NORTH CAROLINA 5372 6670 5.4000 15.1294 50.0010 3.1255 7.01NORTH DAtOTA 533 1261 5.3459 14.3665 50.9857 2.47B8 7.86OHIO 7716 15787 6.0800 13.8308 49.9993 2.9760 10.96
QUAHOHA 2674 4256 5.3600 4.7588 49.9990 2.7497 9.64OREGON 2370 4581 5.2934 13.4282 49.9966 2.8305 10.44PENNSYLVANIA 8594 16228 5.9675 14.0207 52.0003 3.4202 9.28RHODE ISLAND 780 1571 5.7999 14.4348 51.9952 2.5e95 7.23
SOUTH CAROLINA 2616 3372 5.4675 14.3804 49.9977 3.0888 7.28SOUTH DAIOTA 583 1286 5.4270 14.0465 50.9919 2.5601 7.15
TENNESSEE 3857 4913 4.9665 12.8681 48.0014 2.3353 7.93TEXAS 13103 19755 4.9B75 14.8621 54.7991 2.8305 9.04UTAH 867 1693 6.0301 19.2649 50.0105 2.9601 8.95VERMONT 662 908 6.1688 14.5210 53.0167 2.8033 8.03VIRGINIA 4465 6024 5.3332 14.9709 52.9995 2.9082 8.12WASHINGTON 3299 6543 5.082,0 14.0351' 52.0006 2.8116 NAWEST VIRGINIA 1553 1955 5.1205 14.3396 51.0026 2.6160 9.93VISCONSIN 3107 9493 6.0800 14.2163 49.9961 1.2720 10.03VYOMING 315 897 5.3466 14.5300 52.0195 2.9276 8.86
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APPENDIX III. THE MICHIGAN AND ALABAMA STUDIES

Dr3:t,ej 6/11185
(Be::rt",xt/202l

AN ANALYSIS OF NICHIGAN BEER PRICES
AND BEER REVENUE~, 1967-1983

Prepared by the

NICHIGAN DEPARTHENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
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During this same ti.me period, it is clear .that

incre,ases in beer ret~il pr ices lagged behind overall

.inda.t:i~~ .incr"e'a's~s~ ~~hii~ ~the p~~c~ '~1~'~a aixoo:pack rose"

2:~0' "ove r' ~~~~1:6'";~~>r~'~':"'p~;iC~~'·':in -,c':'~e'~~'~~l' . '~b'~e', b~.,'

295.5\. Retail beer prices, then, dropped in effect

ove~ tim~~ In 1967 dollars, a six-pack that cost $1.23

~n 1967"~?stOl)lY'9,l:~~ntsin19~3. "put anot~:r way,'

the pr~ce of ~ six-pack ~ould hive rise~ to '$3.65 ~y

1983 (Sl.~~' x'2.96S), ~earlX one dol~ar over the $2.71

price ahownin'figure,l. 'That beer prices have not·

been subject to general inflationary increases may be

an enviable business achievement by beer manufacturers.

But this achievement has been costly to the citizens of

Michigan, in terms of lost State revenues and in terms

of greater risks to public health and public safety.
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Spirits tax~s'include tbe State mark-up of 51\ on
'the State:2purc~ase price (Sec. ~3,6.16(1», which
was'1A!>t ",reviSed in 1980 with. an " "increase from
48,.' . Three', specific tax~s",are applied :, tb,the

, purchase "pr,ice.'plus, mark-up., " 'Orie. is, a' ,H· ta.,x
'imposed 'in 1957, , with reVenu~s deposited in the

School Aid Fund (Sec. 435.101). A Second 4\ tax
took effect in 1960, applied to the General Fund
(Sec. 06.121)., A H tax applying onlY,to off
~~emi~e ~ales was added ,in 1973, and:increased to
'1. 85\ in 1'978, ,with ;proce~ds deposited in' th~
Liquor' Purchase Revo.lving.Fund, :(Se,c.9 6 .131) •

'Retail 'licensees recei~~ a 17\ discount on their
purchases from the State (Sec. ~36.16(3»~ For
off-premises licensees, this diSCount constitutes·

. the 9r08 s profit ..ma·rgin, since take-out prices are
'set by 'the, State' (the ,MLCC) and may not be raised
or lowered. On-premises licensees receive the
same discount, but may charge whatever they wish
for drinks, ~o long as the price is not less than
what they paid for the alcohol. '

5. Data on barrels sold and beer excise tax 'revenues
are from the Liquor Control Commission's 1983
'"Statistical look. to Michigan CPI 'and disposable'
income data are from the Michigan Department of
Management and Budget. Data in column 3 (1967
dollars) were computed by dividing. each year's
revenues by that year's CPl. Beer CPI data ~re
from R. Sjolander and P. Kakela, '"Effects of
Michigan's Ma~datory Beverage Container Deposit
Law,· Department of,Resource Development, Michigan
State University, East Lansing, Michigan. Annual
six-pack prices Are estimated based on the beer
CPI, and do not include sales tax and bottle
deposit. The price estimates IUt5Ullle that a a1:l:
pack ~f premium domestic beer (e.g., Strob's,
Budweiser) cost $2.71 in 1983. Prices for other
years were then computed from the beer CPl.

It should be noted that figures in columns 1 and 2
Are inconsiStent for aome years, in that barrellll
lold multiplied by the $6.30 tax does not equal
the tax revenue figure. For example,the 1983
sales of 6,964,711 barrels WOUld equal $43,764,279
when multiplied by $6.30, not the $43,666,960
shown. Nevertheless, tbeae are thefigurea
published by the MLCC. Discrepancies may be due
to calculations being lIlade on a calendar year va.
fiscal Y"'ar basil, to rebates for lost or broken
prbducts, or to accounting variations.
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mE EI:XK'iWIC lWPACT Of' mE D£EIl AK) WINE ItoJS'nilES

Ctl TIrE Al...ABAWA. EJ::l')'O({ :j~

APPENDIX C

THE r~PACT O.f 111T-: 'n1:1Tn'i ~L:ton:J ·:·TF.nn 11'OH I AL n I Ll

One of the COIlC'",lrns, th:l.t emanuted from thIs bill IIIUS

.;. ',:.1::, 1954 t::+. ,,1..1:-.:.-:;.1. 1"!~:s1:l.t;)rc PZl~::;L;rt a t:=rrttu1'l:l1 btll

~r.J· l::.,It~~ ~nt: dl~trlbut.:()nal ara:l~ ~'lrvle~c1 by b~er :ll\(j Inne

:!l~t sU~h :l.Ctlr~n WOlllr1 Ill/dt ~ocnlHH!tlnn' a,lId r~l$I7, I~rlct.!s to

::!~s:r:r.,u::)r!'i,

Al.1r",arr.l :lns, r1P.SlJl tl~ th,,: (1:e"'~n(~,: of Ci?ril().~t.11 j;1/'l urHw'~~I; ur;ll\c.h;. 1\)

tP.fit thl~ cont"lntlcn, r.hrt l.1at:l 00 p'rir:,"!!,> of ·0t.!t1r .anrt .... illi.
t
: wC!r~

<:x:a.mln~tl for th"! quart"!r 10 Whl~1l 'the billw:ll:; ,pas::;~c1 (l9H-1. Q;!) and

,:ollJpared to c1,ltU f'lr th.l l:lulst qual't('r uvalbhle (lDRfj. Q:l), \/"hlch

W:IS ::1 l!I(,n liJ:- l~ t~r',

A S'IUD'(' B'{:

Philip Gregorowic:z:, Ph.D.
Cbarles E. llegji, Ph.H.
A. wayne lAcy, Ph.D.

.JanlAllty. 1~

Pr i eef. a rl:.: slloWlI

For win~. r,t'ln":s ro~1'l in four' eitlns. f~ll in thrnc

Ttlr" r'=slJlt:> Ut"(': llhowtI In 1'a01':1\ C-l aflU C-:.!.

to ~U~flOrt th~ vip-w tha.t r.1Ip. primary cornpp.ti tion in thp. bp.er unc1 wine

industry is between distriblltorn of different bra.nds rath~r than

betw~,=n' distributors of thp. sarnp. br:lnds operating out of different

terl'itories. Since the tOl'ritorlnl law was p:lssed. the price of beer

in Alabama ros~ in four cities, [ell in thr~e and fell overall in the

f',r l-ilX Al'.lh:...rna r:ltj,;!" :lod t.llr: ml'lnn pricl) [or AlnlJ;lIl1:l lK (:C)lliP:\l"~d

wlth thE: m~an pricp. lor OV'1r 200 (J.:'l. c.lti~::i. The flgurn::; wnulll tnnl1

C.S. oV'=t':l.ll.

Sta.,:,,: t-,y ll'r (,,,:r f,lX p:lJ:k. '('hh; c:r)(lIrmr'(:H to all 119 lnc::rmu;\! in the

:lnd f';ll overall in the st:lte by 17~ p~r liter. At tho S:tn,"l tfrnp.,

prices fell by only 39 nationally.

Althou~h rnany f:lettJ!"!'; (:ont-;:r into Lho:: pricing or beer u.nd win~,

no p.~idenc~ cmn b~ found In thesAdAta that tho t~rrltoriDI bill ~:l.S
b~en harlnful to the Ah.b:ull3. consumer.

This study constitutes tM resoo.rch 4:fCortflS and ~It solely of trIP.'
l:I.uthorn, ud l5bould not, btl tD.krm to tv'f)rP.fv.lO f tho vt(~ or I\!J[)(XlN

UNlVER:3ln' &it ~Y.

DRAn COpy Pages 21 - 27 OIIIdtted becamae data for ~ section
Is IncOGlIIIPl.et:e.
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TAOLE· C-l

n~~r Prlc~s Per SIX Pack

c~-:q: .\RE:\

,\11 r. ,=", f.:"O

U t r!tllllghall.
D,;,t t1:tn
Gad:=.,i-,::n
Huntsvlll.:
Mobile
~Ir)n tgomflry
TUl'i<:;).l()o~::L

..Unb.... m::L UIt:?3.n)
U. S. Ol~an)

~0SIQ'~

::. '7:1
:J:ll
3.25
3. :'IIi
3.56
:I.:!fl
3.18
Nf,'l

3.35
2.91

l%ii Ql

:1. ·1";
:1.:11'
3.30
:l.90
3.2!J
3.:'11
:1.21;
:1.0:1

:.I.:;.'
3.02

ClI,\NGE

-.:2;;
".:.Ji
+ .\13
-.46
-.27
+.03
+.OS
NIlI

-.11
+.11

._-----_._ __ .- . ~ - -- . - - --' -.-- -_ -

TABLE C-2

Wine Prices per 750 WL.

r: I 'f"i! Mtf.:' 1!lk'1 q:! I !ttif; III C'IIANc:";

.... .. - .. ........ .-. .

i\rl(.' t.t,tJ,,1t -t.'1 11 - .. O~

o i rill i ngham 5.5·1 5.09 -.45

[)t) t. h:lll 5.48 5.S0 ~.O:!

Glld5d~n 6.04 5.09 -.93
HuntfwillfJ 4.96 5.-1t ... 45

MobBe 5.80 5.801 ~.04.

Montgom'!ry 5.4l 5.76 +.35

Tuscaloosa N/A 5.19 MIA

Alllbama (14I!I1n) 5.38 5.:n -.17

U.S. CM";:l.n) ., .77 1\.71 _.03

SOCReE: /unt:rlt:an CII~IIoI.. :r tlr (;'lfIoIIlt:rt:cr Ht!t,t::l.rchtlrH AXH,.x:l
:l.tion
Int.t;r-.c 1q.• CM.l tor I.l\'ill~ Intlt·x



INTOXICATING LIQUOR REGULATION

&

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORIES

By: Michael D. Madigan
President & Legal Counsel

Minnesota Beer Wholesalers Association
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INTRODUCTION

As outlined in another white paper entitled "Intoxicating Liquor Regulation &

The Three-Tier System", Minnesota closely regulates the licensing, importation,

distribution and sale of intoxicating liquor within its borders in order to prevent illegal

sales to minors, inhibit overly aggressive marketing and consumption, collect taxes,

create orderly, transparent and accountable distribution systems, and prevent a recurrence

of the problems that led to the enactment of National Prohibition. Following a majority

of states, Minnesota adopted the three-tier system of regulation in order to accomplish

these goals. The three-tier system is designed to prevent vertical integration in the liquor

industry by "tied houses." Direct links between manufacturers and retailers, and

disproportionate influence between the two, has historically led to increased sales,
)

abusive sales practices, and excessive consumption. The three-tier system interjects

checks and balances by separating producers from consumers through a distinct,

mandatory, transparent, and accountable distribution system.

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORIES

A key component of the three-tier system, and Minnesota's Intoxicating Liquor

Regulatory Scheme, is exclusive territories for beer and wine. Today, every state in the

country has exclusive territories for beer either by statute or agreement.

Exclusive territories serve four (4) basic purposes. First, they are the backbone of

any transparent and accountable distribution system. The ability to audit for tax

payments is easier as is the enforcement of trade practice violations. Agents from the

Alcohol & Gambling Enforcement Division know exactly who is responsible for selling a

particular brand to retailers in a given area and can, therefore, determine how much of the

L:\(MBWA)\Docs\IntoxicatingLiquorExclusiveTerritories.doc
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brand is being sold, the prices being paid by the retailers and the terms of sale. In other

words, agents can determine if:

>- The proper amount of tax is being collected

>- Illegal inducements were being made at the time of sale

>- The brands are being illegally sold as a "loss leader" (being sold

below the purchase price)

Second, exclusive territories ensure that every retailer in a given area will have

access to every brand and package variety of products sold in that area on a timely basis.

This ensures that consumers have the widest choice of brands thereby enhancing

competition.

Third, exclusive territories protect product quality. Beer is a perishable product

with a code date. Under Distributor Agreements with brewers, wholesalers are required

to replace at their cost any beer on a retailer's shelves which becolnes old. No wholesaler

will replace old beer at his cost that he did not originally sell to the retailer. Accordingly,

the elimination of exclusive territories would not only hamstring effective enforcement, it

would also quickly undermine product quality and ultimately public health. Exclusive

territories also protect consumers by enabling the enforcing agency to know exactly who

to contact to get a brand removed from retail shelves in the event of a product recall or

product tampering situation.

Fourth, exclusive territories ensure better service and prevent "free riding." The

introduction of a new product or brand involves a significant investment of time and

money by a wholesaler. In essence, a new "market" must be created. This investment,

ensures,' as mentioned earlier, that consumers have a wide choice and that competition is

L:\(MBWA)\Docs\IntoxicatingLiquorExclusiveTerritories.doc
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preserved. If territories are not exclusive, wholesalers have no incentive to make this

investment because a competitor may unfairly "free ride" on the wholesaler's investment.

It also creates a disincentive for wholesalers from servicing retail accounts.

Contrary to some misconceptions, exclusive territories do not increase costs to

consumers. In a study entitled" Geographic Restraints in the Malt Beverage Industry",

the authors (Robert D. Tollision, Ph.D., George Mason University and Robert B.

Ekelund, Jr., Ph.D., Auburn) made the following statement: "In sum, our study is fairly

conclusive on the question of whether exclusive beer distribution territories will harm or

enhance consumer welfare. After a detailed analysis of the effects of state-mandated

exclusive territories on the prices ofbeer at retail, we find that if there is any effect at all,

state-mandated exclusive territories lead to lower retail beer prices. There is no evidence

that exclusive territories lead to higher retail prices ...". This is due in part because

exclusive territories facilitate interbrand competition by requiring wholesalers to promote

and merchandise all of the products assigned to their companies and by not allowing

licensees from outside the territory to "cherry pick" high volume accounts and "dump"

product (i.e. merely lowball the price without providing any merchandising, promoting

and sales support).

L:\(MBWA)\Docs\IntoxicatingLiquorExciusiveTerritories.doc
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Hennepin Entrance with View of Restaurant and Special Events Space

View from New Restaurant

350-Seat Performing Arts Studio with New-Media Galleries

View from Special Events Space

Walker Art Center Expansion, April 2002 ©Herzog & de Meuron




